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Abstract
The conflicting nature of performance, operability and environmental con-
straints leads engine manufacturers to perform a fine optimization of the com-
bustion chamber geometry to find the best design compromise. Large-Eddy
Simulation (LES) is an attractive tool to achieve this challenging task and is
routinely used in design office to capture macroscopic flow features. However,
the prediction of phenomena influenced by complex kinetic effects, such as flame
stabilization, extinction and pollutant formation, is still a crucial issue. Indeed,
the comprehensive description of combustion chemistry effects requires the use
of detailed models imposing prohibitive computational costs, numerical stiff-
ness and difficulties related to model the coupling with unresolved turbulent
scales. Reduced-cost chemistry description strategies must then be proposed
to account for kinetic effects in LES of practical combustion chambers. In this
thesis an original modeling approach, called virtual optimized chemistry, is de-
veloped. This strategy aims at describing the chemical flame structure and
pollutant formation in relevant flame configurations, at a low computational
cost. Virtual optimized kinetic schemes, composed by virtual reactions and
virtual chemical species, are built through optimization of both kinetic rate
parameters and virtual species thermo-chemical properties in order to capture
reference target flame quantities.

Keywords: Chemical flame structure, Pollutant formation, Turbulent com-
bustion, Large-Eddy Simulation, Virtual optimized chemistry.





Résumé
La nature conflictuelle des contraintes de performances, d’opérabilité et de re-
spect des normes environnementales conduit les motoristes à optimiser finement
la géométrie de la chambre de combustion afin d’identifier le meilleur design. La
Simulation aux Grande Echelles (SGE) est aujourd’hui un outil performant et
est déployé de manière courante dans les Bureaux d’Etudes pour la prédiction
des propriétés macroscopiques des écoulements réactifs. Toutefois, la descrip-
tion des phénomènes influencés par les effets de chimie complexe, tels que la
stabilisation, l’extinction de flamme et la formation des polluants, reste un
problème crucial. En effet, la prédiction des effets de chimie complexe nécessite
l’utilisation de modèles cinétiques détaillés imposant des coûts de calculs pro-
hibitifs, des problèmes de raideur numérique et des difficultés de couplage avec
les échelles non résolues turbulentes. Afin d’inclure une description des pro-
cessus chimiques dans les simulations numériques de chambres de combustion
industrielles des modèles réduits doivent être proposés. Dans cette thèse, une
méthode originale, appelée chimie virtuelle optimisée, est développée. Cette
stratégie a pour objectif la description de la structure chimique de la flamme et
la formation des polluants dans des configurations de flamme représentatives.
Les schémas cinétiques virtuels optimisés, composés de réactions virtuelles et
d’espèces chimiques virtuelles, sont construits par optimisation des paramètres
réactionnels et des propriétés thermo-chimiques des espèces virtuelles afin de
capturer les propriétés de flamme d’intérêt.

Mots-clés: Structure de flamme, Prédiction des polluants, Combustion tur-
bulente, Simulation aux Grandes Echelles, Chimie virtuelle optimisée.
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Introduction

This PhD Thesis was co-supported by Safran Tech company and the
Association Nationale Recherche Technologie (ANRT) under the grant
CIFRE No. 2014/0701.

Challenges for the design of the next generation aero-
nautical combustion chambers

During the last 20 years, the world air traffic has increased considerably. The
number of passengers more than doubled since 2000 to reach 4.0 billion in 2017,
according to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Moreover,
this rising trend is expected to be heightened in the next 20 years (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Evolution and prediction of the number of passengers carried by air trans-
port. Data collected from ICAO (2017) and forecasts provided by significant players of
aeronautics: Airbus (2018), Boeing (2017) and IATA (2017).

This vertiginous increase raises the important question of the environmental im-
pact of civil aviation. Burnt gases issued from fossil fuels combustion include
greenhouse gases (mainly CO2) and pollutant species such as carbon monox-
ide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx) and soot particles whose
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effects is detrimental for both environment (global warming, air quality deterio-
ration, acid rains, visibility reduction) and human health (respiratory diseases,
premature death). A thorough description of environmental and health effects
due to jet aircraft emissions is provided in (United Stated Environmental Pro-
tection Agency 2018). Though aircraft traffic is currently responsible for only
3% of the total anthropogenic radiative forcing by all human activities, its rela-
tive contribution is predicted to grow significantly in the next decades because
of the continuous increase of air traffic (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Estimate of the perturbation to the energy balance of the Earth-atmosphere
system (radiative forcing) due to air traffic. Positive values of radiative forcing imply
a net warming, while negative values imply cooling. Grey lines correspond to the
uncertainty range developed using the best knowledge and tools available. Adapted
from (Penner et al. 1999).

A first step towards limitation of aviation harmful impact was achieved by the
ICAO in 1983 by establishing a technical committee aiming at formulating new
policies regarding pollutant emissions. This organization regulates emissions of
CO, NOx, unburned hydrocarbons (HCx) and smoke for a reference Landing
and Take-Off (LTO) cycle. In 2001, the Advisory Council for Aviation Research
and Innovation in Europe (ACARE) was created to establish a research agenda
aiming at orienting the strategy for aeronautical developments. Following the
first global objectives of the Vision 2020 program, a new set of targets has
been defined for the horizon towards 2050. Concerning environment protec-
tion, the ACARE aims a 75 % reduction of CO2 emissions, a 90 % decrease of
NOx emissions, and a reduction of perceived noise by 65 % (Flightpath 2011).

Main levers to achieve emissions constraints imposed by these norms is to
optimize the propulsion system design and develop innovative technologies.
However, in addition to environmental objectives, engine manufacturers must
fulfill performance and operability requirements to provide an efficient and safe
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burner (Lefebvre 2010). The main constraints that a combustor should sat-
isfy are summarized in Table 1. An important issue raised when designing
a combustor is related to the incompatibility between design objectives. For
instance, solutions aiming at reducing NOx formation may lead to the degra-
dation of thermal efficiency, the increase in fuel consumption or the onset of
thermo-acoustic instabilities. The conflicting nature of the performance, envi-
ronmental and operability constraints leads engine designers to perform a fine
optimization of the burner geometry to find the best compromise.

Performance requirements Operability requirements

• High combustion efficiency • Wide combustion stability limit
• Low pressure loss • Reliable ignition in severe conditions
• Low fuel consumption • Efficient altitude relight
• Efficient wall cooling • Stable thermo-acoustic behavior
• Low noise levels
• High lifespan
• Good compactness
• Low cost maintenance
• Low pollutant emissions

Table 1: Performance and operability requirements for aeronautical engines.

Numerical simulations an essential tool

Engine optimization design relies on three main tools intervening in the various
stages of the development cycle:

• During the pre-design step, 0-D and 1-D models are used to define
the combustor shape, the cooling systems, and injectors characteristics so
that global performance targets are satisfied. These tools, generally based
on correlations (Lefebvre 2010; Mongia 2010) calibrated on experimental
data, are very efficient for the prediction of global quantities in steady-
state conditions.

• In a second stage, more refined definition and validation of the com-
bustion chamber organs are performed through experimental tests and
3-D simulations.
Experimental measurements mainly rely on visualization, optical diag-
nostics and more basic systems such as thermocouples or gas analyzers.
Data issued from measurement campaigns provide a reliable description
of physical processes, and as such, are considered as reference. However,
measurement techniques face numerous difficulties including: issues to set
up in severe conditions, calibration problems and high costs. In addition,
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experiments only provide a reduced number of flow (velocity components)
and flame (major species, temperature) quantities on very limited spa-
tial regions. Eventually, as experimental campaigns cannot be performed
in flight conditions extrapolations of the measurements must be done to
evaluate the engine behavior in real operating conditions.
On the other side, numerical simulations, based on the resolution of the
governing flow equations, are generally less expensive, give access to an
unsteady and complete description of all transported variables, and can
be used to assess combustion chambers at high pressure and high tem-
perature conditions. Nevertheless, their degree of predictivity and repre-
sentativity strongly depends on the models used.
In practice, these two complementary strategies are used jointly to eval-
uate combustion efficiency, pollutant emissions, combustor exit tempera-
ture distribution, ignition and extinction limits.

• Finally, full engine performance and operability limits are certified on
test rigs in representative conditions.

In the recent years, the combined increase in computational power and the
progress in turbulent combustion modeling make the simulations a continu-
ously more attractive tool. Today, simulations are used to guide the technolog-
ical decisions by, for instance, studying the influence of combustion chamber
components on the design objectives. It is also used to gain a better under-
standing of the complex non-stationary phenomena occurring in the combustion
chamber.
Though numerical simulations appear as an efficient tool to guide the design of
the next generation combustors, they should also face the challenges of predic-
tivity and representativity at the lowest cost.

Challenges for numerical simulations

Turbulent flames encountered in aeronautical combustion chambers, and more
generally in industrial devices, result from complex interactions between several
phenomena including: spray break-up, evaporation, turbulent mixing, combus-
tion chemistry and heat transfer. Figure 3 gives a simplified representation
of the physical processes involved in turbulent combustion. The liquid fuel is
injected in a swirled air environment where it undergoes instabilities leading
to the break-up of the film into fine liquid ligaments. Due to air entrainment
and destabilizing aerodynamic forces the ligaments are then divided into liquid
droplets of varying size and velocity. The heat conducted from the flame in-
duces pre-heated air and spray temperature increase leading to the evaporation
of the liquid droplets. The newly-formed gaseous fuel is then mixed with air
to form a partially-premixed reactive flow that feeds the flame front with fresh
gases. In this zone, thousands of elementary reactions convert the reactive mix-
ture into radical and intermediate species that are subsequently transformed
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into final combustion products, namely CO2, H2O, CO, NOx, soot precursors
(PAH), and unburnt hydrocarbons. In addition to two-phase flow and kinetics
effects, heat exchanges between the flow and the combustion chamber walls
take place and affect the flame stabilization processes.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the physical phenomena observed in a combus-
tion chamber. Characteristic spatial and time scales associated with each phenomenon
are indicated on the right. Reproduced from (Richard 2015).

All these strongly coupled phenomena feature a wide variety of spatial scales
(see Fig. 3). As an example, fast reactions are characterized by thicknesses of
less than ten microns, while liquid break-up and droplets transport occur on
larger length scales of the order of the millimeter. Turbulence itself, due to
its high intensity, exhibits a large spectrum of space scales ranging from the
integral length scale of about 100 mm to the smallest eddy whose size is circa
10 µm. Physical phenomena occurring in a combustion chamber also present a
great variability of time scales. For instance, combustion covers a wide range
of time scales going from a few microseconds for radical species net production,
to several milliseconds for slow NOx chemistry.
The multi-physical character of the flow and the high disparity of both space
and time scales, lead to a complex system of transport equations that requires
highly refined meshes and very small timesteps. Unfortunately, the available
computational resources are not sufficient to solve such a system. It is then
necessary to simplify the set of equations by deriving mathematical models
neglecting the less important phenomena and reliably describing the dominant
ones.
If two-phase flow and heat transfer have definitely an impact on the overall
behavior of the combustion chamber, the interactions between chemical com-
bustion and flow dynamics are fundamental phenomena and therefore must be
properly modeled.
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Kinetic combustion modeling

Though turbulent combustion has received important interest in the scientific
community, the modeling of turbulent reacting flows is still an open problem.
Turbulent combustion models must indeed provide a reliable representation of
the chemical processes transforming reactants into products, and their interac-
tions with turbulent eddies.
As previously mentioned, combustion chemistry itself is a highly complex and
non-linear phenomenon involving a large number of degree of freedoms. A
precise and comprehensive description of the reacting chemical system may be
achieved by using the so-called detailed kinetic schemes, involving hundreds of
species and thousands of reactions. Unfortunately, the application of such de-
tailed models in 3-D simulations of real scale configurations is prohibitive. The
computational cost associated with the resolution of species transport equa-
tions, the numerical stability problems due to reaction rates stiffness and the
potential modeling issues related to the coupling with turbulence limit the use of
detailed schemes to simple configurations and light fuels. To take into account
kinetic effects in simulations of real combustion chambers, various reduced-cost
chemistry description strategies have been proposed in the literature:

• Global and semi-global mechanisms constitute one of the simplest
descriptions of chemical effects. Semi-global kinetic schemes are gener-
ally based on 5 to 8 major species interacting through 1 to 4 global re-
actions. These reduced kinetic models, built to reproduce global flame
properties such as laminar flame speed or auto ignition delay (West-
brook and Dryer 1981; Jones and Lindstedt 1988; Franzelli et al. 2010),
are widely used for their low computational costs and relatively easy
coupling with turbulence. However, global schemes are valid on a lim-
ited range of operating conditions and are not able to capture pollutant
species formation processes. In addition, as global schemes are opti-
mized to a specific combustion regime they fail to capture the chemical
structure of complex flames encountered in practical combustion cham-
bers.

• Tabulated chemistry strategies assume that the flame structure can
be parametrized by a reduced set of control parameters (Peters 1984;
Gicquel et al. 2000; Van Oijen et al. 2001; Pierce and Moin 2004).
The chemical response of canonical problems (premixed, non-premixed,
burner stabilized flames, etc) is stored in a chemical database as a func-
tion of representative variables. Though only 2 to 3 scalars are trans-
ported, tabulated chemistry allows the description of intermediate and
pollutant species. If tabulated chemistry is very efficient when applied
in simple configurations, it however raises numerous modeling issues
(choice of the prototype flamelet and control variables, closure of trans-
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port equations) and practical difficulties (storage issues) when used in
real configurations. Indeed, the extension of tabulated chemistry capa-
bilities in complex configurations requires the tabulation of additional
flamelet solutions and the increase of the number of control variables.

• Analytically-reduced mechanisms are derived through a chemistry-
driven approach consisting in i) eliminating redundant species and re-
actions of a detailed mechanism (Vajda et al. 1985; Lu and Law 2005;
Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch 2008) and ii) applying Quasi-Steady State
Approximation (QSSA) (Lam and Goussis 1994; Lepage 2000; Løvås
et al. 2000). These mechanisms, composed by 10 to 40 species (depend-
ing on the fuel complexity), provide an accurate description of the flame
structure and intermediate species on a wide range of conditions (Luche
2003; Lu and Law 2008). Moreover, as analytic schemes retain real
chemical pathways, they can be used outside of the operating domain
targeted during the reduction procedure (Felden 2017). Recently, the
LES of the swirled SGT-100 burner demonstrated the capabilities of an-
alytic chemistry to capture CO and NOx emissions (Jaravel et al. 2017).
Unfortunately, the computational cost associated with this methodology
increases rapidly with the number of species transported. Analytically-
reduced schemes also involve a wide range of chemical time scales that
may lead to numerical stiffness and difficulties to model the coupling
with turbulent structures.

• Optimized reduced mechanisms are generated through a fully auto-
mated procedure relying on i) the identification of chemical trajectories
accessed in the target configuration, ii) the application of classical chem-
ical reduction methods and iii) the optimization of reaction rate param-
eters (Jaouen et al. 2017). Since reduction and optimization procedure
only target the chemical trajectories encountered in the simulated con-
figuration, the size of the optimized reduced mechanisms is reduced in
comparison with classical chemistry-driven reduction strategies. Un-
fortunately, the questions of the cost associated with the prediction of
heavy molecules, and the coupling with turbulent flows are still unan-
swered.

This brief state of the art of the current chemistry description strategies moti-
vates the development of an alternative method that would address the main
limitations mentioned above. In this thesis a new modeling approach, called
virtual optimized chemistry, has been therefore developed to describe quantities
of interest such as flame temperature and pollutants at a reduced computational
cost.
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Contributions of the thesis

• Development of a reduced-cost chemistry description approach:
An original chemistry description approach aiming at capturing selected
flame properties (heat release, pollutant species) on a range of represen-
tative flame configurations is proposed. This new strategy, called virtual
optimized chemistry, relies on virtual optimized mechanisms composed
of virtual reactions and virtual species. Thermo-chemical properties of
the virtual species and reaction rate parameters of the virtual reactions
are optimized with the objective to reproduce the reference flame vari-
ables of interest on the targeted flame archetypes. Virtual mechanisms
architecture is based on various sub-mechanisms dedicated to the pre-
diction of a given flame property. In this thesis, a strategy is developed
to derive i) main virtual schemes dedicated to retrieve flame tempera-
ture and ii) satellite-mechanisms devoted to CO formation description.

• Numerical simulation of laminar premixed and non-premixed
flames: the virtual optimized chemistry approach has been then imple-
mented in both the premixed and counter-flow solvers of the in-house
laminar flow package REGATH (Darabiha and Candel 1992). The 1-
D laminar flow codes are used to generate virtual premixed and non-
premixed flame solutions for the optimization procedure and a-posteriori
validations. The virtual chemistry approach was compared to main
chemical description strategies in terms of predictive capabilities, nu-
merical stiffness and computational cost.

• Development of an optimization tool: a constrained multi-objective
optimization program has been developed to train the virtual reduced
mechanisms to capture targeted flame properties of a reference flamelet
library. This optimization tool, relying on an evolutionary algorithm,
was coupled to the REGATH thermo-chemistry package to allow the
evaluation of the solution fitness.

• Large-Eddy Simulations of gaseous and two-phase turbulent
burners: the virtual optimized chemistry concept has been imple-
mented in two official releases of the massively-parallel and compressible
LES solver AVBP, co-developed at CERFACS and IFPEN (Schönfeld
and Rudgyard 1999). The capabilities of the virtual kinetic mecha-
nisms to capture the flame stabilization and dynamics as well as CO
concentration was then assessed on two laboratory-scale gaseous turbu-
lent combustors. The virtual optimized chemistry approach was finally
applied to a two-phase industrial test-rig.
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Outline of the manuscript

This manuscript is organized in four parts:

Part I

The first part discusses the difficulties raised by modeling reacting flows and
draws a state of the art of the chemistry modeling strategies. In Chapter 1 gov-
erning equations for reacting flows and the challenges related with the closure of
dominant phenomena are presented. Also, general concepts on canonical flame
archetypes and on combustion regimes encountered in real applications are dis-
cussed. Chapter 2 reviews the main strategies used for chemistry description
and discusses their applicability.

Part II

A new approach to describe kinetic effects at a reduced computational cost,
called virtual optimized chemistry, is introduced. In Chapter 3, the concept
of virtual mechanism is presented, and the methodology to build-up virtual
optimized models dedicated to the capture of a given flame property is de-
tailed. Chapter 4 concerns the application and validation of the newly devel-
oped approach. The virtual optimized approach is first applied to atmospheric
methane/air combustion. Resulting virtual optimized schemes are subsequently
validated on 1-D laminar flames and 2-D laminar burners. The performances
of the virtual model in terms of prediction, computational cost, stiffness and
robustness are compared against detailed, analytically-reduced, global and tab-
ulated chemistry. Extension of the virtual optimized chemistry approach to
aeronautical fuel is also presented.

Part III

The third part of this manuscript concentrates on the application of the virtual
optimized strategy in turbulent configurations. Chapter 5 briefly introduces
the difficulties associated with turbulent combustion modeling and presents
the coupling of virtual optimized strategy with the Thickened Flame model for
LES (TFLES) (Colin et al. 2000). Chapter 6 demonstrates the applicability
of virtual optimized chemistry in two gaseous turbulent flame configurations.
The premixed swirled combustor PRECCINSTA (Meier et al. 2007) serves
as first test case to validate the coupling between virtual optimized chemistry
and the Thickened Flame turbulent model. The Cambridge burner (Sweeney
et al. 2011) is then simulated to assess the model capabilities to predict flame
stabilization and CO formation in a stratified jet flame.
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Part IV

In this last part, a focus is made on the application of the virtual optimized
chemistry model in a two-phase flow environment. The modeling approach
used to describe the dispersed phase dynamics and evaporation is described
in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 virtual kinetic schemes are then coupled with the
TFLES model (Colin et al. 2000) and classical two-phase flow closures to be
subsequently tested on the high pressure HERON test benchÂ (Salaün et al.
2016), experimentally investigated at CORIA laboratory. A particular atten-
tion is given to the capabilities of the virtual optimized approach to capture
flame shape and stabilization.



Part I

Modeling of reacting flows
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Reacting flow modeling challenges
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The objective of this chapter is to introduce the reader with the theoret-
ical concepts and the challenges associated with the modeling of react-
ing flows. First, the governing balance equations for reacting flows are
presented. As transport and kinetic phenomena are of paramount im-
portance, a specific attention is given to the modeling of these two con-
tributions. Then, general and essential concepts on flame regimes are
discussed. After a brief introduction on the canonical flame archetypes
used for chemistry modeling, the flame regimes encountered in real tur-
bulent applications are analyzed. As the developed kinetic models are
intended to be used in industrial burners, the combustion modes to con-
sider during chemical model derivation must be properly identified.
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1.1 Mathematical formalism

1.1.1 Governing equations

Under the hypothesis of continuous medium, the dynamics of a non-reacting
flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equations. These equations are obtained
by applying conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy to an elementary
volume of fluid particles. The resolution of the system of equations enables the
evaluation of the macroscopic flow properties such as velocities, temperature
and pressure. When dealing with reacting flows, additional species conservation
equations are required to account for the mixture composition variations due
to chemical reactions and species diffusion. The full set of exact governing flow
equations is hereinafter presented. The Einstein summation convention is used
except for the k index referring to the kth species of the mixture.

Mass balance equation
The equation for total mass conservation reads:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (1.1)

where ρ is the mixture density and u (u1, u2, u3) is the velocity vector.

Momentum balance equation
Conservation of momentum gives:

∂ρuj
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρuiuj) =

∂σij
∂xi

+ ρ

Ns∑

k=1

Ykfk,j (1.2)

where Ns is the total number of species included in the mixture and fk,j denotes
the exterior volume force acting on species k in the jth direction. The stress
tensor σij is the sum of a pressure and viscous tensor τij :

σij = −Pδij + τij (1.3)

where P denotes the static pressure, and δij stands for the Kronecker symbol
equal to unity if i = j and zero otherwise. In combustion applications, as fluids
are considered as Newtonian, the viscous contribution of the stress tensor is
linearly proportional to the local rate of deformation:

τij =

(
κ− 2

3
µ

)
∂ul
∂xl

δij + µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
(1.4)

where κ is the volume viscosity and µ is the dynamic shear viscosity.
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Species balance equation
The conservation equation for each species k considered in the mixture is given
by:

∂ρYk
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρYkui) = − ∂

∂xi
(ρYkVk,i) + ω̇k (1.5)

where Yk refers to the kth species mass fraction, Vk,i stands for the ith component
of the diffusion velocity vector Vk (Vk,1, Vk,2, Vk,3) of the species k, and ω̇k refers
to species reaction rate. The total mass conservation given in Eq. (1.1), ensures
the two following relations:

Ns∑

k=1

YkVk,i = 0 and

Ns∑

k=1

ω̇k = 0 (1.6)

The molecular diffusion processes result from four contributions: i) species con-
centration gradients (direct effect), ii) pressure gradient (barodiffusive effect),
iii) temperature gradient (Soret or thermodiffusion effect) and iv) species af-
fected by different external forces. The kinetic theory of gases, leads to the
general form of the diffusion velocity vector Vk (Ern and Giovangigli 1994):

Vk =

Ns∑

l=1

DMC
kl dl −DT

k

∇T
T

(1.7)

where DMC
kl is the multi-component diffusion coefficient for the species pair

(k, l). This term is non-linearly dependent on all the state variables ψ =
{Y1, ..., YNs , T, P}. The thermal diffusion coefficient of species k is defined as
DT
k =

∑Ns
l=1D

MC
k,l ξl, where ξl is the thermal diffusion ratio of species l. The

species diffusion driving forces vector dl is given by:

dl = ∇Xl + (Xl − Yl)
∇P
P

+
ρ

P

Ns∑

m=1

YlYm (fm − fl) (1.8)

where Xk = (YkW )/Wk refers to the mole fraction of species k, with Wk the
molecular weight of species k andW the mean molecular weight of the mixture.

Energy balance equation
Multiple forms of energy conservation equations can be written depending on
the variable used to describe energy (see Table 1.1). When the total energy et
is considered, the energy conservation equation expresses as:

∂ρet
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρuiet) =− ∂qi

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj
(σijui) + Q̇

+ ρ

Ns∑

k=1

Ykfk,i (ui + Vk,i)

(1.9)
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where Q̇ is an external heat source term due for instance to radiative flux or
electrical energy deposition. The energy flux qi is the sum of three contributions
given by:

qi = −λ ∂T
∂xi

+ ρ

Ns∑

k=1

(hkYkVk,i) + P

Ns∑

k=1

(ξkVk,i) (1.10)

where hk is the sensible chemical enthalpy of species k. The first term of the
energy flux vector describes heat diffusion through Fourrier’s Law (λ∂T/∂xi)
with λ the thermal conductivity. The second contribution is associated with the
diffusion of species with different enthalpies. Eventually, the last term accounts
for the Dufour heat flux induced by concentration gradients.

Form Enthalpy Energy

Sensible hs =
∫ T
T0
cp (T ′) dT ′ es =

∫ T
T0
cv (T ′) dT ′ − P/ρ

Sensible chemical h = hs +
∑Ns

k=1 ∆h0
f,kYk e = es +

∑Ns
k=1 ∆h0

f,kYk

Total chemical ht = h+ 1
2uiui et = e+ 1

2uiui

Total non chemical H = hs + 1
2uiui E = es + 1

2uiui

Table 1.1: Enthalpy and energy variables used in conservation equations. cp and cv
denote the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and constant volume respectively,
while ∆h0f,k is the standard enthalpy of formation of the species k at the reference
temperature T0. The mixture-averaged thermodynamic properties ψ = {h, e, cp, cv} are
given by the mixing law: ψ =

∑Ns

k=1 ψkYk.

Summary
The exact system of equations previously introduced may be simplified by ne-
glecting terms having a low impact on the flow dynamics. The following as-
sumptions will be used all along the thesis:

• Volume viscosity phenomena associated with relaxation effects between
translational and other degrees of freedom of the molecule are neglected.

• External forces are supposed small compared to non-stationary, convec-
tive and diffusive terms.

• The diffusion of mass due to temperature gradients is non accounted for.
However Soret effects may be important especially when light radicals
such as H or H2 play a major.

• Pressure induced species diffusion is neglected.
• The impact of concentration gradients on heat diffusion is considered neg-

ligible. Though its symmetric effect, the Soret effect can be non negligible
in particular condition, the Dufour effect is generally reported as very low.
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• The heat source term in the energy conservation equation is neglected as
no external heat source is considered in this thesis.

The simplified set of equations recast as:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0

∂ρuj
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρuiuj) = − ∂P

∂xj
+
∂τij
∂xi

∂ρYk
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρYkui) = − ∂

∂xi
(ρYkVk,i) + ω̇k

∂ρet
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρuiet) =

∂

∂xi

(
λ
∂T

∂xi
− ρ

Ns∑

k=1

YkVk,ihk

)
+

∂

∂xi
(σijuj)

(1.11)

To close this system, an equation of state relating state variables is required.
The mixture and its components are assumed to follow the perfect gas law.
This equation of state relates temperature, pressure and density through the
following expression:

P = ρrT (1.12)

where the specific gas constant of the mixture r is given by:

r =
R

W
= R

Ns∑

k=1

Yk
Wk

=

Ns∑

k=1

Ykrk (1.13)

whereR = 8.314 J.mol−1.K−1 is the universal gas constant, and rk is the specific
gas constant of species k.
In what follows, the modeling of transport properties (subsection 1.1.2), and
kinetic effects (subsection 1.1.3) are described.

1.1.2 Transport properties modeling

Transport properties may be evaluated through four strategies featuring differ-
ent level of complexity and accuracy. The multi-component approach based on
the kinetic theory of gases is the most accurate and the most CPU demanding.
The evaluation of the multi-component coefficients requires to solve a linear
system of size ∝ (Ns ×Ns) in each direction, at each computational node and
at each numerical iteration (Dixon-Lewis 1968; Coffee and Heimerl 1981). To
decrease the computational cost associated with the direct resolution of this
system of equations, Ern and Giovangigli (1994) proposed to iteratively solve
a truncated system so as to identify approximate transport coefficients. This
first order approximation of the multi-component transport coefficients allows
an important reduction of the computational costs but is rarely used in simu-
lation of practical configurations. Mixture-averaged approximations constitute
the third category of transport model. This approach, based on mixing laws, is
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often preferred to multi-component transport models for its relatively low cost,
easy implementation and satisfactory predictive capabilities. Eventually, sim-
plified low-cost models relying on empirical laws and dimensionless transport
numbers are classically employed (Poinsot and Veynante 2012).
If the modeling of kinetic effects is of paramount importance to properly cap-
ture flame stabilization and the chemical flame structure, the transport prop-
erties also play a major role in combustion systems (Ern and Giovangigli 1998;
Hilbert et al. 2004; Barlow et al. 2012). In this thesis both mixture-averaged
and simplified models are considered to describe transport properties. Mixture-
averaged assumptions will be used in combination with detailed reference ki-
netic schemes, while simplified approaches will be considered with reduced
chemistry description strategies. These models are described in more details
hereinafter.

1.1.2.1 Mixture-averaged properties

The mixture viscosity µ may be evaluated from individual species viscosities
µk through the Wilke’s formula (Wilke 1950):

µ =

Ns∑

k=1

Xkµk
Ns∑
l=1

Xlψ̃kl

with ψ̃kl =
1√
8

1√
1 +

Wk

Wl

(
1 +

√
µk
µl

(
Wk

Wl

) 1
4

)2

(1.14)

or through a polynomial empirical approximation:

µ =
1

2

[
Ns∑

k=1

Xkµk +
1

∑Ns
k=1Xk/µk

]
. (1.15)

If both formulations lead to a reasonable agreement with multi-component
transport properties, the Wilke’s law is more CPU demanding.
The mixture-averaged thermal conductivity λ is evaluated using the polynomial
empirical approximation proposed by Mason and Saxena (1958):

λ =
1

2

[
Ns∑

k=1

Xkλk +
1

∑Ns
k=1Xk/λk

]
(1.16)

The zeroth-order approximation to the exact multi-component diffusion coeffi-
cients was proposed by Hirschfelder et al. (1954). This model uses an equivalent
diffusion coefficient Dk describing the diffusion of the species k in the rest of
the mixture. The diffusion velocity vector of the species k is then given by:

V∗k = −Dk

Xk
∇Xk with Dk =

1− Yk∑Ns
l 6=kXl/Dlk

. (1.17)
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Contrarily to the exact multi-component formulation, the Hirschfelder and Cur-
tiss approximation does not ensure mass conservation. A correction velocity
vector Vc is therefore introduced:

Vk = V∗k + Vc with Vc = −
Ns∑

k=1

YkV
∗
k. (1.18)

An alternative to the Hirschfelder and Curtiss approach is the Fick’s Law. This
approximation assumes that the diffusion vector of the species k is directly
proportional to its mass fraction gradient:

Vk = −Dk

Yk
∇Yk + Vc with Vc =

Ns∑

k=1

Dk∇Yk. (1.19)

This model can be derived from Hirschfelder and Curtiss approximation by as-
suming that the mean molecular weight of the mixture is constant in space.

The single component properties µk, λk and binary diffusion coefficients Dkl are
given by the standard kinetic theory. These transport coefficients depend on
temperature and on molecular parameters such as the collision integrals, dipole
moment or the Lennard-Jones potential well depth. The collision integrals are
tabulated from the calculations of Monchick and Mason (1961), while the other
molecular coefficients are given in reference databases (Kee et al. 1986).
Though the mixture-averaged is only a zeroth-order approximation of the ex-
act equations, the computational cost required for the calculation of species
diffusion coefficients is important, it scales with the number of species squared.

1.1.2.2 Simplified models

Simple analytic laws have been developed to evaluate the mixture viscosity
at a very low computational cost. These models assume that the viscosity of
the gaseous mixture does not depend on the gas composition, but only on the
mixture temperature. The most common formulations are:

• The Sutherland (1893) law:

µ = µref

(
T

Tref

)3/2(Tref + S

T + S

)
(1.20)

where µref is the viscosity of the mixture at the reference temperature
Tref and S is the Sutherland temperature.

• The power law:

µ = µref

(
T

Tref

)β
(1.21)

where µref is the viscosity of the mixture at the reference temperature
Tref , and β stands for the power law constant.
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In premixed fuel/air mixtures, as nitrogen is largely dominant, the use of such
simple approximations induces very small errors. However important discrep-
ancies are expected when dealing with non-premixed mixtures because the com-
position varies dramatically between pure fuel and pure oxidizer.
To alleviate the cost associated with thermal conductivity evaluation, simplified
transport models assume that the molecular Prandtl number Pr is constant in
space and time. Following this hypothesis, the heat conduction coefficient λ is
computed as:

λ =
µcp
Pr

with Pr = Pr0 = cst (1.22)

This assumption is justified by the fact that the Prandtl number is almost con-
stant through the flame front of a premixed flame. Figure 1.1, illustrating the
evolution of the Prandtl number across a stoichiometric methane/air premixed
flame front, shows that the Prandtl number varies by only a few percents be-
tween fresh (PrFG=0.705) and burnt gases (PrBG=0.689) states.
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Figure 1.1: Dimensionless transport coefficients evolution in a freely-propagating
laminar premixed stoichiometric CH4/air flame. The Lewis numbers of major species
(black lines and symbols) and the Prandtl number (grey line) vary by small amounts
through the flame front.

Species Lewis numbers Lek, comparing conductive and diffusive transport phe-
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nomena, are also plotted in Fig. 1.1. Similarly as Prandtl number, it is ob-
served that species Lewis numbers vary by small amount between fresh and
burnt gases. If the Lewis numbers Lek of the species k is assumed constant,
the diffusion coefficient is given by:

Dk =
λ

ρcpLek
=

µ

ρPrLek
(1.23)

As a consequence, the diffusion coefficients Dk are simply evaluated from the
heat diffusion coefficient. As long as the constant species Lewis numbers are
properly estimated and a sufficient numbers of species are involved in the mix-
ture, this simple approach allows to take into account differential diffusion ef-
fects between species, at a reduced computational cost (Vié et al. 2015; Jaravel
2016).
Even simpler model assumes that the species diffusion coefficients are all equal
to the thermal one.

1.1.3 Introduction to chemistry modeling

To finally close the system of equations (1.11), the species source terms ω̇k due
to combustion need to be modeled. This a priori simple but fundamental term
is in reality the outcome of a complex succession of chemical reactions involv-
ing a large number of species. Chemical kinetic studies, aiming at identifying
the chemical reaction pathways transforming fuel and oxidizer into combustion
products, allows the derivation of detailed kinetic models describing the pro-
cesses of production and consumption of chemical species. These models rely
on both the results of kinetic theory of gases and thermodynamics.
Before presenting general characteristics of hydrocarbon/air combustion, the
main results of kinetic theory are first briefly described.

1.1.3.1 Chemical kinetics

A reactive system composed by Ns species interacting through Nr reactions is
mathematically written as:

Ns∑

k=1

ν
′
kjχk ↔

Ns∑

k=1

ν
′′
kjχk for j = 1, Nr (1.24)

where ν ′kj and ν
′′
kj are respectively the forward and reverse stoechiometric coef-

ficients of the species k in the reaction j and χk is the chemical symbol of the
kth species.
The mass net production rate ω̇k of species k is given by the sum of the con-
tribution of all reactions involving the kth species:

ω̇k = Wk

Nr∑

j=1

νkjQj (1.25)
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where νkj = ν
′
kj − ν

′′
kj and Qj is the rate of progress variable of the reaction j.

The rate of progress of the jth reversible reaction is given by the forward and
reverse reaction rate:

Qj = qfj − qrj (1.26)

The forward and reverse reaction rates are closed using the law of mass action
stating that the rate of progress of the reaction is proportional to the product
of species molar concentrations:

Qj = Kfj

Ns∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν
′
kj −Krj

Ns∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν
′′
kj (1.27)

where [Xk] = (ρYk)/Wk is the species molar concentration or activity, whileKfj

and Krj are the forward and reverse rate constants of the jth reaction. Numer-
ous experimental studies were performed to identify empirical laws modeling
the forward reaction rate Kfj . The theory proposed by Arrhenius (1889) and
later validated by the kinetic gas theory is conventionally used in combustion
for its simplicity. The modified Arrhenius law closes Kfj through the following
temperature dependent empirical law:

Kfj = AfjT
βj exp

(
−Eaj
RT

)
(1.28)

where Afj is the pre-exponential constant, βj the temperature exponent and
Eaj the activation energy of the reaction j. Using kinetic gas theory results, the
product AfjT βj may be related to the steric factor that models the probability
that a collision between two molecules effectively induces a reaction. Afj models
the collision frequency depending on the molecules geometry and orientation
during the collision, while T β expresses the impact of thermal agitation on
collision success. An important parameter is the activation energy Eaj that
accounts for the fact that a sufficient amount of energy must be provided to
the system to initiate the reaction. These three kinetic parameters are generally
identified empirically by fitting experimental data.
The reverse rate constant is evaluated from the forward rate constant and the
equilibrium constant Kcj through the following relation:

Krj =
Kfj

Kcj
(1.29)

The equilibrium constant of the jth reaction is evaluated from the thermody-
namic properties of the species involved in the reaction:

Kcj =

(
Patm
RT

) Ns∑
k=1

νkj

exp

(
∆S0

j

R
−

∆H0
j

RT

)
(1.30)
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where Patm is the atmospheric pressure, ∆S0
j and ∆H0

j are the change of en-
tropy and enthalpy occurring through reaction j:

∆S0
j =

Ns∑

k=1

νkjS
0
k and ∆H0

j =

Ns∑

k=1

νkjH
0
k (1.31)

With these expressions, if a kinetic scheme describing the chemical pathways
and their rate of progress (values of the kinetic rate parameters) is provided,
the species net production rate can be evaluated. The next section introduces
general concepts on hydrocarbon/air combustion.

1.1.3.2 Oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels

As previously mentioned, combustion is a complex process involving high de-
grees of freedom. A second complexity associated with combustion modeling
is that the chemical paths strongly depend on the reactive mixture (type of
fuel and oxidizer), the proportion of each reactant and the operating condi-
tions (cold / intermediate / high temperature, low / high pressure). Figure 1.2
illustrates the main chemical reactions observed in a methane/air flame. The
first column presents the chemical pathways related to lean mixtures, while the
two second columns describe chemical reactions taking place in rich conditions.

The main steps of hydrocarbon/air combustion kinetics may be identified from
this example:

• Free radicals such as H, O and OH attack the fuel through chain-
carrying reactions promoting the production of additional free radi-
cals and intermediate species.
• Termination reactions rapidly convert alkene radicals into interme-

diate and product species.
• Finally, intermediate species are finally transformed into combustion

products through slow recombination reactions.

Though methane is a simple molecule Fig. 1.2 illustrates the complex chemical
processes occurring during fuel oxidation. The description of combustion ki-
netics effects may be achieved through different level of details. Being the core
of the thesis, this subject is discussed in more details in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2: Main chemical paths of the oxidation of methane by air. The thickness of
the arrow indicate the relative importance of the reaction. Reproduced from (Warnatz
1981).
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1.2 Flame regimes for chemistry modeling

Before presenting in detail chemistry modeling approaches, general concepts on
canonical flame problems and real flame structures are introduced. Elementary
combustion problems such as laminar premixed and non-premixed flames con-
stitute essential tools for the derivation of flame chemistry models. As it will
be discussed in Chapter 2, chemical models generally distinct these two flame
structures and are therefore often efficient on a unique combustion regime.
However, in most real flame application it is not trivial to identify one single
combustion mode.
The objective of this section is to identify the target flame configurations that
will be used for the derivation of the proposed kinetic model. First, the main
characteristics of both premixed and non-premixed canonical problems are de-
scribed. Spatial flame structures, governing equations and key properties of
these two flame archetypes are briefly introduced. Then, the relevance of these
two canonical flame configurations to represent realistic combustion systems is
discussed. Eventually, to illustrate the complexity of the chemical flame struc-
tures encountered in practical combustion chambers, the numerical simulation
of an helicopter combustor is analyzed to identify the main combustion modes.

1.2.1 Canonical flame structures

Combustion regimes are usually divided into two categories: premixed and non-
preximed. These two flame archetypes feature intrinsic differences in terms of
internal chemical structure and global flame characteristics.

1.2.1.1 Unstretched laminar premixed flame

The premixed flame archetype is obtained when fuel and oxidizer are perfectly
mixed prior to combustion. The fresh gases composed by fuel, oxidizer and
dilutant are separated from burnt gases by the flame front. This thin interface,
featuring high temperature gradient and strong chemical activity (see Fig. 1.3),
freely propagates in the fresh gases and consumes reactants at a constant burn-
ing rate.

As illustrated in Fig. 1.3 the flame region can be split into three main regions:

• A pre-heat zone (I) dominated by temperature and molecular diffusion
effects.

• A reaction zone (II), also called fuel oxidation layer, where fuel is con-
verted into intermediate species that are then consumed to form sec-
ondary fuels. This reaction region is characterized by its thickness δr of
the order of 10 micrometers.

• A post-flame zone (III) where major combustion products (H2O and
CO2) are produced by the oxidation of secondary fuels (H2 and CO).
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The oxidation reactions being slow, the post-flame zone or oxidation layer
is often very large (few tenth to few millimeters).

Figure 1.3: Schematic of a 1-D premixed flame.

Combination of both heat and species diffusion from the reactive region to the
pre-heat zone promotes the flame front propagation towards the fresh gases.
Thermal fluxes due to the flame locally increase the fresh gas temperature,
while the back diffusion processes from the reaction zone feed the pre-heat zone
with radicals ensuring the fuel consumption through chain-carrying reactions.
The heat released by the chemical reactions amplifies the local temperature
gradients enabling the flame propagation phenomenon to be maintained.
The numerical resolution of such a complex flame structure may be performed
with dedicated codes such as REGATH (Darabiha and Candel 1992), CHEMKIN
(Kee et al. 1996) or CANTERA (Goodwin 2002). These laminar flow solvers re-
solve the conservation equations describing laminar one-dimensional premixed
flames. Under the assumption of steady flame, the system of equations (1.11)
simplifies to:

∂ρu

∂x
= 0 → ρu = ρfSL = ṁ

ṁ
∂Yk
∂x

= − ∂

∂x
(ρYkVk) + ω̇k

ṁCp
∂T

∂x
=

∂

∂x

(
λ
∂T

∂x

)
− ∂T

∂x

Ns∑

k=1

ρYkVkCpk + ω̇T

(1.32)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate per surface unit and constitutes the eigenvalue
of the problem. The superscript f denotes the fresh gas state and SL is the
speed at which reactants are consumed. The last contribution in the right hand
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side of the energy conservation equation is the heat release rate due to chemical
reactions and is defined as:

ω̇T = −
Ns∑

k=1

ω̇khk (1.33)

To fully close the system of equations (1.32), inlet and outlet boundary condi-
tions must be prescribed. Inlet boundary conditions are defined by fresh gas
properties, while zero gradient of the transported variables are prescribed at
the outlet:

Species mass fraction Temperature

Inlet Yk|x=−∞ = Yk
f T |x=−∞ = T f

Outlet
∂Yk
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=+∞

= 0
∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=+∞

= 0

where Tf is the fresh gas temperature and φf is the fresh gas equivalence ratio
characterizing the proportion of each reactant in the reactive mixture. This
controlling parameter is defined as the normalized ratio between fuel (F ) and
oxidizer (O) mass fraction:

φ =

(
YF
YO

)
/

(
YF
YO

)

st

= s

(
YF
YO

)
(1.34)

The subscript st corresponds to stoichiometric conditions where fuel and oxi-
dizer are mixed in optimal proportions. The air/fuel stoichiometric mass ratio
s is:

s =
νOWO

νFWF
(1.35)

where νk are stoichiometric molar coefficients of the global reaction.
The numerical resolution of the system of equations (1.32) allows the evaluation
of key quantities describing the premixed laminar flame. First, the laminar
flame propagation speed SL is evaluated by integrating the second equation of
system (1.32) between fresh (x = −∞) and burnt (x = +∞) gas states:

SL =
1

ρf
(
Y b
k − Y

f
k

)
∫ x=+∞

x=−∞
ω̇k
(
x′
)
dx
′

(1.36)

The superscript b stands for the burnt gas state. The species k used to compute
SL is either a reactant or a product species.
Another important parameter characterizing the premixed flame structure is its
thickness. Many definitions have been proposed including the thermal thickness
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δ0
L, the diffusive thickness δd or the Blint thickness δb. In this thesis, the thermal
thickness evaluated from the temperature gradient is considered:

δ0
L =

Tb − Tf

max

(∣∣∣∣
∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
) . (1.37)

To account for the complexity of the chemical flame structure, the reactive
thickness of the species k, noted δ0

r,k, is also considered in this study. It is
defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the net production rate
of species k.

1.2.1.2 Laminar non-premixed flame

The laminar non-premixed or diffusion flame constitutes the second canonical
flame structure. In this flame configuration, fuel and oxidizer are not mixed
before entering the flame region, but are separated by the flame front. Figure
1.4 illustrates the non-premixed flame in a counter-flow configuration, where
fuel and oxidizer are injected in opposite directions. In zones I and III, the
mixture is respectively too lean and too rich to burn. Oxidizer and fuel diffuse
towards the reaction zone II where the local composition allows chemical re-
actions to occur. Contrarily to premixed combustion, the diffusion flame does
not propagate and remains localized near the stoichiometric line.

Figure 1.4: Schematic of a counterflow non-premixed flame.

The non-premixed flame structure strongly depends on mixing processes be-
tween fuel and oxidizer. Description of the diffusion flame structure is therefore
generally based on a passive scalar called mixture fraction that accounts for the
level of mixing between the reactants. By definition, the mixture fraction is not
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affected by chemical reactions and obeys a generic advection-diffusion equation
without source term:

∂ρZ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρuiZ) =

∂

∂xi

(
ρDZ

∂Z

∂xi

)
(1.38)

where the diffusivity of the mixture fraction Dz is equal to the thermal diffu-
sivity Dz = λ/(ρcp).
Using this new variable, the numerical study of non-premixed flames may be
split up into two decoupled problems: i) a mixing problem and ii) a flame
structure problem in the phase space. The equations governing this second
combustion problem may be formally derived by a projection of the conser-
vation equations onto the mixture fraction space. If unity Lewis numbers are
considered and neglecting the iso-Z curvatures (i.e. the diffusion flame structure
depends only on time and mixture fraction) the system (1.11) can be simplified
by the so-called flamelet equations system:

ρ
∂Yk
∂t

=
1

2
ρχ
∂2Yk
∂Z2

+ ω̇k

ρ
∂T

∂t
=

1

2
ρχ
∂2T

∂Z2
+ ω̇T

(1.39)

More general equations including the effect of non-unity Lewis numbers, cur-
vature of mixture fraction iso-surfaces may be found (Pitsch and Peters 1998;
Xuan et al. 2014). The system (1.39) can be directly solved in the Z-phase
space providing that the scalar dissipation rate χ (Eq. (1.40)) describing the
mixing processes is known:

χ = 2D

(
∂Z

∂xi

)2

. (1.40)

This parameter measuring the strength of molecular and heat diffusion effects
is directly influenced by the external boundary conditions characterized by the
strain rate a. From this key quantity, the Damköhler number Da comparing
diffusion fluxes and chemical processes characteristic times τd and τc, may be
defined:

Da =
τd
τc

=
1

χτc
(1.41)

When high Damköhler numbers are encountered chemical processes are very
fast compared to mixing processes. This regime is called infinitely fast chem-
istry. On the contrary when Damköhler numbers take finite values, the heat
and mass diffusion affect the inner structure and the burning rate. This case
is said finite-rate chemistry. When the scalar dissipation rate becomes very
high (χ > χext), combustion can not compensate the heat and mass transport
through the stoichiometric surface and the flame extinguishes. Figure 1.5 illus-
trates the non-premixed flame structure in the Z-phase space for different level
of scalar dissipation rate or strain rate.
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Figure 1.5: Non-premixed flame structure evolution with scalar dissipation rate for
CH4/air combustion. Scalar dissipation rates are varied from 0.01 s−1 up to χext.

1.2.2 Flame structures in practical applications

1.2.2.1 Mutli-regime flames

Previous section introduces two canonical flame structures governed by substan-
tially different combustion processes. In practical combustion chamber, fuel and
oxidizer are injected separately promoting composition inhomogeneities. In this
environment, multi-regime combustion flames, characterized by the co-existence
of both premixed and non-premixed modes, are likely to be encountered. Figure
1.6 illustrates a multi-regime flame developing in an inhomogeneous composi-
tion mixture.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of flame propagation in an heterogeneous mix-
ture (Hélie and Trouvé 1998).
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First, a premixed flame front propagates towards unburnt gases. Then, in a
secondary stage, burnt gases pockets composed by either oxidizer or fuel excess
mix and burn in a diffusion-like flame front.
To gain better a understanding on these mixed combustion regimes numer-
ous experimental (Masri 2015; Rosenberg et al. 2015) and numerical (Hélie
and Trouvé 1998; Luo et al. 2011) studies have been performed. Interest-
ingly, on the two last editions of the international workshop on measurement
and computation of Turbulent (Non)premixed Flames (TNF Workshops 2018),
a numerical comparative study was performed in order to asses combustion
model capabilities to capture the complex and multiple flame structures of an
inhomogeneous jet burner (Meares and Masri 2014).
To illustrate the variety of combustion regimes encountered in real applica-
tion, the next section describes the flame structure identified in an aeronautical
combustion chamber designed by Safran Helicopter Engine.

1.2.2.2 Flame structure analysis in an helicopter combustor

Flow topology and flame stabilization
A schematic of the investigated combustion chamber is presented in Fig. 1.7.
This industrial combustor features a reverse flow architecture where the reac-
tive mixture is injected in the motor axis opposite direction. The flow is then
redirected through an elbow before exhaust.

Figure 1.7: 2-D cut view of a reverse flow helicopter combustion chamber.

The configuration is equipped with a swirled injection system in which air is
injected radially through small tubes, and kerosene is axially injected under the
form of a liquid spray. In the hot environment, the liquid kerosene is rapidly
evaporated and partially mixes with the pre-heated air. As soon as mixture
and thermal conditions are favorable, the flow reacts and is converted into
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burnt gases. The combustion products are then exhausted from the combus-
tion chamber to the high pressure turbine. A portion of the air flux coming from
the compressor is injected through multiple cooling systems (primary holes, di-
lution holes, film cooling systems and multi-perforated walls) to reduce thermal
and mechanical loads near the walls and decrease the burnt gases temperature
levels before entering the high pressure turbine.

Figure 1.8 showing instantaneous fields of mixture fraction, heat release rate
and temperature, illustrates the flow and flame topologies. For confidentiality
reasons, only dimensionless quantities are displayed:

Z+ =
Z

Zst
; HR+ =

HR

HRmean
; T+ =

T

T3
(1.42)

where the subscript 3 denotes thermodynamic conditions at the combustion
chamber entrance.
Variables fields depicted in Fig. 1.8 are extracted from a Large Eddy Simula-
tion solution obtained with the massively-parallel, compressible solver AVBP
(Schönfeld and Rudgyard 1999) co-developed at CERFACS and IFPEN. In this
calculation, chemistry effects are accounted for with a two-step global scheme
devoted to kerosene/air combustion description (Franzelli et al. 2010). Under-
resolution of the species source terms on the LES grid is handled by the Thick-
ened Flame model for LES (Colin et al. 2000), while impact of the sub-grid
scale wrinkling is accounted for by the so-called efficiency function (Charlette
et al. 2002a). Details on the kinetic scheme and turbulent combustion models
are provided in Chapters 2 and 5 respectively. Kerosene is assumed to be per-
fectly evaporated before the flame front and is injected under gaseous form.
At the swirler exit on the outer recirculation zone, pure fuel mixes with fresh air
and forms a rich stratified mixture. As the local equivalence ratio is well above
the rich flammability limits, no flame can stabilize. However along the injector
axis, a flame stabilizes on the stoichiometric line. In this region the recirculation
zone brings unburnt combustion products that mix with air leading to a moder-
ately lean stratified mixture. Further downstream, on both sides of the injection
system the local rich flammable mixture conditions (Z+ ∈ [1, Zr/Zst]), allows
the stabilization of two flame fronts (see high heat release rate near the injec-
tion system Fig 1.8.b). This rich reaction zone is then followed by a pocket of
burnt gases composed by unburnt hydrocarbon. The fresh air injected through
primary holes, film cooling systems and multi-perforated walls mixes with the
burnt gases leading to mixture fraction reduction. Along the stoichiometric line,
identified by the white line in Fig 1.8.a, the hydrocarbon excess is completely
consumed in a second reaction zone. Downstream the fresh gases injection
through dilution holes dilutes burnt gases leading to temperature reduction.
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(a) Dimensionless mixture fraction field (b) Dimensionless heat release rate field

(c) Dimensionless temperature field

Figure 1.8: Instantaneous fields of dimensionless resolved mixture fraction, heat re-
lease and temperature evaluated by Large-Eddy Simulation. The white line in Figure
a) identifies the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface.

Scatter plots analysis
A simple method for the analysis of the flame structure consists in studying the
chemical trajectories in the mixture fraction space. Figure 1.9 shows the repar-
titions of resolved temperature and heat release as a function of the resolved
mixture fraction for different axial positions defined on Fig. 1.9. Normalized
coordinates x∗ = x/L are used, where x denotes the distance to the injector
exit and L is an arbitrary length.
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Figure 1.9: Post-treatment planes positions and instantaneous resolved mixture frac-
tion field. In red colors the iso-volume of resolved heat release rate identifies the reac-
tion zone.

Near the injection system exit, at x∗ = 0.075, two main zones can be identified:
i) a mixing zone between pre-heated fresh gases ((Z+, T+) = (0, 1)) and pure
fuel ((Z+, T+) = (1/Zst, T

f
F /T3)) and ii) a lean/stoichiometric reaction zone.

The Inner Recirculation Zone (IRZ) created by the swirled motion of the flow
promotes the movement of rich burnt gases towards fresh air. The two counter-
flow streams mix one towards the other and burn where the mixing is adequate.
Further downstream, at x∗ = 0.15, the scatter plots suggest a complex flame
structure where both premixed and non-premixed combustion regimes co-exist.
This double flame structure features i) a diffusion flame front, identified by
the peak of heat release centered on stoichiometric mixture fraction, and ii)
a rich partially premixed combustion regime, observed for Z+ ∈ [1, Zr/Zst].
Moreover, mixing processes established between the different available gases
(fresh air, fresh fuel and burnt gases) tend to reduce the mixture fraction space
covered.
Along the third plane, located at x∗ = 0.325, we retrieve a mixed regime with
both a diffusion-like flame characterized by reduced heat released rate, and
a rich partially premixed reaction zone. The lean intermediate temperature
branch is representative of the progressive dilution of combustion products by
fresh air coming from multi-perforated walls and film cooling systems.
For the last axial position investigated (x∗ = 1.0), a diffusion flame may be
observed. The burnt gases composed by unburnt hydrocarbon compounds and
combustion products flows against fresh air injected through primary holes for
dilution. Each reactant diffuses towards the reactive layer anchored to the
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stoichiometric line.

(a) x∗ = 0.075 (b) x∗ = 0.075

(c) x∗ = 0.150 (d) x∗ = 0.150

(e) x∗ = 0.325 (f) x∗ = 0.325
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(g) x∗ = 1.00 (h) x∗ = 1.00

Figure 1.9: Scatter plots of resolved temperature and heat release rate as a function
of mixture fraction for different axial positions. Normalized coordinates x∗ = x/L
where x denotes the distance to the injector exit and L is an arbitrary length. Plane
positions are indicated in Fig. 1.9.

Flame indicator analysis
Flame indicators have been proposed to identify the local flame structure. Ya-
mashita et al. (1996) first introduced the Takeno index IT analyzing the align-
ment between fuel and oxidizer mass fraction gradients:

IT =
∇YF .∇YO
|∇YF .∇YO|

∣∣∣∣
HR>HRmean

(1.43)

The Takeno index is evaluated only if the heat release rate is above a threshold
value (equal to the average heat release on the whole volume chamber) to ensure
the analysis of reactive zones only. In a premixed flame, as fuel and oxidizer
gradients are oriented in the same direction, the Takeno index equal unity. On
the contrary, in a non-premixed flame as fuel and oxidizer diffuse one towards
the other their gradients are opposed and the Takeno index is equal to -1. This
simple flame index based on a one-dimensional view of flame archetypes, has
been successfully applied in simulations of turbulent flames (Mizobuchi et al.
2005; Hannebique et al. 2013). However, when used with detailed chemistry,
the Takeno index may fail in rich conditions where fuel is consumed through
the flame front and converted into light intermediate fuels. To overcome this
limitation, a more general definition based on the scalar product of mixture
fraction and progress variable normals has been proposed (Domingo et al. 2002;
Domingo et al. 2005). Recently, more complex flame regime indicators based
on the study of explosive modes (CEMA) (Lu et al. 2010) or using drift term
(Wu and Ihme 2016) were introduced.
As chemistry is described with a global two-step scheme, the Takeno index
based on the scalar product of fuel and oxidizer mass fraction gradient is used.
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Figure 1.10 displays an instantaneous field of the Takeno index extracted on
the sector center plane.

Figure 1.10: Instantaneous resolved Takeno index field. The white line identifies the
stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface.

At the injector exit near the centerline, the negative value of the Takeno in-
dex suggests a non-premixed like combustion mode. On the outer region, few
centimeter downstream the injector, a premixed like combustion mode domi-
nates. Finally, the Takeno index identifies a second non-premixed flame front
anchored to the stoichiometric line. Though qualitative this findings corrobo-
rate the scatter plot analysis, and confirm that three main combustion regimes
are present in this combustion chamber:

• A lean partially premixed combustion mode (I) on the center region.
• A rich partially premixed combustion mode (II) on the outer region.
• A non-premixed combustion mode (III) downstream.

Summary
The flame structure analysis confirms that in practical applications the flame
structure is neither perfectly premixed nor non-premixed. Indeed, real com-
bustion chambers exhibit a high variability of flame structures changing from
perfectly premixed to diffusion-like. The simple classification distinguishing
premixed from non-premixed combustion regimes generally used to build chem-
ical model may be questioned for its low representativity. To ensure reliability
of the developed chemistry description models in practical combustors, a spe-
cial care must be given to mixed combustion regimes where both premixed and
non-premixed regimes are present.
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This study performed in stabilized flame configuration, could be renewed in
more complex combustion problems such as flame ignition and flame extinction.
Moreover, it would be of great interest to perform a similar analysis in a two
phase-flow environment where the spray dynamics and evaporation may have
a strong impact on the local mixture composition and flame regimes.
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Chemistry modeling strategies
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Combustion chemistry is a complex and high dimensionality phe-
nomenon involving numerous competing processes that feature a high
disparity of length and time scales. Reliable description of these chem-
istry effects is however of main importance to ensure a proper capture
of pollutant formation, flame stabilization or ignition. Over the past
40 years intensive research has been carried out in order to both gain a
better understanding on the underlying physics of flame chemistry and
to provide kinetic models that can be used in numerical simulations.
In this chapter, a review of the main modeling approaches aiming at
describing combustion chemical effects is presented.
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2.1 Detailed chemistry

2.1.1 Derivation and main characteristics of detailed schemes

The description of the governing chemical processes transforming fuel and ox-
idizer into products can be handled by detailed mechanisms. These kinetic
models consist in a set of elementary reactions characterizing the interaction
between species at the molecular level. Practically, detailed kinetic schemes are
built through the following steps:

• Compilation of every possible reactions between every possible species,

• Evaluation of reaction rate parameters closing chemical reactions rates,

• Validation against a variety of experimental data.

The resulting detailed chemistry models contain an accurate and comprehen-
sive description of kinetic effects over a wide range of operating conditions
(initial pressure, temperature and composition) and canonical configurations
(auto-ignition, premixed, non-premixed, ...).
Figure 2.1 shows the number of reactions and species involved in detailed ki-
netic schemes for fuels of different complexities.
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Figure 2.1: Number of reactions versus number of species for selected detailed mech-
anisms. Adapted from (Lu and Law 2009).

For simple fuels such as hydrogen, only ten species interacting through about
twenty reactions are required to describe complex kinetic effects (Li et al. 2004).
For hydrocarbon fuels, as the molecular size of the fuel increases, the number
of species and reactions dramatically increases. Mechanisms for light hydro-
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carbons involve hundreds of species (Marinov et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2007),
whereas kinetic models for aeronautical fuels include about 300 species and few
thousand reactions (Dagaut and Cathonnet 2006; Wang et al. 2010). When
low temperature effects are included the number of species can reach more than
one thousand (Dagaut et al. 2014).
Oxidation of practical fuels proceeds through numerous intermediate and radi-
cal species. These species, rapidly consumed after their production, feature very
small characteristic chemical times and reactive thicknesses in comparison with
final products. Figure 2.2 shows estimates of the species chemical times (τk)
and reactive thicknesses (δrk) for a one-dimensional freely propagating laminar
methane/air flame. The chemical time scale of species k is evaluated with the
simple definition proposed by Hong et al. (1999):

τk =
max (ρYk)

Wkmax (ω̇k)
(2.1)

Two reactive thicknesses characterizing the creation and destruction rates of
the species are defined. Both reactive thicknesses are defined as the Full Width
at Half Maximum of the source terms.
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Figure 2.2: Species chemical time (τk) and reactive thicknesses (δrk) associated with
creation (dark gray) and destruction (light gray) rates. Quantities are evaluated from
a methane/air 1-D premixed flame at φ = 1.0 and atmospheric conditions.

Intermediate species such as H, CH3 or C2H2 present very low chemical times
of the order of 10−5 s while the chemical time associated with CO2 and H2O
is one order magnitude higher. NOx species formation is characterized by very
slow chemical time of few milliseconds. As regards with reactive thicknesses,
one may observe that radicals species such as CH3, C2H2 or C2H4 feature small
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reactive thicknesses of about 70 µm, while reaction rate of major products
occur on wider spatial region of the order of 300 µm.

2.1.2 Discussions

Despite the rapid increase in computational power, the use of detailed kinetic
mechanisms for the simulations of practical configurations is still out of reach.
Three main reasons can be invoked to explain this limitation:

• First, the high dimensionality of detailed models impose prohibitive CPU
costs. Each species involved in the detailed kinetic scheme requires the
solving of an additional balance equation. Also the time associated with
species source term calculation is directly linked with the number of re-
actions included in the mechanism.

• Secondly, as shown in Fig. 2.2 intermediate and radical species feature
very rapid timescale of production and destruction making the system of
equations stiff. To ensure the proper resolution of such equations very
small timesteps or specific integration algorithms are required.

• Finally, the coupling of detailed kinetic schemes and combustion models
is theoretically complex. Indeed, the complexity of the coupling between
turbulence and chemical combustion increases rapidly with the number
of species and associated chemical time scales.

To include a description of kinetic effects in simulations of practical configura-
tions, at a reduced computational cost, various strategies have been proposed
(Fiorina et al. 2015). The following sections discuss these approaches.

2.2 Skeletal chemistry

2.2.1 Main characteristics of skeletal mechanisms

Skeletal mechanisms constitute the first level of reduction of a detailed scheme.
These reduced schemes are built through a "chemistry driven reduction method"
consisting in decreasing the number of reactions and species intervening in a
detailed kinetic scheme. According to Turányi (1990), species can be classified
into three classes: i) important species whose precise description is essential to
represent combustion processes, ii) necessary species that are required for the
prediction of important species and iii) redundant species that can be removed
without affecting the reproduction of combustion phenomena. Considering a
set of target flame properties, a range of applicability and a precision accuracy,
skeletal reduction techniques aims at identifying and removing the redundant
species and/or reactions that are considered as unimportant for the prediction
of the targets. As the quantity of flame variables of interest, the variety of com-
bustion elements and the degree of precision required increases, the number of
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species and reactions included in the skeletal mechanism rises.
Skeletal reduction methods are oriented towards either species or reactions elim-
ination. These two approaches are discussed in the following section.

2.2.2 Elimination of redundant species

The first step of skeletal reduction aims at discarding redundant species from
the detailed kinetic scheme. This stage is often considered as the most impor-
tant as it allows an important reduction of computational time. The identifi-
cation of redundant species can be performed through a variety of strategies.

Reaction rates analysis
Turányi (1990) first suggested to perform a systematic analysis of the reaction
rates. A species is considered as redundant if the elimination of the reactions
where it is involved does not deteriorate the prediction of target quantities.
Though very simple to set up this method is not used in practice because of
the cost associated with the systematic evaluation of the kinetic mechanisms.

Jacobian sensitivity investigation
Alternative strategies based on the measure of the interactions between species
have been proposed (Tomlin et al. 1992; Tomlin et al. 1997). The fundamental
idea behind these approaches consists in keeping species strongly coupled to
target species, while the species that are not coupled in a significant way are
removed from the skeletal mechanism. Tomlin et al. (1992) suggested to use
the analysis of Jacobian matrix to quantify the dependency relation between
species. The Jacobian matrix element JAB is defined as the change in the rate
of production of species A caused by the change in concentration of species B.
Its normalized definition is given by:

JAB =
∂ ln ω̇A
∂ ln [XB]

(2.2)

For a set of Ntarget species, a species B is considered as redundant if:

JB =

Ntarget∑

k=1

(
∂ ln ω̇k
∂ ln [XB]

)2

< ε (2.3)

where ε is a threshold value allowing the distinction between redundant and
necessary species. In situations where the coupling between necessary and
important species is not direct, the criteria based on Eq. (2.3) does not perform
well. To overcome this intrinsic lack of the method, an iterative procedure is
used to identify the necessary species. Necessary species directly coupled to
the important ones are identified on the basis of the sensitivity coefficient Jk
and are added to the pool of targeted species, providing new estimates of J.
This strategy is repeated until no additional species is introduced in the set of
important species.
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Directed Relation Graph approaches
Lu and Law (2005) introduced an original method based on Directed Relation
Graph (DRG). In this approach, the degree of coupling between species is
mapped to a Directed Relation Graph so as to identify the dependency relation
between species. In this graph, nodes represent species, and directed edges
illustrate the direct influence of one species to another. The strength of the
edge connecting species A to species B is given by the normalized interaction
coefficient rAB:

rAB =

∑Nr
r=1 νArqrδBr∑Nr
r=1 νArqr

(2.4)

where δBr equals 1 if the rth reaction involves species B, or 0 otherwise.
If the normalized contribution rAB of species B to the net production of species
A is sufficiently important (higher than a given tolerance ε), removing species B
from the mechanism could lead to non negligible errors on the production rate
of species A. Through a linear graph search, necessary species are identified
as species strongly coupled to target species or its dependent set of species,
while species presenting a weak coupling with important ones are detected as
redundant.

Figure 2.3: Directed relation graph illustrating coupling between species. The inter-
action coefficient rAB quantifies the degree of coupling between species A and B.

Figure 2.3 shows a theoretical example of a graph obtained through the DRG
method with a tolerance ε set to 0.10. The target species A is coupled with
species B that is also strongly linked with species D and F. The species B, D
and F form the set of dependent species and are considered as necessary species.
On the contrary, species E and C featuring interaction coefficients lower than
the tolerance are considered as redundant.
Contrarily to sensitivity analysis based methods DRG does not require the
resolution of additional specific differential equation. Construction of the graph
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mainly consists in analyzing a reference database composed by a selection of
detailed chemistry solutions representative of the targeted combustion problems
and operating conditions.
Capabilities of the DRG approach were demonstrated for the reduction of var-
ious detailed mechanisms (Lu and Law 2005; Lu and Law 2006a), however the
reduction efficiency is limited by a number of deficiencies of the original method.
First, as equal importance is given to all species some chemical compounds are
kept in the mechanism though their influence on the target flame properties is
low. To remedy this problem DRG with Error Propagation (DRGEP) method
(Pepiot and Pitsch 2005), assuming damping of the error as it propagates along
the graph, has been proposed. A second problem of the original DRG method
concerns the treatment of systems with fast dynamics (QSS species or PEA
reactions). Alternative definitions of the direct interaction coefficients based
on different normalizing coefficients were therefore introduced (Lu and Law
2006b; Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch 2008). Finally, group-based interaction
coefficients accounting for the effect of removing species on the target quanti-
ties were proposed (Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch 2008).
The DRG method along with its derived improvements is widely used for its
efficiency, low cost and relatively easy implementation (Zheng et al. 2007;
Pepiot 2008; Jaravel et al. 2017; Jaouen et al. 2017).

2.2.3 Identification of redundant reactions

The redundant species being identified, the second step of skeletal reduction
consists in removing redundant reactions.

Sensitivity analysis
One major tool to detect unimportant reactions is based on sensitivity analysis.
This method relies on the study of normalized sensitivity coefficients charac-
terizing the effect of a reaction rate parameter change on the chemical system.
A reaction is considered as unimportant if the perturbation of its rate has a
small impact on the prediction of species concentrations. Either reaction rate
or concentration sensitivity coefficients can be considered (Turányi and Bérces
1990), however reaction rate sensitivity coefficients are preferred as they can be
expressed analytically from reaction rate expression. The element Skr of the
reaction rate sensitivity matrix, evaluating the impact of a perturbation in rate
parameter kr on the net production rate of species k, is given by:

Skr =
∂ ln ω̇k
∂ ln kr

(2.5)

An overall sensitivity coefficient Sr is then used to evaluate the impact of the
reaction r on all the important species of the skeletal mechanism simultane-
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ously:

Sr =

Ntarget∑

k=1

(
∂ ln ω̇k
∂ ln kr

)2

(2.6)

Sensitivity coefficients contain high quality information on the chemical sys-
tem. However, as the size of the detailed scheme increases deriving meaningful
information from the large amount of matrices elements becomes a difficult
task.

Principal Component Analysis
To extract the most information from the sensitivity analysis, Vajda et al.
(1985) suggested to analyze the eigenvalues of the sensitivity matrix. This
method, called Principal Component Analysis (PCA), identifies the more im-
portant and strongly coupled reactions as those featuring the largest eigenvalues
and the largest eigenvector elements respectively. PCA has been successfully
applied to the reduction of a H2/air mechanism (Vlachos 1996) and CH4/air
scheme (Brown et al. 1997).
Methods based on Directed Relation Graph previously discussed may also be
used to identify reactions having a low impact on the targets.

2.2.4 Optimization-based skeletal reduction

Elimination of redundant species and reactions can also be performed through
optimization-based techniques. These strategies aim at identifying the minimal
set of species and their associated reactions that best reproduce the target flame
quantities. This objective is expressed mathematically into a minimization
problem represented as:

min

(
N∑

k=1

λk +

Nt∑

i=1

E
(
ψdi − ψredi

))
(2.7)

where λk is a binary variable equal to 0 if the kth species (or reaction) is
removed from the detailed mechanism, or 1 if the species k (or reaction) is
kept. The function E evaluates the capabilities of the reduced scheme to re-
produce the Nt targets ψ. This non-convex minimization problem, featuring
local optima, is generally solved using evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithms (GA). Edwards et al. (1998) first used GA to derive reduced model
with controlled error on quantities of interest. Fixing the number of species in
the reduced mechanism N red

s , Elliott et al. (2006) identified through a binary
encoded GA the Nd

s −N red
s redundant species and in a second stage originally

suggested to optimize the reaction rate parameters to fit a set of experimental
data. More recently, Sikalo et al. (2014) suggested to include the computational
time associated to the integration of the chemical system in the minimization
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problem. With such an approach one may expect to obtain an optimal kinetic
scheme involving a minimal number of species featuring a reduced chemical
stiffness.

2.2.5 Discussions

Though redundant species and reactions are removed, skeletal mechanisms pre-
serve high predictive capabilities. Skeletal mechanisms can indeed be seen as
a subset of the detailed mechanism which is valid for the prediction of the
target quantities and on a specified application domain. Figure 2.4 shows a
comparison of iso-octane ignition times obtained with detailed chemistry and
skeletal mechanisms derived from DRGEP application (Pepiot-Desjardins and
Pitsch 2008). Independently of the reduced scheme size, the low and high tem-
perature regions are accurately reproduced. However, the description of the
complex kinetic phenomena occurring in the negative temperature coefficient
region is achieved only if a sufficient number of species is considered.

Figure 2.4: Comparison of auto-ignition delay times predicted by a detailed kinetic
scheme and skeletal mechanisms of different sizes (Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch 2008).

As illustrated in Table 2.1, the reduction rate obtained through skeletal reduc-
tion can be high, especially if heavy fuels are considered. It is also noticeable
that the reduction factor varies strongly from one study to another. As the
efficiency of the reduction is mainly dependent on the targets (variables of in-
terest and canonical combustion problems) and required precision, it is difficult
to control it without compromising the predictive capabilities of the skeletal
scheme. Unfortunately, the final number of species involved in the reduced
mechanism is still too high and prevents the use of skeletal schemes for the
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simulation of practical configurations. In addition, radical species featuring
low characteristic time and small reactive thickness are kept in the reduced
mechanism and require small integration time and high spatial resolution that
are prohibitive. Finally, as previously explained, the coupling of such heavy
mechanisms with turbulent combustion models is not straightforward.

Authors Fuel Reduction Initial Final
method mechanism mechanism

Lu and Law (2008) Methane DRG 53 species 36 species
DRGASA 325 reactions 222 reactions

Luche et al. (2004) Kerosene Atomic flux 225 species 134 species
analysis and PCA 3493 reactions 1220 reactions

Pepiot (2008) Iso-octane DRGEP 850 species 195 species
7212 reactions 802 reactions

Jaravel (2016) Dodecane DRGEP 137 species 47 species
1222 reactions 452 reactions

Table 2.1: Exemple of skeletal mechanisms for selected hydrocarbon/air mixtures.

2.3 Analytic chemistry

2.3.1 Main characteristics of analytic schemes

As skeletal mechanisms cannot be used in simulations of real combustion cham-
bers, these high-fidelity kinetic models are further reduced to obtain the so-
called analytic schemes. Analytically-reduced mechanisms are derived through
a chemistry-driven reduction approach aiming at i) decreasing the number of
transported species and ii) lessening the stiffness of the chemical system. The
key ingredient of the reduction method is to decouple the fast species and re-
actions from the controlling slow ones. Two main strategies are reported in the
literature to remove short chemical time scales. The first one called, Partial-
Equilibrium Approximation (PEA), assumes that some very fast reversible reac-
tions, featuring high nearly balanced forward and backward reaction rates, are
in partial-equilibrium. In this condition, algebraic relations between reactant
and product concentrations are obtained. As an example, if the rth reaction is
in partial-equilibrium, its reaction rate is assumed to be null qr = 0, leading to:

Kf,r

Ns∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′′kr =

Kf,r

Keq,r

Ns∏

k=1

[Xk]
ν′kr (2.8)

Ns∏

k=1

[Xk]
νkr = Keq,r (2.9)

The second approach referred to as Quasi-Steady State Approximation (QSSA)
assumes that some fast species, featuring very low concentration and net pro-
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duction rate, are in an equilibrium state. This supposition allows to shift
these fast species, also called Quasi-Steady State (QSS) species, to an algebraic
equations sub-system. According to Goussis and Maas (2011) and Lu and Law
(2006c), a species k may be considered as QSS, if its production rate is rapidly
balanced by its destruction rate, leading to low species concentration and neg-
ligible net production rate. With this assumption, algebraic equation may be
derived for species concentration:

ω̇k = 0 (2.10)

Kf,r

Ns∏

k′=1

[Xk′ ]
ν′′
k′r =

Kf,r

Keq,r

Ns∏

k′=1

[Xk′ ]
ν′
k′r (2.11)

The use of QSSA and PEA can lead to an important reduction of the com-
putational time. First, the elimination of some fast species from the set of
transported equations reduces the stiffness of the system and allows an increase
in the timestep. Secondly, the replacement of some transport equations by an
algebraic system of equations may result in a speed-up of the computational
process.

2.3.2 Selection of QSS species

To automate the derivation of analytically-reduced mechanisms various strate-
gies have been proposed. These approaches mainly oriented towards QSS
species identification rely on the study of species production rates, time-scale
analysis and optimization algorithms. These methods are briefly presented
hereinafter.

Analysis of species production rates
Considering QSS species characteristics, some criteria based on the comparison
of production and destruction rates have been proposed (Chen 1997; Lepage
2000; Zambon and Chelliah 2007). For instance, Lepage (2000) suggested that
a species k is in Quasi-Steady State if the following constraint is respected:

Kk = [Xk]

(
ω̇ck
ω̇dk
− 1

)
< ε (2.12)

where ω̇ck and ω̇dk are the creation and destruction rate of species k. To improve
the representativity of the methodology, Kk is integrated over the flame front
and evaluated for different parametric conditions.
Very simple to use, these methods suffer however from various lacks (Mont-
gomery et al. 2006). Though consistent with the definition of a QSS species,
the criteria based on species production rates do not guarantee that the stiff-
ness of the reduced mechanism is reduced. Moreover, these simple criteria do
not account for the sensibility of the targeted quantities to the error induced by
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assuming a species in QSS. Indeed, as some species are strongly coupled a small
error introduced by the QSS approximation may lead to important deviations
of the quantities of interest.

Time-scale analysis
Time-scale analysis is considered as a key ingredient for QSS species identifica-
tion. The Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) first introduced by Lam
(1985) exploits the eigenvalue analysis of the Jacobian matrix to decouple slow
and fast subspaces. Species featuring small chemical timescales are considered
as QSS, while species with large time scales are considered as slow and are
transported in the system. Chemical timescales of the species τk are evaluated
as the inverse of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J. Providing a chemi-
cal time scale separating fast and slow sub-spaces therefore enables to identify
the QSS species. As the Jacobian matrix is time dependent, the evaluation
and diagonalization of the Jacobian matrix is complex and CPU demanding.
To overcome these drawbacks some refinement procedures have been proposed
(Lam and Goussis 1994; Lu and Law 2008), but the CSP strategy remains
costly.
An alternative criterion combining lifetime and species sensitivity has been pro-
posed by Løvås et al. (2002). This method called Level Of Importance (LOI)
considers a species k as QSS if:

LOIk = [Xk] τkS
Q
k < ε (2.13)

where τk is the lifetime of species k assumed equal to the inverse of the diagonal
element of the Jacobian matrix. SQk is the species sensitivity of the relevant
variable Q on species k, and ε is a tolerance parameter discriminating rapidly
exhausted species from slow ones.
This method simpler and less costly than CSP approach has been successfully
used in a number of flame configurations (Løvås et al. 2002; Felden et al. 2018).

Optimization algorithms
Due to the difficulties related to QSS species identification, Montgomery et al.
(2006) used Genetic Algorithm to optimally detect the species that can be
viewed as QSS. As previously described for skeletal reduction, this brute force
approach seeks the set of QSS species that minimizes the error between the
reduced and the detailed mechanism regarding the capture of selected flame
properties on a defined range of operating conditions. This method has proven
to be efficient for the development of accurate reduced mechanisms. It must
however be pointed out that it is costly as it requires to solve the system of
differential equations for each reduced scheme considered.
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2.3.3 Discussions

Provided that QSS species are properly identified, the application of QSS ap-
proximation does not affect much the predictive capabilities of the initial com-
plex kinetic mechanism. A posteriori validation of analytically-reduced mecha-
nisms shows that the flame structure and pollutant species are well recovered.
As analytic schemes retain important chemical pathways and chemical com-
pounds they also conserve a physical representation of the chemical phenom-
ena. Predictive capabilities of analytic schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.5. This
figure compares the evolution of species mass fraction predicted by detailed and
analytically-reduced schemes during constant pressure auto-ignition. It is ob-
served that only small chemical information is lost during chemistry reduction
since intermediate species are well captured.

Figure 2.5: Mass fraction profiles for major species (left) and minor species (right)
during constant pressure auto-ignitions (Lu and Law 2008). Detailed chemistry solu-
tion (lines) is compared with analytically reduced chemistry (symbols).

Until recently the use of analytic mechanisms was limited to the study of aca-
demic configurations (Sankaran et al. 2007; Yoo et al. 2011; Vié et al. 2015;
Miguel-Brebion et al. 2016). This may be explained by various disadvan-
tages associated with the method. First, as shown in Table 2.2, the number of
transported species may be important, especially for heavy multi-components
hydrocarbon fuels. Then, when the system of algebraic equations is complex
and non-linear, the resolution of the system can be more expensive than solving
the differential equations leading to important computational times. Thirdly,
though QSS species are eliminated from the system of equation, analytically
reduced mechanisms still contain intermediate species that may impose small
timesteps in an explicit framework.
With the progresses in computational hardware, analytic mechanisms have re-
cently gained considerable interest for the simulations of practical combustion
chambers (Jaravel et al. 2017; Jaouen et al. 2017; Franzelli et al. 2017; Felden
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et al. 2018; Felden et al. 2018). However, it must be underlined that the cost
associated with these simulations is more important than with classical strate-
gies. If heavy hydrocarbon molecules such as soot precursors are targeted, we
expect that more chemical paths and species will be required, increasing even
more the CPU costs. Additionally, derivation of analytic kinetic schemes de-
scribing the combustion of complex and heavy fuels such as alternative fuels
may results in high dimensionality mechanisms.

Authors Fuel QSS species Initial Final
identification method mechanism mechanism

Lu and Law (2008) Methane CSP 36 species 21 species
222 reactions 222 reactions

Luche (2003) Kerosene Lepage (2000) 134 species 94 species
criterion 1220 reactions 1220 reactions

Pepiot (2008) Iso-octane LOI 195 species 100 species
802 reactions 802 reactions

Jaravel (2016) Dodecane DRGEP 47 species 27 species
452 reactions 452 reactions

Table 2.2: Exemple of analytic mechanisms for selected hydrocarbon/air mixtures.

2.4 Global and semi-global chemistry

2.4.1 Main features of global mechanisms

Global mechanisms are composed by few major species interacting through
a reduced number of global reactions. These mechanisms are built to repro-
duce global flame quantities such as: adiabatic temperature, laminar premixed
flame speed or auto-ignition delay times (Westbrook and Dryer 1981; Jones and
Lindstedt 1988; Martin 2005; Fernandez-Tarrazo et al. 2006). A wide variety
of strategies has been proposed to build reduced global mechanisms. Two main
stages are however common for most global scheme derivation approaches:

• Selection of species and reactions. First, a set of species and asso-
ciated reactions are proposed to describe the chemical processes. The
choice of the species (number and nature) intervening in the global
scheme results from a compromise between the computational cost and
the level of accuracy. The number of species considered directly im-
pacts the prediction of the adiabatic temperature and the description
of the flame structure. Regarding the definition of the global reactions,
most strategies rely on kinetic intuition and flame structure analysis
and rarely on more refined techniques such as Partial-Equilibrium Ap-
proximation or Quasi-Steady State Approximation (Jones and Lindstedt
1988).
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• Selection of reaction rate parameters. Once the reduced mech-
anism is chosen, the second step consists in selecting the kinetic rate
parameters so that the target quantities are well reproduced. Kinetic
rate parameters might be evaluated through experimental measure-
ment fitting, asymptotic analysis or optimization. As low order mecha-
nisms are naturally unable to predict the laminar flame speed evolution
over the whole flammability range, equivalence ratio dependent kinetic
rate parameters may be introduced to improve predictive capabilities
(Fernandez-Tarrazo et al. 2006; Franzelli et al. 2010).

During the last 40 years, numerous global kinetic schemes were developed.
To illustrate the different strategies previously introduced some examples of
reduced schemes are presented.
In the pioneering work of Westbrook and Dryer (1981) a method to build two-
step schemes for the oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels was proposed. The struc-
ture of the reduced mechanisms was defined exploiting the two layers flame
structure of premixed hydrocarbon/air flames characterized by a rapid oxida-
tion of the fuel and a slow consumption of intermediate species. Reaction rate
parameters were optimized by hand to capture the evolution of the flame speed
and equilibrium CO concentrations on a wide range of equivalence ratios and
pressures. With non-unity reaction orders for reactants, the global scheme ac-
curately retrieves the global quantities targeted, but it suffers from an unstable
numerical behavior.
Jones and Lindstedt (1988) used flame structure analysis and results from sen-
sitivity analysis and PEA to derive a generic four-step mechanism. The kinetic
rate parameters of the two reactions zone model were manually tuned to capture
the flame structure of both premixed and non-premixed flames. Unfortunately,
if the agreement with experimental data is satisfactory for counterflow and lean
premixed flames, predictive capabilities of the reduced scheme deteriorate for
stoichiometric and rich mixtures.
Another major contribution was made by Franzelli et al. (2010) who developed
an empirical method to build two-step mechanisms valid on a wide range of
operating conditions. In this work, pre-exponential factors of the two reactions
are expressed as equivalence ratio dependent functions whose values are opti-
mized to fit laminar flame speeds and obtain a rapid reach of the equilibrium.
Selection of the reaction orders of the first reaction is made to model the im-
pact of pressure on laminar flame speed. Global kinetic schemes built with this
strategy have shown capacity to adequately reproduce the laminar flame speed
for the whole flammable region, and the burnt gas temperature for lean and
moderately rich mixtures (Franzelli et al. 2012; Paulhiac 2015).
An original approach based on genetic optimization was introduced by Polifke
et al. (1998). Instead of selecting the chemical rate parameters by hand or by
kinetic intuition, an evolutionary optimization algorithm is used to automati-
cally identify the best set of unknown kinetic coefficients. Moreover, contrarily
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to classical global reduction methods that target global flame properties, the
optimization procedure aims at capturing species production or heat release
rate. This strategy provides a satisfactory description of flame temperature
and major species, but intermediate species (CO and H2) profiles do not match
the reference solution. In addition, the optimization is performed for a unique
equivalence ratio limiting the overall representativity of the procedure.
Following the work of Polifke et al. (1998), many reduced schemes were devel-
oped using genetic algorithms (Martin 2005; Abou-Taouk et al. 2013; Farcy
et al. 2014).

2.4.2 Discussions

As they are cost-effective and easily coupled with turbulent motions, low-order
kinetic schemes are widely used for LES of large scale combustion systems (Her-
meth et al. 2014; Abou-Taouk et al. 2016; Volpiani et al. 2017). However as
discussed hereinbefore, reduced schemes only reproduce global flame proper-
ties, and are not able to capture complex chemistry phenomena such as flame
ignition or extinction. Generally built to describe premixed flame structure,
reduced-order schemes do not account for strain effects and fail to predict non-
premixed combustion mode. Finally, as few intermediate species are included
pollutant formation processes are not described.

2.5 Tabulated chemistry

2.5.1 Main features of tabulated chemistry approaches

A widely used approach to account for complex chemistry effects at a low com-
putational cost is the tabulated chemistry strategy. This method relies on the
fact that the chemical trajectories accessed during the combustion process are
confined to a sub-space of low dimension Nc called manifold. Thermochemical
properties ψ = {Y1, ..., YNs , ω̇1, ..., ω̇Ns , T} are then parametrized as a function
of a reduced number of coordinates ϕ:

ψ = F (ϕ1, ..., ϕNc) (2.14)

The function F does not have an analytical expression but is defined in a dis-
crete form through a chemical look-up table evaluated along the manifold with
detailed chemistry. As a consequence, tabulated chemistry approaches not only
allow a reduction of the number of equations to solve but also enable a decrease
of the CPU time associated with chemical source term evaluation.

The identification of the low-dimensional manifold and its control parameters ϕ
is a key challenge of the strategy. Maas and Pope (1992b) first suggested that
the manifold is composed by the slow time scales determined by examining the
eigenvalues of the chemical system. This methodology has been successfully
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applied to syngas/air 0-D reactors where the solution is near the equilibrium
state (Maas and Pope 1992b; Maas and Pope 1992a). However, shortcomings
arise when low temperature effects are to be captured (Gicquel et al. 2000).
Other strategies based on physical considerations assume that combustion can
be described by a collection of 1-D laminar flame elements called flamelets. De-
pending on the turbulent flame studied different flame prototypes and control
parameters are used to be representative of the dominant combustion regime:

• For premixed and weakly stratified configurations, Gicquel et al. (2000)
and Van Oijen et al. (2001) independently suggested to build the mani-
fold from 1-D laminar premixed flames. Chemical trajectories are mapped
as a function of two coordinates: the progress variable Yc describing the
progress of the reaction and the mixture fraction Z characterizing the
fresh gas equivalence ratio. Flame Prolongation of ILDM (FPI) and
Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) have shown great capabilities to
reproduce premixed and weakly stratified flame structures (Fiorina et al.
2015).

• Diffusion flames have been first modeled using chemical look-up tables
made of steady counterflow diffusion flames parametrized by both the
mixture fraction Z and the scalar dissipation rate χ (Peters 1984). Then,
to account for flame extinction or re-ignition phenomena, Pierce and
Moin (2004) proposed to tabulate unsteady counterflow flames with the
progress variable as a new control parameter. This tabulated chemistry
method called Flame-Progress Variable (FPV) was applied successfully
in a number of configurations (Pitsch and Ihme 2005; Mueller and Pitsch
2012).

• Autoignition phenomena may be accounted for through the tabulation of
homogeneous autoignition calculations. As in FPI or FGM models, ther-
mochemical properties are expressed as a function of a progress variable
and a mixture fraction (Embouazza 2005). Perfectly or partially stirred
reactors simulations can also be used to map the chemical trajectories of
autoignition processes. In this case, the residence time is used as a new
coordinate (Fichet 2008).

2.5.2 Discussions

Tabulated chemistry strategies are widely used for the simulation of various
turbulent flame configurations (Kuenne et al. 2011; Mercier et al. 2014; Perry
et al. 2017). However, when applied in real configurations these approaches
show some limitations. As described in section 1.2.2 industrial devices ex-
hibit complex chemical flame structure where both premixed and non-premixed
regimes may be encountered. To treat these mixed combustion regimes specific
tabulation strategies are required to capture pollutant species such as CO (Fio-
rina et al. 2005; Franzelli et al. 2013). Bykov and Maas (2007) first proposed
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to identify the slow dimension manifolds accessed in real flames through an iter-
ative method. A similar approach introduced by Nguyen et al. (2010) assumes
that the chemical sub-space of complex flames is well described in the (Z,Yc)
subspace parametrized by: Z, Yc and their scalar dissipation rates. All these
studies concluded that to recover the flame structures observed in practical
combustion systems various flame archetypes must be included in the manifold
and the number of control parameters must be increased. If the computation
of individual flame element is possible, the tabulation of these different types
of flames in one unique table raises several issues. Among them we can men-
tion coordinates identification difficulties (Ihme et al. 2012; Niu et al. 2013),
storage issues on massively parallel machines (Ribert et al. 2006; Ihme et al.
2009) and theoretical difficulties to close the balance equations for the coordi-
nates in both laminar and turbulent context (Fiorina et al. 2015). Another
difficulty associated with tabulated chemistry is the simultaneous treatment of
complex phenomena such as: heat losses, multiple fuel inlets or dilution by hot
gases. Taking into account all these mechanisms can also lead to storage issue
due to the high dimension of the look-up table and theoretical difficulties to
identify flame prototypes combining these effects. Finally, as some chemical
phenomena, such as thermal NOx or soot precursors formation, are very slow
in comparison with carbon chemistry, classical tabulated chemistry approaches
must be refined. To properly account for slow chemistry processes, additional
modeling efforts relying on additional control variables (Ihme and Pitsch 2008;
Pecquery et al. 2014) are required.

2.6 Optimized Reduced Chemistry

A new chemistry reduction approach, called Optimized Reduced Chemistry
(ORCh), has been recently developed (Jaouen et al. 2017). This hybrid strategy
allows the derivation of optimized analytic mechanisms through three main
steps:

• First, the chemical trajectories accessed in a given problem configuration
are identified. A priori analysis of the chemical trajectories is performed
using a stochastic approach. Particles representative of both the inlet
boundary condition and the burnt gases state (to secure flame ignition)
are tracked in a Lagrangian framework. A deterministic micro-mixing
model is then used to evaluate a reduced set of representative chemical
trajectories.

• Classical chemistry-driven reduction techniques are then applied to the
one-dimensional deterministic trajectories in order to generate an analytic
mechanism. Skeletal reduction is performed with the DRGEP approach,
while QSS species are identified through reaction rate analysis.

• Kinetic rate coefficients of the analytically-reduced mechanism are finally
optimized to ensure a proper reproduction of the reference chemical tra-
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jectories. To extend the domain of validity of the reduced scheme addi-
tional flame archetypes such as premixed flames can be included.

The resulting optimized reduced mechanisms are smaller than classical analytic
mechanism, leading to a reduction of the computational cost. This increase of
the reduction efficiency may be attributed to two main reasons. First, as genetic
optimization is used as a corrective step after reduction the limits of traditional
DRGEP and QSS approximation are extended to allow higher reduction factor.
Secondly, as the reduction and optimization target a reduced set of chemical
trajectories fewer chemical paths and species are required.
This approach has been successfully applied to the reduction of the RAMEC
mechanism dedicated to methane oxy-combustion in auto-thermal reforming
conditions (Jaouen et al. 2017). Recently, optimized reduced mechanism de-
voted to kerosene air combustion has been derived for aeronautical operating
conditions (Jaouen 2017).

2.7 Hybrid tabulated/transported chemistry

Combined methods based on tabulated and global kinetic schemes have been
developed to make the most of both strategies. As previously discussed, tabu-
lated chemistry allows to include complex chemistry by transporting only few
control variables. However, as the look-up table restrain the chemical trajecto-
ries to a unique canonical combustion regime and set of boundary conditions,
tabulated chemistry models fails when used in real configurations. Finite rate
chemistry methods, on the contrary, naturally accounts for a wider range of
phenomena such as : heat losses, dilution or multiple inlet compositions. The
combined use of these two methods is then expected to improve the predictive
capabilities.
In the context of soot modeling, Lecocq et al. (2013) proposed a hybrid tech-
nique relying on a reduced global kinetic scheme to describe the flame structure
and a tabulated chemistry model to account for the soot precursors formation.
The hybrid model was compared against fully tabulated strategy showing very
small differences for the flame structure, and more important departures for
soot precursors (Franzelli et al. 2015). Jaravel (2016) recently extended this
approach to the prediction of NOx by coupling a global two-step mechanism
with the tabulated chemistry model for NOx called NOMANI (Pecquery et al.
2014).
An interesting combination between tabulated and detailed transport chemistry
was proposed by Ribert et al. (2014). The approach called Hybrid Tabulated-
Transported Chemistry (HTTC) conserves the full detailed mechanism, but
transports only major species featuring non zero concentration in fresh an burnt
gases. Intermediate species exhibiting a self-similar behavior are efficiently tab-
ulated as a function of a reduced set of control parameters, namely a mixture
fraction and an optimized progress variable. By removing intermediate species
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from the set of transported equations, HTTC model allows both a reduction
of computational time and a diminution of the stiffness of the chemical sys-
tem. This method has been successfully applied to 1-D laminar unstrained and
strained premixed methane/air flames (Ribert et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for
more complex fuels such as kerosene heavy intermediate species do not share
a generic behavior (Duboc et al. 2015), leading to a more complex and costly
implementation of the HTTC approach.

2.8 Summary

Figure 2.6 summarizes the main chemistry modeling routes as long as their
respective advantages and drawbacks. Transported chemistry approaches rely
either on the definition of a few global reactions modeling the macroscopic
characteristic of combustion, or on the successive elimination of species and
reactions that are unimportant or too fast. Alternative approaches based on
the tabulation of flame solutions evolving on a reduced chemical subspace have
been proposed. Hybrid methods using optimization or combining transported
and tabulated chemistry approaches have also been introduced to improve the
classical chemistry modeling strategies.
In this thesis, an alternative approach consisting in building virtual reaction
mechanisms capable of describing user-defined flame properties on both pre-
mixed and non-premixed flame archetypes is proposed. This new flame chem-
istry model is presented and validated both in laminar and turbulent environ-
ments in the next Chapters.

Figure 2.6: Main chemistry description strategies.
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In this chapter, a new chemistry modeling strategy called virtual opti-
mized chemistry is introduced. First, the concept of virtual species and
reactions is presented and the general architecture of virtual optimized
mechanisms is described. Then the general approach for the derivation
of the main virtual scheme devoted to the prediction of flame/flow field
interaction is discussed. Finally, the concept of virtual satellite scheme
for the prediction of pollutant species is illustrated for CO.
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3.1 Objectives

As discussed in Chapter 1, the proper description of complex and multiple com-
bustion regimes is essential in simulations of industrial combustion chambers.
To account for mixed combustion modes while keeping low CPU costs, a new
and original approach, called virtual optimized chemistry, has been developed
and is presented in this Chapter. First, the concept of virtual optimized mecha-
nism is introduced in section 3.2. The procedure employed for the optimization
of virtual kinetic schemes is then presented. Thirdly, section 3.4 details the
derivation of the so-called main mechanism dedicated to the capture of the
flame/flow field interaction. Finally, the concept of satellite sub-mechanisms
devoted to the prediction of pollutant species formation mechanisms is applied
to CO prediction in section 3.5.

3.2 Virtual chemistry concept

The virtual reaction mechanism is optimized to predict specific flame prop-
erties requested by a Research and Development engineer on an ensemble of
user-defined flame configurations. The properties of interest may be for in-
stance the flame temperature, the consumption speed and the formation of a
given pollutant (CO, NOx, soot precursors, etc.). The target flame prototypes
must be representative of the variety of combustion elements encountered in
practical applications. In the present work, the optimized scheme targets both
premixed and non-premixed adiabatic flame archetypes so that complex flame
structures are captured. The reference database could however be enlarged by
adding other reactive configurations such as 0-D homogenous reactors or non-
adiabatic cases, if these combustion events occur in the targeted application.

The virtual mechanisms are generated through an original method relying on:

• Building-up a reduced chemical mechanism from scratch instead of reduc-
ing a detailed scheme. Contrarily to classical reduction methods whose
principle is to reduce the number of species and reactions to achieve a
certain agreement with the reference mechanism, we suggest to gradually
increase the dimensionality of the kinetic scheme so that the quantities
of interest are properly described.

• Using virtual global reactions that do not model real kinetic paths be-
tween species. Virtual optimized mechanism may be seen as a mathe-
matical architecture designed to retrieve a set of user-defined physical
targets.

• Using virtual species whose physical properties (thermodynamic and trans-
port) are optimized to capture real mixture-averaged properties. In op-
position with classical reduction methods (Westbrook and Dryer 1981;
Jones and Lindstedt 1988) that use real species, in this approach, species
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do not represent real chemical entities but are considered as degrees of
freedom of the model. It must however be underlined that when pollutant
species are targeted the virtual mechanism involves virtual species that
model the real chemical compound of interest.

The virtual optimized mechanisms architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The
proposed strategy consists in building and optimizing independent blocks of
virtual kinetic schemes dedicated to the capture of a given flame property. The
main mechanism models the mixture-averaged thermodynamic and transport
properties as well as the heat released by combustion. As a consequence, this
chemical scheme also governs the temperature profiles as well as the flame
front consumption speed. The main virtual kinetic block is coupled with the
flow governing equations through species and energy conservation equations.
It therefore impacts the mixture density and temperature fields, and as such
describes the flame/flow field interactions.

Figure 3.1: Virtual optimized mechanisms architecture.

As pointed out in Chapter 2, species production and consumption involve multi-
ple chemical pathways interacting over a high variability of time scales, leading
to important numerical stiffness. The temporal integration of such stiff chemical
system therefore requires the use of either prohibitively small timesteps or costly
algorithms. To simplify this issue independent satellite sub-mechanisms have
been introduced. Unlike the main mechanism, the satellite sub-mechanisms are
not involved in the closure of mass, momentum and energy equations but are
only devoted to the description of pollutant formation. To limit the interactions
between slow and fast chemical species, each sub-mechanism is dedicated to the
prediction of a given species such as for instance CO, NOx or soot precursors.
Both main and sub-mechanisms are trained through genetic optimization to
recover a target database composed of reference solutions representative of dif-
ferent canonical combustion problems. The choice of the flamelet library used
during the optimization process is of importance as it will be discussed in sec-
tion 4.2.2.
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Virtual schemes (including main mechanism and sub-mechanisms) have a struc-
ture similar to conventional mechanisms. Hereafter, the superscript v will refer
to quantities associated to virtual species and reactions whereas the super-
script d will denote detailed chemistry formalism. Consequently, a detailed
mechanism involving Nd

s species of chemical symbols Vdk interacting through
Nd
r reactions is formulated as follows:

Nd
s∑

k=1

α
′d
k,rVdk →

Nd
s∑

k=1

α
′′d
k,rVdk for r = 1, ..., Nd

r (3.1)

where αdk,r are the stoichiometric coefficients per mass unit. Similarly, the
virtual mechanism reads:

N
vj
s∑

k=1

α
′vj
k,rV

vj
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N
vj
s∑

k=1

α
′′vj
k,r V

vj
k for r = 1, ..., N

vj
r (3.2)

where the superscripts vj identify the jth virtual mechanism (main and sub-
mechanisms for CO, PAH, NOx, ...).

With these definitions, the final systems of conservation equations associated
to both main and satellite sub-mechanisms may be written as:
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Satellite-mechanism:
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where the virtual properties of the mixture, evaluated by integration of the
system 3.3, are identified by the superscripts v. The superscripts vm and vsj
denote the quantities associated with the main mechanism and the jth virtual
satellite scheme respectively.
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3.3 Virtual scheme optimization procedure

This section aims at presenting the optimization method used for virtual chem-
istry mechanism building. The optimization problem is first introduced. A
short description of minimization technique is then provided. The evolutionary
algorithm implemented is further described.

3.3.1 Problem definition

One major ingredient of the strategy is the optimization of species physical
properties and reaction rate parameters to accurately recover a set of target
flame properties. This inverse problem expresses as a constraint minimization
problem:





minimize E
(
wv (X v) ,wd

(
X d
))

submitted to S (wv (X v))
(3.5)

where E is the function comparing the virtual and detailed reference solutions,
often called fitness or cost function. Though the optimization problem is for-
mally multi-objective (multiple flame and mixture variables are targeted) a
unique cost function expressed as a linear combination of the various objectives
is used. The vector X refers to the set of free parameters describing the thermo-
dynamic, transport and kinetic rate properties and w = (ρu, ρv, ρw, ρYk, ρE)
is the state vector. Detailed state vector wd and virtual state vector wv are
constrained by S referring to the set of conservation equations introduced in
Chapter 1 and expressed here in vectorial notation:

∂w

∂t
+∇.F (w,X ) = s (w,X ) (3.6)

where F is the flux tensor and s the source term vector.
Following the work of Polifke et al. (1998), the identification of the best set of
free parameters X v is performed through an efficient and automated procedure.
The following section briefly presents the main classes of optimization methods
that may be used to build the virtual kinetic schemes.

3.3.2 Optimization methods

Two main classes of minimization approaches may be identified in the literature:
deterministic and stochastic methods. The two following paragraphs present
fundamental principles of these two optimization approaches and discuss their
applicability to handle the problem of interest.

3.3.2.1 Deterministic optimization algorithms

Deterministic optimization methods include all optimization algorithms using
a specific rule to guide the evolution from one set of candidate parameters to
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another (Cavazzuti 2013). With the advent of computer power, a wide variety
of deterministic methods have been proposed. A non-exhaustive list of these
methods is here discussed.

Classical gradient-based approaches use the cost function and its gradi-
ent to iteratively identify a new set of optimum parameters. The first order
gradient-based method, called gradient descent, assumes that the function to
minimize decreases fastest in the direction of its gradients. Starting from an
initial guess X 0, the optimum set of parameters is evaluated as:

X k+1 = X k − αk∇E (X ) (3.7)

where αk is the step length. To improve the convergence speed, a higher order
approach named Newton’s algorithm has been introduced. This method uses
both the gradient and the hessian of the cost-function:

X k+1 = X k − αkH (E (X ))−1∇E (X ) (3.8)

If these approaches feature very high quality in terms of convergence speed
or low dependence on the dimensionality of the problem, their use for the
optimization of complex problems is limited. This may be first explained by
the fact these optimization algorithms require high quality cost function such as
continuity, and derivability. Then, as gradient-based methods tend to converge
to the nearest local minimum the result of the optimization strongly depends
on the initial guess.

Surface mapping approach aims at approximating the surface of the ob-
jective function by a simple algebraic expression (polynomials, spline functions
...) obtained within a subspace χ of the parameter space X . In this method,
optimization of the cost function no longer requires costly evaluation of cost
function Jacobian or Hessian but rather the simple evaluation of algebraic ex-
pressions. However, when the function to optimize feature highly structured
shape the approximation of the cost function by an analytic expression is likely
to produce large errors and affect the optimization procedure.

3.3.2.2 Stochastic methods

A wide variety of stochastic search methods may be identified in the literature
going from simulated annealing to particle swarm or genetic algorithm. The
main ingredient of these approaches is the introduction of randomness or prob-
ability rules during the search process. If deterministic algorithms may easily
converge towards local optimum, stochastic approaches overcome this problem
by injecting randomness in the search direction (Gentle et al. 2012). By bal-
ancing exploration of the search space (through randomness) and exploitation
of the information contained in the cost function, stochastic approaches are
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able to identify global optima. Another characteristic of these optimization
algorithms concerns their domain of application. As stochastic methods do not
require the evaluation of the gradient of the cost function, they can be used
to minimize any kind of function going from high quality functions to highly
structured and noisy cost-function. Unfortunately, stochastic approaches fea-
ture low convergence rate and require numerous cost function evaluations in
comparison with deterministic methods.

3.3.2.3 Discussions

Depending on the problem treated, the two techniques can feature very different
behaviors. In this study, as the cost function is evaluated through the resolution
of a non-linear system of differential equations, it can features multiple ridges
and valleys (Elliott et al. 2004) as well as discontinuities (because of calculations
non convergence). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 showing the evolution of a
fitness function observed during optimization of a unique kinetic parameter.
One may notices that the function is not defined on the whole domain and
exhibits high frequency oscillations that may be accounted for the non-linearity
of the system to solve. From these observations, stochastic methods appear as
particularly adapted to handle the optimization of virtual mechanisms. As
Genetic Algorithms have been used with success for the reduction of kinetic
schemes (Polifke et al. 1998; Martin 2005; Farcy et al. 2014) this specific
family of search optimization method is considered.

Figure 3.2: Typical evolution of the fitness function for kinetic parameter optimiza-
tion problem. Reproduced from (Martin 2005)

3.3.3 Evolutionary algorithms principle

Evolutionary algorithms explore the domain by modeling biological evolution
principles and hereditary laws. Following the evolutionary theory proposed by
Darwin (1872), a number of optimization algorithms based on this concept were
introduced. In this work, optimization of species thermodynamic properties and
reaction rate parameters is performed using the genetic algorithm proposed by
Holland et al. (1975) and later modified by Goldberg (1989). The evolutionary
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algorithm principle implemented in the in-house optimization code is described
in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Evolutionary algorithm principle.

The main steps of the evolutionary algorithm may be summarized as follows:

1. In a first stage, the initial generation composed of a set of individuals,
representing potential solutions, is randomly generated. Each individual
is represented by a real vector also called chromosome whose values called
gene correspond to the unknown parameters. Definition of the chromo-
somes for the calibration of the species thermodynamic properties and
the kinetic parameters are given in Sec. 3.6.

2. Each individual (potential solution) of the first generation is then eval-
uated through the fitness function E that discriminates good solution
candidates from the others.

3. The next step relies on population evolution through the application of
three genetic operators:
(i) A selection procedure is used to choose couples of fittest solutions

that define the survivor parents. The selection operator is based on
a k-tournament algorithm.

(ii) A crossover operation is then applied on a couple of randomly cho-
sen parents. This genetic operator imitates the hereditary process
that mixes parental qualities towards potential improvement of the
offspring. This operation is performed with a crossover probability
Pc.

(iii) Eventually, mutation operation is randomly applied on children so-
lutions to increase diversity. Every solution may undergo mutation
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with a probability Pm.
4. The predictive capabilities of every individual of the children population

is then evaluated by comparing reference solutions to those obtained with
the corresponding virtual models.

5. Finally, a reduction or filtering operation relying on tournament selection
is applied to the total population formed by the merging between the
parents’ population and the children’ population. To ensure a constant
improvement of the generations an elitist model is used.

This evolutionary algorithm has been implemented in an in-house optimization
code called MelOptim. Details about genetic operators, selection procedure and
elitism model are given in Appendix A. The optimization code is coupled to the
REGATH thermochemistry package (Darabiha and Candel 1992) developed at
the EM2C laboratory to ensure the evaluation of the virtual kinetic models.

3.4 Virtual main scheme for flame structure predic-
tion

The general methodology to build-up the main mechanism devoted to the de-
scription of flame/flow field interaction is presented. The structure of the virtual
schemes is first introduced. Then, the optimization of virtual species properties
and reaction rate parameters is discussed.

3.4.1 Main virtual mechanisms generation principles

We assume that the reactive mixture, composed of fuel (F ), oxidizer (Ox)
and an inert dilutant (D), is transformed into combustion products through
a virtual mechanism. Products are modeled by a combination of Nvm

p virtual
species Pk. Two virtual mechanism structures are investigated in this work:

• A one-step irreversible mechanism named M1 transforming fuel and oxi-
dizer in a set of Nvm

p virtual products:

αvmF F + αvmOxOx+ αvmD D →
Nvm
p∑

k=1

αvmPk Pk + αvmD D (M1-1)

• A two-step mechanism called M2 composed of two consecutive reactions.
It converts first the reactants into an intermediate species I, which is then
transformed into virtual products Pk:

αvmF F + αvmOxOx+ αvmD D → αvmI I + αvmD D (M2-1)

αvmI I →
Nvm
p∑

k=1

αvmPk Pk (M2-2)
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the two consecutive stages required to build-up the main
virtual scheme. First, the thermo-chemical and transport properties of the
virtual species are optimized to mimic real mixture properties such as heat
capacity, heat conductivity and mixture-averaged molecular weight. Table a)
in Fig. 3.4 summarizes the physical properties optimized during the first stage
of the procedure. The second step of the optimization aims at evaluating the
kinetic rate constants of the virtual reactions detailed in Table b (Fig 3.4).
The unknown parameters are fitted so that solutions obtained with the virtual
scheme are as close as possible to a set of reference solutions obtained with a
detailed chemistry mechanism. In the present study, the reference database is
made of 1-D adiabatic laminar freely-propagating flames and 1-D non-premixed
counterflow flames.

Figure 3.4: Main virtual optimized mechanism generation procedure.

The calibration of the main virtual scheme is performed step-by-step to mini-
mize the total number of unknown that is identified at each step. The perfor-
mance of the overall optimization procedure is therefore improved.

The optimization of virtual species physical properties and kinetic rate con-
stants are discussed in section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively.

3.4.2 Optimization of virtual species properties

In a first step, the thermo-chemical and transport properties of the virtual
species are optimized to recover averaged properties of the multi-component
real mixture.
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3.4.2.1 Thermodynamic properties

For both detailed and virtual formalisms, the quantity ψ is introduced to rep-
resent the mixture-averaged thermodynamic properties:

ψd =

Nd
s∑

k=1

ψdkY
d
k (3.9)

ψvm =

Nvm
s∑

k=1

ψvmk Y vm
k (3.10)

where the vector ψk = {hk, cpk} gathers the enthalpy and the heat capacity
at constant pressure of the kth species. Following the NASA parametrization
(McBride et al. 1993), cpk and hk are modeled by temperature dependent
polynomial functions:

cpk
R

= a1k + a2kT + a3kT
2 + a4kT

3 + a5kT
4 (3.11)

hk
RT

= a1k +
a2k

2
T +

a3k

3
T 2 +

a4k

4
T 3 +

a5k

5
T 4 +

a6k

T
(3.12)

The coefficients alk of species k corresponds to thermodynamic coefficients.
Classically, these coefficients are given in thermodynamic database built to
retrieve the evolution of species properties with the temperature. In this work,
for any virtual species k, the NT = 6 coefficients alk are optimized so that the
properties of the real mixture are correctly described in both fresh and burnt
gases:

ψvm |f = ψd|f (3.13)

ψvm |eq = ψd|eq (3.14)

where superscripts f and eq denote respectively fresh and equilibrium states.
At this stage, evolution of the mixture thermodynamic properties (heat ca-
pacity and enthalpy) across the flame front is not explicitly targeted during
the optimization process as the only local property considered is temperature.
However, capability of the virtual scheme to capture mixture-averaged thermo-
dynamic properties variation along the flame is a-posteriori verified

The description of mixture-averaged properties in the fresh gases is achieved
by attributing real properties to reactants (F and Ox) and dilutant (D) species
of the virtual mixture:

ψvmA = ψdA for A = {F,Ox,D} (3.15)

In practice, this condition is fulfilled by imposing real thermodynamic coeffi-
cients to virtual species:

avmlA = adlA for A = {F,Ox,D} and l ∈ [1;NT ] (3.16)
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For instance, for CH4/air combustion, F, Ox and D have the thermo-chemical
properties of CH4, O2 and N2 respectively. In the following, the subset of
species composed by fuel, oxidizer and dilutant species is referred as A.

The modeling of burnt gases thermodynamic properties is more complex as
for hydrocarbon/air mixtures the equilibrium composition may involve hun-
dreds of real species. To overcome this difficulty, the in-house genetic algorithm
presented in subsection 3.3.3 is used to identify both the minimal number of
virtual products Nvm

p and their associated thermodynamic properties avmlPk that
describe the most reliably the burnt gases state. This is achieved through the
minimization of the fitness function Emain

thermo defined as:

Emain
thermo (X ) =

Nc∑

i=1

[
ψvm |eq (φi)− ψd|eq (φi)

]
(3.17)

where X corresponds to the set of parameters to optimize and Nc is the num-
ber of equivalence ratio conditions targeted in the flammability range [φL;φR].
Referring to reactions M2-1 and M2-2 and to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.9), mixture-
averaged thermodynamic properties ψd and ψvm can be expressed by:

ψd =

Nd
s∑

k=1

ψdkY
d
k (3.18)

ψvm =
∑

k∈A
ψvmk Y vm

k + ψvmI Y vm
I +

Nvm
p∑

k=1

ψvmPk Y
vm
Pk

(3.19)

By combining Eqs. (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), the fitness function Emain
thermo reads:

Emain
thermo (X ) =

Nc∑

i=1


∑

k∈A
ψvmk Y vm

k |
eq (φi) +

Nvm
p∑

k=1

ψvmPk Y
vm
Pk
|eq (φi)

−
Nd
s∑

k=1

ψdkY
d
k |eq (φi)


 (3.20)

Accordingly to the structure of the two-step virtual mechanism, given by re-
actions M2-1 and M2-2, intermediate species fractions is null at equilibrium.
Intermediate species contribution to the fitness function is therefore null.

Under equilibrium conditions, species mass fractions of virtual products are
related to mass stoichiometric coefficients αvPk :

Y vm
Pk
|eq = αvmPk Y

vm
P |

eq (3.21)
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where Y vm
P |eq =

∑Nvm
p

k=1 Y vm
Pk
|eq is the total mass fraction of virtual products in

fully burnt gases. At equilibrium state, mass balance equation gives:

Y vm
P |

eq = 1−
∑

k∈A
Y vm
k |

eq (3.22)

In real mixture, the equilibrium concentrations of product species depends on
the initial temperature, pressure and composition of the fresh gases. To reduce
the number of degrees of freedom, only equivalence ratio dependency is consid-
ered in the following. However, the formulation can be extended to pressure and
fresh gases temperature dependency in a straightforward manner. To mimic
equilibrium composition variations with equivalence ratio, the stoichiometric
coefficients αvmPk are expressed as a function of the fresh gases composition. As
a consequence, the set of parameters X to be optimized is defined as:

X =
{
Nvm
p , αvmPk (φi) , a

vm
lPk

}
for





k ∈
[
1;Nvm

p

]

i ∈ [1;Nc]
l ∈ [1;NT ]

(3.23)

Considering thermodynamic properties closure given in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)
and identifying polynomial coefficients, one may express the fitness function
given in Eq. (3.20) as follows:

Emain
thermo

(
Nvm
p , αvmPk (φi) , a

vm
lPk

)
=

Nc∑

i=1

NT∑

l=1

[
avmlA |

eq (φi) + avmlP |
eq (φi)− adl |eq (φi)

]
(3.24)

The mixture-averaged coefficients al refer to the linear combination of the ther-
modynamic coefficients alk for each group of species:

avmlA |
eq (φi) =

∑

k∈A
avmlk Y

vm
k |

eq (φi) (3.25)

avmlP |
eq (φi) =

Nvm
p∑

k=1

avmlPkα
vm
Pk
Y vm
P |

eq (φi) (3.26)

adl |eq (φi) =

Nd
s∑

k=1

adlkY
d
k |eq (φi) (3.27)

The practical resolution of the optimization problem is detailed in Appendix
B.
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Primary optimization tests
The optimization procedure has been first applied to model the equilibrium of
a methane/air flame under atmospheric conditions. Figure 3.5 shows the adi-
abatic flame temperature predicted with different virtual mixtures composed
of the subset of species A= {F,Ox,D} as well as two, three or four prod-
ucts with optimized thermodynamic properties. A reference computation has
been performed including the 53 species present in the detailed GRI3.0 mecha-
nism (Smith et al. 2011) and the corresponding thermodynamic database. For
comparison purposes, the equilibrium temperature obtained with real mixtures
made up with : reactant species (CH4, O2 and N2) and two (H2O; CO2), three
(H2O; CO2; CO) or four (H2O; CO2; CO; H2) combustion products is shown
in Fig. 3.5 right.
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Figure 3.5: Adiabatic flame temperature versus equivalence ratio for premixed
methane/air mixtures at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm.
Equilibrium calculations performed with virtual mixtures (left) and real mixtures (right)
are compared. The subset of species noted A is composed by the fuel, the oxidizer and
the nitrogen.

For low number of species, the proposed strategy, based on optimization of
virtual species thermodynamic properties, outperforms the classical methods
that use real species. Indeed, the equilibrium calculations performed with the
set of optimized virtual species are in close agreement with the reference case
(Fig. 3.5 left). On the contrary, real mixtures including only two and three
product species do not properly describe the equilibrium state for rich mixtures
(Fig. 3.5 right). When four product species are involved, the virtual optimized
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method recovers the burnt gases temperature over the whole range of equiva-
lence ratio. However, the mixture characterized by a limited selection of real
species slightly over-predicts the adiabatic temperature at near stoichiometry
conditions. The mixture composed by four virtual products and the set of re-
actant species A is retained for the next optimization calculations.

The same optimization test is performed to model the equilibrium state of
kerosene oxidation in the conditions of the HERON configuration studied in
Chapter 8. Figure 3.6 left shows the dimensionless adiabatic flame tempera-
ture obtained for different virtual mixtures of increasing dimensionality.
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Figure 3.6: Dimensionless adiabatic flame temperature versus equivalence ratio for
premixed kerosene/air mixtures at fresh gas temperature Tf = THERON

3 and pressure
P = PHERON

3 . Equilibrium calculations performed with virtual mixtures (left) and
real mixtures (right) are compared. The subset of species noted A is composed by the
fuel, the oxidizer and the nitrogen.

The conclusions established for methane/air combustion are retrieved for kerosene
oxidation. For a small number of species, the use of virtual species with op-
timized thermodynamic properties and stoichiometric coefficients is more effi-
cient to recover the burnt gas temperature than using real species. A minimum
number of three virtual products is required to obtain a fair description of the
equilibrium temperature on the whole flammability range. However, as far as
real mixtures are concerned, the equilibrium state is correctly described if at
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least six real species are included. In case of heavy fuel combustion, the use
of virtual species with optimized properties allows an important reduction of
the number of transported species for equal predictive capabilities regarding
equilibrium state description.

Thermodynamic properties of intermediate species

As previously stated, the thermodynamic properties of the intermediate species
have no impact on the equilibrium gas state. However, as the intermediate
species I may feature high concentrations in the flame front the value of the
NASA coefficients avmIl , modeling the species sensible and chemical energy, can
strongly influence the description of the inner flame structure. As a conse-
quence, thermodynamic properties of the intermediate species must be care-
fully modeled. To reach a proper description of the temperature profiles, the
coefficients alI may be included in the set of coefficients to optimize, similarly
as reaction rate parameters (see subsection 3.4.3).
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the standard enthalpy of formation of the burnt gases virtual
mixture with the equivalence ratio for methane/air mixtures at fresh gas temperature
Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. The dotted grey line represents the standard
enthalpy of formation of the virtual intermediate species I.

Interestingly, the typical endothermic behavior observed in rich premixed flame
front may be considered to reduce the number of parameters to optimize. De-
tailed chemistry simulations show that in hydrocarbon/air rich premixed flames
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(typically for φ > φL) the maximum flame temperature reached in the flame
front is higher than the equilibrium temperature Tad obtained in fully burnt
gases. To properly capture this phenomenon, the standard enthalpy of forma-
tion of species I is chosen so that reaction M2-2 is exothermic for φ < φL and
endothermic for φ > φL. Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of the standard en-
thalpy of formation of the virtual products in burnt gases with the equivalence
ratio. The dotted grey line corresponds to the standard enthalpy of formation
of the intermediate species. For φ < φL, the condition ∆Hvm

f,I > ∆Hv
f,P ensures

an exothermic behavior of the reaction M2-2, while for φ > φL the relation
∆Hvm

f,I < ∆Hvm
f,P implies that reaction M2-2 is endothermic. This condition

allows to express the NASA coefficient a6,I as a function of the targeted stan-
dard enthalpy of formation and the coefficients modeling the sensible part of
the energy:

avm6I =
∆Hvm

f,I

R
−
(
avm1I T0 +

avm2I
2
T 2

0 +
avm3I
3
T 3

0 +
avm4I
4
T 4

0 +
avm5I
5
T 5

0

)
(3.28)

3.4.2.2 Specific gas constants

As the main virtual mechanism aims at describing the density profiles across
a flame, the specific gas constant rvmk (or equivalently the molecular weight
W vm
k ) of the virtual species k must be identified so as to reproduce the refer-

ence mixture-averaged specific gas constant rvm (or equivalently the molecular
weight W vm) in both fresh and burnt gases:

rvm |f = rd|f ⇒
Nvm
s∑

k=1

rvmk Y vm
k |

f =

Nd
s∑

k=1

rdkY
d
k |f (3.29)

rvm |eq = rd|eq ⇒
Nvm
s∑

k=1

rvmk Y vm
k |

eq =

Nd
s∑

k=1

rdkY
d
k |eq (3.30)

Fresh gases specific gas constant is naturally obtained by assigning real prop-
erties to the reactant subset of species A:

rvmA = rdA for A = {F,Ox,D} (3.31)

Virtual product specific gas constant rvPk are determined by minimizing the cost
function Emain

chemistry given by:

Emain
chemistry

(
rvmPk

)
=

Nc∑

i=1


∑

k∈A
rvmk αvmPk Y

vm
P |

eq (φi) +

Nvm
p∑

k=1

rvmPk Y
vm
Pk
|eq (φi)

−
Nd
s∑

k=1

rdkY
d
k |eq (φi)


 (3.32)
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3.4.2.3 Transport properties

Virtual mixture-averaged transport properties are closed with simplified mod-
els. The mean dynamic viscosity µv is given by:

µv = µv0

(
T v

T v0

)βv
(3.33)

where µv0 is the dynamic viscosity at the reference temperature T v0 . The coeffi-
cient βv is optimized to retrieve the dynamic viscosity dependence on temper-
ature. In this work, the reference viscosity µv0 value is optimized to reproduce
the mixture viscosity at stoichiometry. As discussed in Chapter 1, such simple
assumption may lead to important errors in non-premixed flames. Keeping the
same simple power law, a possible improvement would be to express µv0 as de-
pendent on the local composition.
The gas mixture thermal conductivity λv reads:

λv =
µvcvp
Prv0

(3.34)

where Prv0 is the Prandtl number, assumed constant and equal to the Prandtl
number in the burnt gases of a premixed flame at stoichiometry.
The molecular diffusion velocities V vm

k are closed using a unity Lewis number
assumption:

Y vm
k V vm

k = −Dvm
∂Y vm

k

∂xi
= − λv

ρvcvp

∂Y vm
k

∂xi
(3.35)

Molecular diffusion coefficients Dvm of virtual species are here assumed equal.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, this assumption does not limit the prediction
of the laminar flame consumption speed, as long as targeted flame solutions in-
clude differential diffusion effects. Nevertheless, to handle changes in elemental
composition and displacement of equilibrium properties induced by preferen-
tial diffusion, as observed experimentally in (Sweeney et al. 2012a), transport
coefficients of virtual species may be included in the optimization procedure.

3.4.3 Optimization of virtual reaction rate parameters

During the second step of the main virtual mechanism generation (Fig. 3.4),
the kinetic rate parameters are optimized so that the virtual optimized scheme
reproduces as best as possible a set of flame properties characterizing the in-
teraction between the flame and the flow field. The target quantities retained
for the optimization are the laminar flame consumption speed and temperature
profiles of 1-D premixed flames.

Global kinetic schemes composed by 1 to 4 reactions have shown capabilities
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to describe the laminar flame speed for moderately lean and stoichiometric in-
jection conditions (Martin 2005). However, beyond this narrow range of equiv-
alence ratio, reduced low-order schemes tend to overestimate this key quantity.
To remedy this shortcoming, authors suggested to correct kinetic rate coeffi-
cients with fresh gas equivalence ratio dependent functions. As an example,
Fernandez-Tarrazo et al. (2006) expressed the activation temperature Ta as a
function of the equivalence ratio. Liñán and Williams (1993) imposed a func-
tional dependency of the pre-exponential factor on the equivalence ratio. In the
present work, a similar strategy has been retained. Rates of progress q1 and q2

respectively read:

q1 = Av1f
v
1 (Z) exp

(−Eva,1
RT v

)
([F ]vm)F

v
F,1 ([Ox]vm)F

v
Ox,1 , (3.36)

q2 = Av2 exp

(−Eva,2
RT v

)
([I]vm)F

v
I,2f

v
2 (Z) , (3.37)

where Avr and Eva,r are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy of the
rth reaction. The exponent F vk,r corresponds to the forward reaction order of the
species k in reaction r. The quantity [Xk]

vm refers to the molar concentration
of the virtual species k. Z denotes the mixture fraction characterizing the fresh
gases composition. As unity Lewis numbers are considered here, the mixture
fraction is directly related to the normalized dilutant mass fraction defined as:

Z =
Y vm
d − Y vm

d |
Ox

Y vm
d |F − Y

vm
d |Ox

(3.38)

where the superscripts F and Ox denote conditions in the pure oxidizer and pure
fuel respectively. The pre-exponential factor of the first reaction Av1 is corrected
by a function fv1 depending on the mixture fraction Z. The correction function
fv1 is optimized to match the laminar flame speed within the flammability limits.
Also, the reaction exponent of the intermediate F vI,2 is corrected by a mixture
fraction dependent function fv2 to control the thickness of the post-flame zone
and to improve the flame structure prediction (Cailler et al. 2017). The genetic
algorithm used to optimize species properties is employed to determine the set
of reaction rate parameters (Avr , Eva,r, F vk,r) and correction functions fv1 and
fv2 that best reproduce the temperature profiles and laminar flame speed. The
fitness function Emain

kinetic comparing solutions obtained by the virtual mechanism
and the reference flamelet is defined by:

Emain
kinetic

(
Avr , E

v
a,r, F

v
k,r, f

v
r (Zi)

)
=

Nc∑

i=1

wSL
|SvLi − S

d
Li
|

SdLi
+ wT

‖T vi (x)− T di (x) ‖L2

‖T di (x) ‖L2

, (3.39)

where SLi and Ti (x) respectively represent the laminar flame speed and the
temperature profile of the ith set of operating conditions φi. The factors w1
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and w2 are weights attributed to each objective to give appropriate influence
to each targeted quantity. Here, wSL equals 0.01, while wT is set to 0.99. The
operator ‖.‖L2 represents the L2 norm given by:

‖f‖L2 =

(∫ x=+∞

x=−∞
f (x) dx

) 1
2

(3.40)

3.5 Virtual sub-mechanism for pollutant prediction

3.5.1 Virtual sub-mechanisms generation principles

As indicated previously, pollutants are predicted by specific sub-schemes. Vir-
tual sub-mechanisms do not retroact on the flow field (see equation systems
(3.3) and (3.4)), but use quantities predicted by the main virtual mechanism.
More precisely, the temperature, density and mixture properties (heat capac-
ity, enthalpy, conductivity, etc) evaluated from the main virtual mechanism
are used as input in satellite kinetic models. Similarly to the optimization of
the main virtual mechanism for temperature prediction, the sub-schemes are
optimized to capture profiles of a given pollutant species. The optimization
consists in evaluating both:

• the minimal number of species and reactions constituting the virtual sub-
block,

• the best set of kinetic rate parameters so as to reproduce the pollutant
concentration on the collection of targeted flame configurations.

Contrarily to main scheme generation procedure, evaluation of the thermody-
namic properties of the species included in the satellite scheme is not required.
The study focusses on the description of CO, but the methodology can be
transposed to any chemical species. The next section details the optimization
of the sub-mechanism for CO prediction.

3.5.2 Virtual sub-scheme for CO formation prediction

CO is an intermediate species featuring two characteristic times. In the fuel
oxidation layer, CO is rapidly produced through reactions promoted by highly
active radicals. Then in the post-flame zone, CO slowly recombines into CO2.
The following set of virtual reactions is proposed to describe these processes:

αvCOF F + αvCOOx Ox+ αvCOD D → αvCOCO + (1− αvCO)V1 + αvCOD D (R3)
F + V1 → F + CO (R4)

CO ↔ V2 (R5)

where F, Ox and D are the fuel, oxidizer and dilutant transported in the main
mechanism while V1 and V2 are virtual species. The first reaction R3 describes
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the fast CO production from fuel oxidation. The second reaction converting V1

into CO mimics the slow CO formation processes occurring in rich conditions
(see Figure 4.11). Finally, the reversible reaction R5 between CO and V2 models
the slow recombination processes observed in the post-flame zone.
The rate of progress of the virtual reactions R3, R4 and R5 are closed with
Arrhenius type laws:

q3 = Av3f
v
3 (Z) exp

(−Eva,3
RT v

)
([F ]vCO)F

v
F,3 ([Ox]vCO)F

v
Ox,3 (3.41)

q4 = Av4f
v
4 (Z) exp

(−Eva,4
RT v

)
([F ]vCO)F

v
F,4 ([V1]vCO)

F vV1,4 (3.42)

q5 = Av5f
v
5 (Z) exp

(−Eva,5
RT v

)(
([CO]vCO)F

v
CO,5 ([V2]vCO)

F vV2,5

−([CO]vCO)R
v
CO,5 ([V2]vCO)

RvV2,5

Kv
c,5

) (3.43)

where F vk,r and R
v
k,r are respectively the forward and reverse reaction orders of

the species k in the reaction r. Functions fvr (Z) are correction functions ap-
plied to the pre-exponential factors to improve the predictive capabilities of the
virtual sub-mechanism on the whole flammability range. Details about these
functions are given in the next session. The closure of the equilibrium constant
Kv
c,5 of the reversible reaction R5 is presented hereinafter.

To decrease the computational cost related to the integration of the CO sub-
scheme, the species F, Ox and D intervening in reaction R3 are not transported.
Instead, we assume that:

Y vCO
A = Y vm

A for A = {F,Ox,D} (3.44)

This assumption is realized only if the kinetic rate parameters defining the
reaction rate of reaction R3 are identical to these of the fuel consumption
reaction M2-1 in the main virtual scheme i.e. if Av3 = Av1, fv3 = fv1 , Eva,3 = Eva,1,
F vF,3 = F vF,1 and F vOx,3 = F vOx,1. Thus, the coefficients Av3, fv3 , Eva,3, F vF,3 and
F vOx,3 are not calibrated but their values are fixed by the optimization of the
main mechanism.
Imposing the kinetic rate parameters of reaction R3 tends to constrain the
optimization problem. Typically, the set of kinetic coefficients of reactions
R4 and R5 leading to calculation convergence evolve in a reduced domain.
This restriction of the parameter domain evolution may lead the calibration
procedure to converge towards unwanted kinetic parameters values such as
negative reaction orders.
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3.5.3 Prediction of the CO equilibrium concentration

The equilibrium constant in concentration unit of the rth reaction is by defini-
tion given by:

KvCO
c,r =

N
vCO
s∏

k=1

([Xk]
vCO |eq)α

vCO
k,r (3.45)

For the reverse reaction R5, the equilibrium constant KvCO
c,5 reads:

KvCO
c,5 =

[V2]vsCO |eq

[CO]vsCO |eq
(3.46)

Although sub-mechanisms are not involved in mass balance conservation equa-
tion, the kinetic schemes for pollutant prediction are built so that the sum of
virtual species mass fractions equals one:

N
vsj
s∑

k=1

Y
vsj
k = 1 (3.47)

Considering that the virtual species V1 is completely consumed through reac-
tion R4, and as species F, Ox in reaction R3 are the same as in reaction M2-1
the equilibrium mass fraction of the virtual species V2 expresses as:

Y vCO
V2
|eq = 1−

(∑

k∈A
Y vm
k |

eq + Y d
CO|eq

)
(3.48)

where the equilibrium composition of reactants F, Ox and dilutant species D
are determined by the main mechanism, while the equilibrium mass fraction of
CO is the reference quantity given by complex thermo-equilibrium calculations
(Kee et al. 1996).
The equilibrium constant KvCO

c,5 is pre-tabulated versus the mixture fraction Z
to properly describe the equilibrium state within the flammability limits:

KvCO
c,5 (Z) =

[V2]vCO |eq (Z)

[CO]d |eq (Z)
(3.49)

As for the main virtual kinetic scheme, the reaction orders are included in the
set of optimized parameters to increase the degrees of freedom and enhance the
predictivity of the virtual scheme. However, the modification of the reaction
orders of the reversible reaction R5 must be consistent with the rule condi-
tioning the chemical equilibrium. In fact, elementary kinetics ensures that at
equilibrium the reaction rate of reaction R5 is null q5|eq = 0. This condition is
expressed using Eqs. (3.43) and (3.46) as:

([CO]vCO |eq)F
v
CO,5 ([V2]vCO |eq)F

v
V2,5 =

([CO]vCO |eq)R
v
CO,5 ([V2]vCO |eq)R

v
V2,5

([CO]vCO |eq)−1 [V2]vCO |eq
(3.50)
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The equilibrium behavior is therefore retrieved if the following conditions are
satisfied:

F vCO,5 −RvCO,5 = 1 (3.51)

F vV2,5 −R
v
V2,5 = −1 (3.52)

3.5.4 Prediction of the CO mass fraction profiles

The virtual sub-scheme is designed so that enough flexibility is given to capture
a large variety of CO evolutions. For instance, to match the CO mass fraction
peak evolution with the equivalence ratio, the pre-exponential factor Av5 of
reaction R5 is adjusted through a correction function fv5 tabulated as function
of the mixture fraction. In addition, for very rich conditions, detailed chemistry
calculations show that CO produced by the combustion of classical hydrocarbon
fuels features a slow increase in the oxidation layer. At the opposite for lean
and moderately rich mixtures, CO mass fraction profiles exhibit a decrease or
constant evolution in the post-flame zone. To account for the different CO mass
fraction behaviors in the post-flame zone, the stoichiometric coefficient αvCO of
reaction R3 is tabulated versus the fresh gas equivalence ratio. For lean and
moderately rich mixtures, αvCO (Z) is set to unity so that CO is first rapidly
produced in the reaction zone and then slowly converted into V2 in the post-
flame zone through the equilibrium reaction R5. For rich injection conditions,
αvCO (Z) is set lower than unity to model the slow production of CO in the
post-flame zone, through reaction R4. Finally, to fit the thickness of the CO
oxidation layer, a correction function fv4 depending on the mixture fraction is
applied on the pre-exponential factor Av4 of reaction R4.
The set of reaction rate parameters and tabulated functions are identified using
the optimization algorithm previously introduced. The fitness function ECO

kinetic

minimized through the genetic optimization procedure is given by:

ECO
kinetic

(
Avr , E

v
a,r, F

v
k,r, f

v
r (Zi)

)
=

Nc∑

i=1

‖Y vCO
COi

(x)− Y d
COi

(x) ‖L2

‖Y d
COi

(x) ‖L2

(3.53)
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3.6 Summary

A summary of the different stages required for the design of the main and
satellite sub-mechanisms is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. For each step of the virtual
mechanisms generation process, the set of unknown parameters or chromosome
that must be calibrated are also provided.

Figure 3.8: Summary of the procedure to build virtual optimized mechanisms.
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This chapter focuses on the application of the virtual optimized chem-
istry approach introduced in Chapter 3. The new chemistry descrip-
tion method is first used to derive virtual reduced schemes dedicated
to the prediction of the flame temperature and CO concentration in
methane/air flames. The subsequent virtual mechanisms are compared
against main chemistry description approaches in terms of predictive
capabilities, computational costs and numerical stiffness. In a second
part, fully resolved simulations of two-dimensional laminar methane/air
burners are performed to assess virtual optimized schemes capabilities in
a multi-dimensional context. Finally, virtual optimized kinetic schemes
devoted to the description of heavy fuels oxidation are built-up and com-
pared to detailed chemistry solutions.
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4.1 Objectives

The proposed virtual optimized chemistry approach is first applied to the
derivation of methane/air reduced kinetic schemes. This light fuel, intensely
studied experimentally (Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos 1998; Yu et al. 1995)
and theoretically (Sánchez et al. 2000), constitutes a first good candidate for
the validation of the strategy. Moreover, numerous chemical models includ-
ing detailed (Smith et al. 2011; Ranzi et al. 2012), analytic (Lu and Law
2008; Jaravel 2016) as well as global (Westbrook and Dryer 1981; Jones and
Lindstedt 1988) mechanisms have been proposed and may be used for ref-
erence flamelet library generation or comparison purposes. As described in
Chapter 3, two virtual optimized schemes dedicated to temperature and CO
formation prediction are built-up. The virtual optimized mechanisms are then
tested on one-dimensional laminar canonical cases, and compared against tab-
ulated, global, analytically-reduced and detailed complex schemes. In section
4.3, Direct Numerical Simulations of simple two-dimensional partially-premixed
burner configuration are performed to evaluate the capabilities of the virtual
optimized approach in a stratified environment. Finally, section 4.4 presents
the application of the virtual chemistry approach for the derivation of reduced
virtual schemes describing aeronautical hydrocarbons oxidation. In particular,
the methodology is employed for the generation of two virtual optimized mech-
anisms that will be used for the numerical study of an industrial two-phase
combustion chamber.

4.2 Modeling of 1-D laminar methane/air flames

In this section, the strategy presented in Chapter 3 is applied to the description
of the flame/flow field interactions and CO formation in methane/air flames.
As described in Fig. 3.8, a prerequisite to the optimization procedure is the
generation of a flamelet library that serves as a reference for the evaluation of
the virtual scheme predictive capabilities. The target database, used for the
methane/air virtual scheme optimization, is composed by flamelets computed
with the detailed chemistry mechanism GRI3.0 (Smith et al. 2011) and with
mixture-averaged transport models (Hirschfelder et al. 1954). The influence of
the flamelet archetypes retained to generate the reference database is discussed
in sub-sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

The performances of the virtual schemes in terms of prediction, computational
cost and chemical stiffness are compared against analytically-reduced chemistry,
global mechanisms and tabulated chemistry strategy. Table 4.1 summarizes the
chemical models considered for the comparative study.
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Case Chemistry description strategy

Reference Detailed chemistry GRI3.0 (Smith et al. 2011)
Global 1 Semi-global scheme BFER (Franzelli et al. 2012)
Global 2 Semi-global scheme Jones (Jones and Lindstedt 1988)
Analytic Analytically-reduced chemistry LU19 (Lu and Law 2008)
Tabulated Premixed based tabulated chemistry FPI (Gicquel et al. 2000)
Virtual Virtual optimized chemistry

Table 4.1: Chemistry description approaches considered for the comparative study.

Main characteristics of these chemistry description methods are summarized
hereinafter:

• Global chemistry method oriented towards global flame proper-
ties capture: The two-step mechanism BFER developed for methane/air
combustion (Franzelli et al. 2012) is used in the comparative study. It is
composed of two global reactions, the first one (G1-BFER) describes the
fuel oxidation, while the second one (G2-BFER) represents the CO-CO2

equilibrium.

CH4 +
3

2
O2 → 2H2O + CO (G1-BFER)

CO +
1

2
O2 ↔ CO2 (G2-BFER)

The reaction rate parameters of the Arrhenius laws are fitted to reproduce
a set of flame characteristics such as the laminar flame speed and the auto-
ignition delay time over a wide range of initial pressures, temperatures and
equivalence ratios. Though composed of a reduced number of reactions
and species, this kinetic scheme has been successfully applied in LES of
different burners (Hernández et al. 2013; Hermeth et al. 2014).

• Global chemistry approach oriented towards local flame prop-
erties description: The four-step Jones mechanism developed by Jones
and Lindstedt (1988) is also considered in this work. This reduced scheme
is composed of seven species interacting through four pseudo-global reac-
tions:

CH4 + 1/2O2 → CO + 2H2 (G1-JONES)
CH4 +H2O → CO + 3H2 (G2-JONES)
CO +H2O ↔ CO2 +H2 (G3-JONES)
H2 + 1/2O2 ↔ H2O (G4-JONES)

This kinetic scheme architecture is derived exploiting the so-called two
layers flame structure of premixed and non-premixed hydrocarbon/air
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flames. In this simplified view of the flame, the reactive zones may be
divided into two basic regions: a primary reaction zone where fuel is
converted into intermediate species, and a secondary reaction zone where
intermediate species are partially converted in final combustion products.
In their work, Jones and Linsdtedt proposed to describe the thin fuel
oxidation layer, through two global competing fuel breakdown reactions
given in G1-JONES and G2-JONES. Regarding the post-flame reaction
zone, two global equilibrium reactions (G3-JONES and G4-JONES) were
derived from partial equilibrium and quasi steady-state assumptions. The
reaction rate parameters of the Arrhenius laws are fitted to account for
the structure of both premixed and counterflow flames.

• Premixed-based tabulated strategy: A tabulated chemistry approach
based on the FPI formalism, proposed by Gicquel et al. (2000), is also
considered to describe complex chemistry effects. The FPI strategy as-
sumes that the chemical subspace accessed in a stratified flame can be
described by a collection of 1-D premixed flamelets computed for differ-
ent initial compositions. All flame quantities (temperature, density, mass
fraction, ...) are assumed to depend on a reduced number of control vari-
ables: the mixture fraction Z and the progress variable Yc. The mixture
fraction, equal to 0 in pure air and 1 in pure fuel, is a passive scalar
characterizing the fuel/air mixture. Its normalized definition is given by:

Z =
YN2 − YN2 |F

YN2 |O − YN2 |F
(4.1)

where the superscripts F and O denote conditions in the pure oxidizer
and pure fuel respectively.
The second coordinate is the progress variable describing the progress of
the reaction. For methane/air combustion, the progress variable can be
efficiently defined by (Fiorina et al. 2003):

Yc = YCO2 + YCO. (4.2)

With this strategy, the chemical effects are described by transporting only
two variables instead of Ns for all species composing the detailed mecha-
nism.

∂ρZ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρuiZ) =

∂

∂xi

(
µ

Sc

∂Z

∂xi

)
(4.3)

∂ρYc
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρuiYc) =

∂

∂xi

(
αYc

µ

Sc

∂Yc
∂xi

)
+ ω̇Yc (4.4)

To take into account differential diffusion effects, the parameter αYc (Eq.
4.5) proposed by Mercier et al. (2014) and Nambully et al. (2014a) is
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introduced. This term, comparing the molecular diffusive fluxes evaluated
from mixture-averaged and simplified transport model, is tabulated from
1-D premixed flames computed with complex diffusive transport model:

αYc [Yc, Z] = −
∑Ns

k=1 nkρ
∗Y ∗k V

∗
k

µ
Sc

∂Y ∗c
∂x∗i

(4.5)

where the superscript * denotes values extracted from the 1-D laminar
flames.

• Analytically-reduced chemistry: The analytic mechanism developed
by Lu and Law (2008) for the description of methane/ air flames is consid-
ered in this work. The kinetic scheme is reduced from the GRI3.0 scheme
using the Directed Relation Graph (DRG) method (Lu and Law 2005;
Lu and Law 2006b) and Quasi Steady State (QSS) approximation. A cri-
terion based on Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) (Lam 1993;
Lam and Goussis 1994) is used to identify the QSS species. The kinetic
scheme is composed of 19 transported species and 11 species in Quasi
Stationary State interacting through 184 elementary reactions. The com-
putational time related to the time-integration of the equations is reduced
using analytic solutions for QSS species concentrations.

Section 4.2.1 shows results obtained with the main virtual mechanism whereas
performances of the virtual sub-mechanism for CO are discussed in section
4.2.2. The computational time and stiffness associated with each chemistry
description strategy is discussed in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Main virtual mechanism for flame/flow field interaction
description

4.2.1.1 Evolutionary optimization settings

Identification of the fittest reaction rate parameters and correction functions
closing the main virtual mechanism is performed with the in-house genetic algo-
rithm described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. The target reference database,
used to calibrate the unknown parameters, is made up with Nc = 31 one-
dimensional unstretched premixed flamelets with fresh gas equivalence ratio
varying from lean (φL=0.5) to rich (φR=2.0) flammability limit. As correction
functions fvr (Z) are not expressed analytically but tabulated for Nc points of
the flammable zone, the simultaneous optimization of the all set of kinetic rate
parameters and individual values of fvr (Z) is computationally costly. For ex-
ample, optimization of the one-step mechanism requires the identification of 31
unknowns, while optimization of the two-step scheme involves the evaluation of
69 kinetic rate parameters. To improve the optimization efficiency a two-stage
strategy allowing a reduction of the problem dimensionality is used. Figure 4.1
illustrates this optimization procedure.
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Figure 4.1: Procedure for the optimization of the virtual reaction rate parameters.

In a first step, a reduced number N∗c < Nc of operating conditions are used for
both the optimization of constant kinetic rate parameters (Avr,k, E

v
a,r and F vk,r)

and N∗c points of the mixture fraction dependent correction functions fvr (Z).
Then, a second optimization step is performed to independently identify the
correction function values in the Nc points discretizing the whole flammable
domain. During this second stage, the constant parameters (Avr,k, E

v
a,r and

F vk,r) issued from the first optimization step are used. To ensure that the fixed
parameters identified during the first optimization step are sufficiently repre-
sentative of the variety of laminar premixed flame structures, the N∗c targeted
operating points are carefully chosen. In this work, N∗c = 3 premixed flames
representative of the typical hydrocarbon/air flame temperature profiles are
selected:

• a lean flame featuring a one-layer flame structure,

• a near-stoichiometric flame exhibiting a two-layers structure,

• a rich flame for which endothermic behavior occurs.

To ensure physical values of the optimized coefficients, kinetic rate coefficients
are bounded between user-defined values. Table 4.2 presents the domain of
definitions of the reaction rate parameters used during the optimization. This
definition intervals have been chosen to be large enough to enable diversity
of the solutions and sufficiently restrictive to limit the convergence time of
the algorithm. Tests have been performed to check the optimized coefficients
sensitivity to the definition intervals.
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Parameter Interval of definition

Avr
[
1.0× 1015, 5.0× 1018

]

Eva,r
[
2.0× 1004, 1.0× 1005

]

F vr,k [1.0, 3.0]

Table 4.2: Intervals of definition of the kinetic rate parameters defining the main
virtual scheme.

For all optimization calculations, the crossover probability Pc is fixed to 0.7,
while non-uniform mutation probability is set to Pm = 0.1. For the first ge-
netic optimization calculation the population is made of 70 individuals simul-
taneously evaluated on N∗c = 3 operating conditions. Convergence of the first
optimization step is obtained after 4h on an Intel Xeon E5-2670 Haswell ma-
chine using 210 processors. As the evaluation part of the genetic algorithm
is fully parallel, the 210 (N∗c × 70) flames to compute are evaluated on 210
processors. The second optimization stage is performed on the same machine
using 48×Nc processors during 0.5 h. To ensure convergence of the calculation
a systematic verification of the temporal evolution of both the best and average
fitness is performed.

The resulting optimized kinetic rate parameters are given in Table 4.3 while
the evolutions of the correction functions fv1 (for reaction M1-1 and M2-1) and
fv2 (for reaction M2-2) are displayed in Fig. 4.2. Contrarily to previous works
(Fernandez-Tarrazo et al. 2006; Franzelli et al. 2010) the correction function fv1
has been applied on whole flammability domain to perfectly match the laminar
flame speed evolution.

Reaction Avr Eva,r F vk,r

M1-1 6.3× 1017 35.6× 103 F vF,1 1.64
F vOx,1 0.92

M2-1 1.5× 1018 35.6× 103 F vF,1 1.70
F vOx,1 0.86

M2-2 3.9× 1018 85.7× 103 F vI,2 2.34

Table 4.3: Kinetic rate constants of the main virtual mechanisms (Units: cm, s, cal
and mol)
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the correction function fvr with the equivalence ratio. Func-
tion fv1 for reaction M1-1 ( ), fv1 for reaction M2-1 ( ) and fv2 for reaction M2-2
( ).

4.2.1.2 Unstretched laminar premixed flames

A series of 1-D premixed laminar methane-air flames is simulated with the
chemical combustion models shown in Table. 4.1. Predicted laminar consump-
tions speeds SL are plotted in Fig. 4.3. Both virtual and BFER global schemes
reproduce well the laminar flame speed evolution in comparison with the de-
tailed mechanism. The optimization of the correction function applied on the
pre-exponential factor of the fuel oxidation reaction enables a very good agree-
ment between the low-order mechanisms and the reference detailed chemistry.
Interestingly, as long as the main virtual scheme is trained to reproduce a ref-
erence database including differential diffusion effects, the molecular diffusive
fluxes may be modeled with a unity Lewis number assumption without impact-
ing the capture of the laminar speed. The tabulated chemistry approach with
correction of differential diffusion effects matches very well the reference curve.
The analytically-reduced chemistry method recovers successfully the evolution
of the laminar flame consumption speed with the equivalence ratio. Finally,
the global scheme proposed by Jones and Lindstedt gives an overall good de-
scription of the bell-shaped curve, but overestimates the laminar flame speed
for lean and especially rich flames.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the laminar flame speed SL with the equivalence ratio for
a premixed methane/air flame at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure
P = 1 atm. Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global 1, ( / ) Global 2, (+ ) Analytic,
(O ) Tabulated, ( ) Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.

Figure 4.4 shows the temperature profiles of a selection of 1-D laminar premixed
methane/air flames computed for four values of equivalence ratio, namely φ =
0.6, 1.0, 1.4 and 1.8. For lean condition at φ = 0.6, the two virtual mecha-
nisms provide a correct description of the spatial temperature evolution. When
increasing the fresh gas equivalence ratio, discrepancies arise between the two
virtual optimized models. In stoichiometric conditions, contrarily to the M2
scheme the optimized one-step mechanism M1 fails to predict the two layers
flame structure composed of a thin fuel oxidation layer followed by a thicker
oxidation layer (Bui-Pham et al. 1992). The one-step virtual scheme featuring
a unique characteristic time scale is indeed not able to predict both the two
layers flame structure observed for φ ∈ [0.7, 1.3], and the single-layer structure
taking place for very lean (φ ∈ [0.5, 0.7]) and rich (φ ∈ [1.3, 2.0]) mixtures.
In the M2 scheme, the tabulation of the intermediate reaction order F vI,2 with
the mixture fraction enables the adjustment of the characteristic thickness of
the post-flame zone and a proper description of both flame structure types.
Regarding global chemistry, the BFER scheme built to reproduce global flame
quantities fails to retrieve the local flame structure and predicts a very rapid
reach of the equilibrium. For all equivalence ratios investigated, the global
mechanism shows a very thin post-flame region where the temperature is over-
estimated. Though the Jones and Lindsedt scheme was derived to retrieve the
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local flame structure of a stoichiometric laminar premixed flame, the global
scheme lacks of predictive capabilities for all initial compositions investigated.
Similarly to BFER mechanism, the four-step model predicts a very rapid reach
of the equilibrium, and underestimates the thickness of the recombination zone.
Finally, the analytic mechanism and the tabulated chemistry strategy provide
a correct description of the temperature profiles.
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Figure 4.4: Spatial evolution of temperature for premixed methane/air flames at
fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. Legends: ( ) Reference,
( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2, ( ) Tabulated, ( ) Analytic, ( )
Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.

Detailed chemistry calculations show that for rich injection conditions (for
φ > 1.4), the maximum flame temperature reached in a premixed flame front is
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higher than the equilibrium temperature Teq obtained in fully burnt gases. This
behavior, characterized as endothermic, is clearly visible on Fig. 4.5 showing
the temperature evolution across the rich premixed flame of Fig. 4.4 (fourth
column) with a different spatial scale. As the second reaction M2-2 of the
two-step virtual mechanism is designed to predict endothermic behavior for
φ > 1.4, the asymptotic temperature decrease from its maximum value to the
equilibrium is well captured. The two semi-global schemes are not optimized
to capture this effect and predicts a rapid reach of the equilibrium. The M1
mechanism, being in essence not able to reproduce such temperature decrease,
also reaches directly the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 4.5: Spatial evolution of temperature for premixed methane/air flames at fresh
gas temperature Tf = 300 K, initial pressure P = 1 atm and initial equivalence ratio
φ = 1.8. Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2,
( ) Tabulated, ( ) Analytic, ( ) Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.

Even though the heat release rate is not an explicit target of the optimization
process, it is mandatory to evaluate the capabilities of the virtual mechanism
to describe this key quantity. Figure 4.6 illustrates the heat release rate evolu-
tion along the flame for the six reduced mechanisms. Both BFER and Jones
mechanisms importantly overestimate the heat release rate amplitude. This
observation is consistent with the fact that the global-step schemes predict a
very rapid reach of the asymptotic equilibrium temperature. For stoichiomet-
ric and rich conditions, the optimized virtual mechanisms correctly predict the
heat release profiles in terms of both amplitude and thickness. For lean injec-
tion conditions, the amplitude of the maximum heat release is under-estimated.
Eventually, analytic and tabulated chemistry heat release rate profiles are in
excellent agreement with the reference complex kinetic solutions.
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Figure 4.6: Spatial evolution of heat release rate for premixed methane/air flames at
fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. Legends: ( ) Reference,
( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2, ( ) Tabulated, ( ) Analytic, ( )
Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.
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4.2.1.3 Counterflow laminar flames

The virtual mechanism trained to capture the premixed flame structure is a
posteriori tested on non-premixed counterflow flames. A set of counterflow
flames have been simulated for strain rates varying from a = 15 s−1 to ac, the
strain rate at which the diffusion flame is close to quenching. The variation
with the strain rate of the peak temperature obtained in the flame front is
presented in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Evolution with the strain rate of the peak temperature obtained in 1-D
counterflow methane/air flames at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure
P = 1 atm. Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2,
( ) Tabulated, ( ) Analytic, ( ) Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.

The optimized one-step mechanism M1 over-predicts the maximum tempera-
ture on the whole range of strain rates. On the contrary, the two-step virtual
mechanism captures well the maximum temperature obtained in diffusion flame
fronts. However, a slight overestimation of the extinction strain rate is observed.
The detailed kinetic model GRI3.0 predicts extinction of the counter-flow diffu-
sion flame for a strain rate adc of 385 s−1, while with the two-step virtual scheme
the diffusion flame front persists up to 535 s−1. Regarding the two semi-global
schemes, important overestimation of the peak temperature is noticed for all
strain rates. BFER and Jones mechanism are almost not affected by the me-
chanical effects and over-predict the quenching strain limit by almost one order
of magnitude. The FPI approach tends to under-estimates the temperature lev-
els for low strain rates, while over-estimation of the peak temperature is found
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for high strain rates. The quenching limit predicted by the premixed-based tab-
ulated approach is twice higher than the reference value. Analytically-reduced
chemistry reproduces very well the maximum temperature levels and the oc-
curence of flame extinction.

Figure 4.8 compares spatial temperature profiles predicted by the different ki-
netic models. Pure methane is injected from the right side and air flows from
the left.
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Figure 4.8: Spatial evolution of the temperature for counterflow methane/air flames
at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. Legends: ( ) Refer-
ence, ( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2, ( ) Tabulated, ( ) Analytic,
( ) Virtual M1, ( ) Virtual M2.
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Comparison between the reference temperature profiles and the solutions pro-
vided by the M1 virtual scheme shows that the reduced one-step mechanism
tends to overestimate the maximum temperature. Increasing the dimension-
ality of the virtual scheme improves greatly the agreement between detailed
chemistry and the virtual optimized approach. Indeed, the temperature pro-
files predicted by the two-step virtual optimized mechanism match well the
reference database for all strain rates investigated. The position of the max-
imum temperature is nevertheless slightly shifted towards the oxidizer side.
This discrepancy, especially present for low strain rates, may be explained by
the unity Lewis number assumptions. As the diffusion flame archetype is not
included in the reference flame library, the effects of differential diffusion un-
der strain rate are not fully captured. Improvements would be i) to add the
counterflow flames in the reference database, and ii) identify the virtual species
transport properties (Lek) that best capture differential diffusion effects under
both strained and unstrained configurations. For the whole range of strain
rates, the global mechanisms predict a quasi constant maximum temperature.
This suggests that the reduced global schemes have difficulties to retrieve the
impact of strain rate on the counterflow flame structure. The tabulated chem-
istry strategy provides a reasonable reproduction of the temperature profiles.
The temperature departs however from the reference solution in the lean side
of the flame. This observation is in accordance with the a posteriori test of
the premixed tabulated method on diffusion flames performed in (Fiorina et al.
2005). Regarding the analytic scheme, a very good agreement is obtained with
detailed chemistry calculations.
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4.2.2 Virtual sub-mechanism for CO emission prediction

The concept of virtual satellite scheme dedicated to the capture of a pollu-
tant species formation is here tested for CO. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
sub-mechanism for CO prediction is coupled with the main virtual scheme for
temperature prediction. Regarding the results of the comparative study, the
two-step main virtual scheme, providing a better description of the flame tem-
perature profiles, is retained.

4.2.2.1 Optimization of the kinetic rate parameters

The influence of the reference database used to train the virtual mechanism
for CO is discussed. A first optimization procedure is performed using a target
database composed of a collection of 1-D premixed laminar flames only. While
a second optimization calculation uses a reference flame library made up of
both 1-D premixed and non-premixed laminar flamelets. Table 4.4 summarizes
the different optimization calculations carried out.

Virtual scheme Reference database

CO-PREM Premixed flames for φ ∈ [φL;φR]

CO-PREM-DIFF Two premixed flames for φ = {1.0, 1.6}
Non-premixed strained flame for a = 50 s−1

Table 4.4: Target database used for the CO satellite mechanism optimization calcu-
lations.

For the first optimization calculation, the two-stage optimization procedure
presented in sub-section 4.2.1.1 is used. As the second optimization calculation
targets a non-premixed counterflow flame, experiencing variation of the mix-
ture fraction from 0 to 1, this strategy is not relevant. To allow an efficient
optimization, mixture fraction dependent correction functions are expressed an-
alytically. Consequently, only a reduced set of parameters closing the analytic
functions must be optimized instead of the individual values of the correction
functions. Expressions of the analytic functions are deduced by fitting the tab-
ulated correction functions optimized in the first optimization.

Kinetic rate parameters associated with the two virtual mechanisms are re-
ported in Table 4.5, while evolution of the correction functions are depicted
in Fig. 4.9. For both CO-PREM and CO-PREM-DIFF, the optimization cal-
culations converge towards negative values for the forward reaction orders of
the virtual species V2. To prevent numerical difficulties clipping of the vir-
tual species concentration is therefore required when evaluating species source
terms.
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Reaction Avr Eva,r F vk,r

CO-PREM R4 7.9× 1018 62.1× 103 F vF,4 1.52
FV1,4 1.23

CO-PREM R5 2.8× 1017 53.7× 103 F vCO,5 2.88
FV2,5 -0.88

CO-PREM-DIFF R4 7.9× 1018 74.8× 103 F vF,4 1.17
FV1,4 1.34

CO-PREM-DIFF R5 2.8× 1017 37.9× 103 F vCO,5 3.71
FV2,5 -1.09

Table 4.5: Kinetic rate constants of the CO sub-mechanisms (Units: cm, s, cal and
mol)
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the correction function fvr and stoichiometric coefficient αv

with the equivalence ratio. Legends : ( ) CO-PREM scheme, ( ) CO-PREM-
DIFF scheme.

4.2.2.2 Unstretched laminar premixed flames

1-D laminar premixed flames are computed for various equivalence ratios with
the different chemistry reduction methods. The ability of reduced chemical
schemes to retrieve thermo-chemical equilibrium state is first challenged. For
that purpose, compositions of burnt gases is extracted from the steady state
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solutions of premixed laminar flames. Figure 4.10 compares the CO mass frac-
tions in burnt gases of premixed flames predicted by reduced chemistry and
detailed mechanisms. Both virtual mechanisms reproduce well the equilibrium
values thanks to the tabulation of the equilibrium constant in reaction R5. The
global scheme, composed by only 6 species, does not capture the CO mass frac-
tion at equilibrium for rich mixtures. In these conditions, the exclusion of H2

does not make possible a proper description of the equilibrium state. Even-
tually, the Jones and Lindstedt scheme, the FPI tabulated approach and the
analytic model provide a correct description of CO equilibrium mass fractions.
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Figure 4.10: CO equilibrium mass fraction versus equivalence ratio for a premixed
methane/air flame at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm.
Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global 1, ( / ) Global 2, (+ ) Analytic, (O ) Tabulated,
( ) Virtual CO-PREM, ( ) Virtual CO-PREM-DIFF.

Spatial CO mass fraction profiles predicted by different reduced and tabulated
approaches are compared to detailed chemistry solutions in Fig. 4.11. The
virtual optimized sub-schemes for CO formation matches reasonably well the
complex chemistry profiles. For lean and stoichiometric injection conditions,
the characteristic time to reach the equilibrium value is however either slightly
too slow (lean conditions) or too fast (stoichiometry). In very rich flames, the
optimized virtual mechanisms reproduce well the slow increase of CO mass
fraction profile in the post-flame zone. It should be noted that CO-PREM and
CO-PREM-DIFF sub-mechanisms feature similar predictive capabilities with
an overall good prediction of CO mass fraction profiles. It means that the ad-
dition of the non-premixed flame in the reference database does not alter the
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prediction of CO profiles in premixed combustion regime.
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Figure 4.11: Spatial evolution of the CO mass fraction for a 1-D premixed
methane/air flame at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm.
Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2, ( ) Ana-
lytic, ( ) Tabulated, ( ) Virtual CO-PREM, ( ) Virtual CO-PREM-DIFF.

On the whole range of equivalence ratio investigated, the seven species global
mechanism tends to overestimate the CO mass fraction peaks and predict a
rapid reach to of asymptotic equilibrium value. As demonstrated by Franzelli
(2011), the two-step global scheme BFER predicts a monotonous evolution of
CO mass fraction profile toward the equilibrium value. As a consequence, the
semi-global scheme tends to underestimate CO formation in lean and moder-
ately rich flames, and over-predicts CO emissions in very rich conditions. The
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premixed based tabulated strategy FPI and the analytically-reduced mecha-
nism LU19 are in very good agreement with detailed chemistry solutions.

4.2.2.3 Diffusion flames

Both CO-PREM and CO-PREM-DIFF virtual blocks are tested on counterflow
flames for different values of strain rates. Figure 4.12 compares the CO mass
fraction profiles obtained with the different chemistry description strategies of
Tables 4.1 and 4.4.
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Figure 4.12: Spatial evolution of the CO mass fraction for 1-D counterflow
methane/air flames at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. Leg-
ends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Global scheme 1, ( ) Global scheme 2, ( ) Analytic,
( ) Tabulated, ( ) Virtual CO-PREM, ( ) Virtual CO-PREM-DIFF.
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The Jones global scheme solutions are in overall good agreement with detailed
chemistry for all strain rates. Some slight discrepancies regarding the CO mass
fraction peak positions and values are however noticeable. The BFER global
scheme underestimates the CO mass fraction for all strain rates. These dis-
crepancies can be related to the fact that in premixed configuration (see Fig.
4.11), the global model underestimates the level of CO in the fuel oxidation
layer from lean to moderately rich mixtures. Regarding results obtained with
the analytically-reduced mechanism, Fig. 4.12 shows that a very good agree-
ment is obtained for the all range of strain rates investigated. If the two virtual
blocks CO-PREM and CO-PREM-DIFF give similar responses in premixed
configurations, this is not the case in non-premixed mode. For low strain
rates, the CO-PREM sub-mechanism built from a premixed database highly
overestimates the CO levels. On the contrary, the mass fraction profiles are
well captured with the CO-PREM-DIFF virtual scheme for low strain rates.
The addition of the non-premixed strained flame archetype at a = 50 s−1 in
the reference library greatly improves the predictive capabilities not only for
a = 55 s−1 but also for higher strain rates. Therefore to properly predict CO
levels the kinetic model must be optimized on both premixed and non premixed
flame. This conclusion is consistent with tabulated chemistry solutions, where
the premixed-based tabulated approach does not capture the CO profiles. Un-
like to heat release and temperature, it appears mandatory to account for the
co-existence of different combustion regimes to capture pollutant species such
as CO.

4.2.3 Computational costs and model errors

The computational time associated with the calculation of mono-dimensional
laminar premixed flames is discussed. The resolution of such canonical problem
is performed with the REGATH flame solver (Darabiha and Candel 1992) based
on a Newton-type algorithm whose cost is mainly dependent on the evaluation
of the Jacobian matrix and the inversion of the system. It can be shown that
this cost is proportional to the number of reactions and scales with the squared
number of equations to solve (Pepiot 2008). When complex transport models
are used, a non-negligeable additional cost is associated with the evaluation
of binary diffusion coefficients. As discussed in Chapter 1, this overcost scales
with N2

s . Finally, the computational cost also depends on the stiffness of the
numerical system.
Table 4.6 presents the relative CPU time Cr of the different chemical strategies
with virtual chemistry taken as reference. The cost of an iteration T is averaged
over 50 iterations to ensure representativity of the comparison. The normal-
ized cost Cn, whose definition is given in Table 4.6, is added to highlight the
overcosts associated with transport modeling and chemical stiffness. Compared
to the detailed scheme, virtual chemistry allows a reduction of computational
time by a factor of 135. As the normalized cost is not close to unity, this high
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difference is not only due to the size of the kinetic scheme. Indeed, the chemical
stiffness of the detailed mechanism and the complex transport model used to
close the molecular diffusive fluxes contribute importantly to the overall cost
of the simulation. With identical transport models, virtual chemistry is about
10 times less expensive than analytic mechanism. The computational gain of-
fered by virtual mechanisms is first related with the low numbers of species
and reactions involved in the scheme in comparison with analytic chemistry.
Secondly, the residual stiffness of the analytically-reduced mechanism tends
to increase the computational time associated with the resolution of species
transport equations (see stiffness analysis hereinafter). Comparing the pro-
posed strategy to global chemistry shows that virtual chemistry is about 40%
more expensive. This 40% difference, explained by the additional number of
transported species involved in virtual mechanisms, is acceptable. Finally tabu-
lated chemistry strategy is more than ten times cheaper than virtual chemistry.
However, as the normalized cost is almost unity, we can conclude that the ex-
tra cost associated with virtual chemistry is due to the number of transported
variables.

Case Transport Number Relative CPU time Normalized CPU time
model of eq. Neq Cr = T/T v Cn = (TNv

eq
2)/(T vN2

eq)

Reference Complex 55 135 7.58
Global 1 Sck = cst 9 0.76 1.57
Global 2 Sck = cst 8 0.65 1.70
Analytic Sck = cst 21 9.55 3.66
Tabulated Sck = cst 3 0.07 1.30
Virtual Sck = cst 13 1.00 1.00

Table 4.6: Relative costs of chemical strategies compared to virtual chemistry ap-
proach for 1-D methane/air premixed flame calculations with REGATH

The deviation between reduced chemistry models and the reference complex
kinetic scheme is quantified by adding error criteria for each quantity of inter-
est. The relative error between the reduced model r and the detailed model d
associated with the target quantity s is given by:

Es =

Nop∑

i=1

‖sri (x)− sdi (x) ‖L2

‖sdi (x) ‖L2

(4.6)

where Nop is the number of operating conditions tested (i.e. equivalence ratio
in premixed flames or strain rates in diffusion flames). Table 4.7 summarizes
the level of errors in both premixed and non-premixed flames. Relative errors
for the quantities considered during the optimization procedure (laminar flame
speed ESL , temperature ET and CO mass fraction ECO) are presented. The
relative error norms associated with the capture of density profiles (Eρ), which
are not directly targeted when deriving the virtual mechanism, are also given.
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Premixed flames Diffusion flames

Case ESL [%] ET [%] Eρ [%] ECO [%] ET [%] Eρ [%] ECO [%]

Global 1 14.34 2.72 0.49 37.32 10.01 1.28 69.57
Global 2 77.95 0.43 0.55 8.70 11.44 2.26 16.24
Analytic 4.38 0.16 0.08 0.89 2.59 0.71 5.78
Tabulated 0.19 0.03 0.04 0.35 8.58 3.42 84.81
Virtual P 1.11 0.15 0.10 6.34 5.65 1.96 23.00

Virtual P-D 1.11 0.15 0.10 7.18 5.65 1.96 11.75

Table 4.7: Relative errors of chemical strategies compared to virtual chemistry ap-
proach for 1-D methane/air premixed and diffusion flame calculations with REGATH

As expected, in premixed combustion mode, the FPI tabulated chemistry ap-
proach yields negligible error levels (lower than 1%) mainly associated with the
choice of the progress variable. However, as noticed in Fig. 4.12 when the pre-
mixed tabulated method is applied in counterflow non-premixed flame config-
uration, it fails to capture CO emission levels. Regarding analytically-reduced
chemistry scheme, small deviation levels are obtained for both premixed and
non-premixed conditions. In premixed combustion mode, the four-step global
mechanism features important error levels for all flame variables of interest.
These high discrepancies are the results of i) the overestimation of laminar
flame speed in rich conditions leading to shorter thermal thicknesses, and ii)
an underestimation of the chemical time scales in the post-flame region leading
to temperature and CO mass fraction over-prediction. In non-premixed flame
configurations, the Jones and Lindstedt kinetic scheme is associated with ac-
ceptable error levels for the CO mass fraction prediction, but lacks of predictive
capabilities for temperature description compared to other models. As previ-
ously discussed the BFER semi-global scheme built to reproduce global flame
properties features important error levels for temperature and CO profiles in
both premixed and counterflow flames. Finally, for premixed flames virtual
optimized chemistry approach provides acceptable error level for all quantities
investigated. In non-premixed conditions, the virtual optimized schemes dedi-
cated to the prediction of the flame/flow field interaction produces acceptable
overall error levels of about 5 %. As regards with CO formation, the CO-P
virtual block associated with the main virtual scheme produces a deviation of
23 % in comparison with the detailed GRI mechanism. This discrepancy is
reduced to 12 % with the virtual P-D sub-scheme built by using both premixed
and non-premixed flames in the learning database.

4.2.4 Stiffness analysis

One key feature of a kinetic scheme is its chemical stiffness. This parameter
characterizes the degree of disparity of the chemical time scales involved in the
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system, and may be defined as follows:

S =
max (τk)

min (τk)
(4.7)

Where τmaxk and τmink refers to the maximum and minimum times scales. Var-
ious definitions of the chemical time scale τk can be identified in the literature.
The simplest one assumes that convective and diffusive contributions are neg-
ligible in the flame front region (Hong et al. 1999). With this assumption, the
chemical response of the kth species to a perturbation can be estimated as:

τk =
max (ρYk)

Wkmax (ω̇k)
(4.8)

where max is the maximum value over the domain.
As discussed in the chemistry modeling review, more refined definitions based
on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the system could also be used to
quantify chemical stiffness (Lam 1985). However, as the objective is to compare
different kinetic mechanisms, estimation of Eq. 4.8 is sufficient as long as the
different diffusive times do not induce important deviations between methods.
Table 4.8 presents the minimum and maximum of chemical characteristic time
scale for each kinetic scheme. The relative stiffness S∗ = Si/Sv comparing the
stiffness of each method i to the main virtual mechanism stiffness is considered.
Since flame structure and CO predictions are treated independently in the vir-
tual chemistry formalism, two stiffnesses must be evaluated.

Case τmink [s] τmaxk [s] S∗ =
Si

Sv

Reference 3.32× 10−6 6.93× 10−3 229.38
Global 1 4.17× 10−5 4.46× 10−4 1.17
Global 2 4.17× 10−5 4.46× 10−4 1.17
Analytic 1.05× 10−5 6.66× 10−4 6.70
Tabulated 7.95× 10−5 7.95× 10−5 /
Virtual TS 7.83× 10−5 7.13× 10−4 1.00
Virtual CO 4.13× 10−5 5.89× 10−4 1.57

Table 4.8: Species chemical characteristic times of chemical strategies compared to
virtual chemistry approach for 1-D methane/air premixed flame calculations with RE-
GATH

As expected, the detailed kinetic mechanism features a wide range of chemical
time scales, leading to a very stiff behavior compared to other methods. Regard-
ing analytically-reduced scheme, one may observe that the smallest chemical
time associated to highly reactive species (H and CH3) is lower than those ex-
hibited by reduced mechanisms, confirming the hypothesis of residual stiffness.
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Global reduced mechanisms and virtual mechanism show similar chemical time
scales and level of stiffness. As tabulated chemistry involves only one trans-
ported variable, stiffness is meaningless. However, it is interesting to note that
the chemical time scale of the progress variable is similar to the minimum time
scale of global and virtual chemistry strategies.

The virtual optimized mechanisms for methane/air combustion have been suc-
cessfully validated on 1-D premixed and non-premixed flames. The predictive
capabilities of virtual chemistry are now evaluated on a 2-D laminar configura-
tion.

4.3 Modeling of 2-D laminar methane/air burners

In most practical applications, the fuel/air mixture issuing the injection system
exhibits composition inhomogeneities leading to stratified combustion regimes.
To assess the virtual chemistry abilities to describe such combustion mode, a
two-dimensional partially premixed burner is simulated. This simple laminar
configuration has been chosen for two main reasons. First, laminar flow con-
figuration eliminates the impact of turbulent combustion modeling, enabling
a focus on combustion kinetics effects only. Secondly, the small dimensions
of the burner make Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) accessible in terms of
CPU time even with complex chemistry model. The objective is to compare
and analyze DNS of a partially premixed burner performed with the chemistry
description strategies investigated in section 4.2.

4.3.1 Numerical set-up

The 2-D burner studied in this work has been previously investigated by (Fio-
rina et al. 2003) in non-adiabatic conditions. The burner geometry and its
dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 4.13. A lean methane-air mixture, featuring
a fresh gas equivalence of ratio of φP = 0.8, is injected through a central injec-
tor. The primary stream is surrounded by air co-flow to isolate the flame from
ambient perturbations. For both streams, the inlet velocity profile prescribed
is a plug flow with characteristic velocity Ucf = 0.05 m.s−1 for the co-flow,
and UP = 0.8 m.s−1 (ReP=125) for the primary inlet. The fresh gases tem-
perature and pressure correspond to atmospheric conditions with T0 = 300 K
and P = 1 atm. As virtual chemistry mechanisms have been built to capture
adiabatic flame configurations, injector walls are treated with adiabatic condi-
tions. The transverse size of the computational domain being large enough to
avoid interactions between premixed branches and the side boundaries, sym-
metry boundary conditions are considered for lateral walls. The computational
domain is discretized into 1.03 million cells featuring a characteristic size ∆x

of 0.020 mm. With a laminar flame thickness δ0
L| of 0.5 mm, the thermal flame

front is resolved on about 25 points.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic view of the partially burner configuration.

Direct Numerical Simulations have been performed with the low-Mach num-
ber, unstructured finite volume flow YALES2 solver (Moureau et al. 2011a).
A centered fourth-order scheme is used for spatial discretization, while tem-
poral integration is performed explicitly using a fourth-order TRK4 scheme
(Kraushaar 2011).

4.3.2 Results analysis

4.3.2.1 Temperature and flame stabilization

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 display the temperature and heat release rate fields pre-
dicted by detailed, analytic, semi-global, tabulated and virtual chemical models.
The direct comparison of the temperature 2-D fields demonstrates a qualita-
tive good agreement between all chemistry modeling approaches. All reduced
chemical models provide a good reproduction of the temperature levels. A small
difference is however noticeable for the global BFER scheme that over-predicts
the temperature in the post-flame zone.
Regarding the heat release prediction, except the two-step global scheme that
strongly overestimates its peak value, the agreement between the detailed and
reduced chemical models is satisfactory. If the flame lengths evaluated by the
different models are compared some slight differences may be observed. Ta-
ble 4.9, presenting the distance between the combustion chamber wall and the
flame tip, shows that both BFER and the virtual optimized schemes underes-
timate the flame length by about 13 %, while the premixed tabulated strategy
predicts a flame 7.5 % shorter than detailed chemistry solution.
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Figure 4.14: Temperature field in the laminar partially premixed burner.
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Figure 4.15: Heat release field in the laminar partially premixed burner.

Not only the flame length varies between the kinetic models, but the flame front
shape and thickness depend on the chemistry modeling approach and transport
models. Reduced global schemes and the tabulated model predict a straight and
thick flame front, while with complex and analytic chemistry models the flame
front features curved shapes with thickness variation along the axial direction.
Finally, it may be noted that simulations performed with simplified transport
models show a constant value of the heat release rate along the flame, whereas
LU19 and GRI3.0 schemes show a variation of the heat release magnitude with
the axial position. On the flame foot, near the injector wall, low values of
heat release rate are encountered, and in the curved region at the flame top
the levels of heat release are slightly higher than in the flat region. The rea-
sons for these discrepancies may be attributed mainly to transport modeling.
Tabulated, global and virtual chemistry close the diffusion fluxes with a unity
Lewis number assumption. While, the analytic scheme evaluates species diffu-
sivities assuming a constant Schmidt number for each species. The phenomena
combining flame curvature and preferential diffusion effects, occurring in the
direction tangential to the flame front, are not properly captured by the two
reduced mechanisms due to too simple transport models.
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Reference Global Tabulated Analytic Virtual

Flame length [mm] 5.95 5.2 5.5 5.80 5.2

Table 4.9: 2-D partially premixed flame lengths estimated by the different chemistry
description strategies

Quantitative comparisons are provided in Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 where radial pro-
files of temperature and heat release are plotted for different axial positions
from the burner entrance. The virtual optimized mechanism captures well the
temperature and heat release profiles. Very good agreement is also observed
between detailed, analytic and FPI models. However, the BFER scheme is not
able to reproduce the temperature evolution in the flame front. Temperature
profiles exhibit a sharp increase that can be related to the high amplitudes of
heat release rate.
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Figure 4.16: Radial profile of temperature for different axial positions. ( • • ) Detailed
mechanism, ( ) BFER global scheme, ( ) premixed tabulated method, ( ) LU19
analytic scheme and ( ) virtual mechanisms are compared.
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Figure 4.17: Radial profile of heat release rate for different axial positions. ( • • )
Detailed mechanism, ( ) BFER global scheme, ( ) premixed tabulated method,
( ) LU19 analytic scheme and ( ) virtual mechanisms are compared.
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4.3.2.2 Carbone monoxide formation

A comparison of CO mass fraction fields is provided in Fig. 4.18. As expected
from 1-D premixed laminar comparisons, the BFER global scheme largely
under-predicts the CO concentration in the flame region. The satellite sub-
scheme dedicated to CO formation matches well the detailed solution. Except
a slight overestimation of the CO peak concentration the premixed-based tab-
ulated approach reproduces well the CO field. Eventually, analytically-reduced
chemistry is in excellent agreement with the complex GRI3.0 mechanism.
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Figure 4.18: CO mass fraction field in the laminar partially premixed burner.

Qualitative comparisons from 2-D fields are complemented with the radial pro-
files of CO mass fraction displayed in Fig. 4.19. Except some slight discrep-
ancies in the post-flame zone, the CO mass fraction predicted by the virtual
chemistry approach fits well the detailed reference solution.
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Figure 4.19: Radial profile of CO mass fraction for different axial positions. ( • • )
Detailed mechanism, ( ) BFER global scheme, ( ) premixed tabulated method,
( ) LU19 analytic scheme and ( ) virtual mechanisms are compared.
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4.4 Modeling of aeronautical fuel oxidation

The virtual optimized strategy presented in Chapter 3 is used for the deriva-
tion of a reduced virtual scheme dedicated to the prediction of kerosene/air
combustion. Particularly, two virtual optimized mechanisms are designed to
capture the flame/flow field interaction and CO formation in high pressure and
high temperature kerosene/air flames. Before presenting the virtual optimized
models, a focus is made on the kerosene surrogate and associated complex ki-
netic scheme used for the generation of the reference flamelet database.

Virtual optimized chemistry approach has also been applied to the descrip-
tion of the oxidation of fuels of varying complexity. Appendix C discusses the
predictive capabilities of three virtual optimized kinetic schemes devoted to the
capture of ethylene, propane and n-heptane oxidation.

4.4.1 Kerosene surrogate and reference kinetic scheme

Kinetic modeling of jet fuel combustion is a challenging task. As aeronautical
fuels are complex mixture of hundreds of chemical components, the compre-
hensive description of the fuel oxidation phenomena would require the merging
of each individual detailed kinetic scheme, which is impractical. Moreover, jet
fuels production is only constrained by the reproduction of a number of physical
and chemical properties, and not by a defined chemical composition. Depend-
ing on the feedstock and refining processes, the resulting jet fuel composition
may strongly vary. To circumvent these difficulties model fuels or surrogates
composed by a reduced number of representative chemical molecules have been
developed. The components intervening in the definition of the surrogate are
chosen so as to emulate the physical (density, heat capacity, thermal conductiv-
ity, viscosity, boiling temperature, etc) and/or chemical (proportion of chemical
classes, hydrogen content, etc) properties of the real aeronautical fuel. A num-
ber of surrogates and associated kinetic mechanisms were proposed to model
kerosene/air combustion. Simplest models including a unique linear alkane
provide a good reproduction of the oxidation kinetics of kerosene but fail to
capture benzene and PAH concentrations (Dagaut et al. 1994). More complex
surrogates are generally composed of alkanes, aromatics and naphthenes, and
their size may vary from 2 to 6 chemical components (Lindstedt and Maurice
2000; Violi et al. 2002; Agosta et al. 2004). Detailed reviews of surrogates
and available kinetic data describing aviation fuel oxidation can be found in
(Edwards and Maurice 2001; Dagaut and Cathonnet 2006).

In this study the three-component surrogate model proposed by Dagaut (2002),
along with the skeletal mechanism derived by Luche (2003) are used. Following
the recommendations from Edwards and Maurice (2001), the choice of a multi-
component surrogate was made to reproduce fuel vaporization, main flame
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properties and pollutant emissions of the real fuel. Table 4.10 summarizes
information on the surrogate composition.

Family Species name Composition Mass fraction

Linear alkane n-decane C10H22 0.767
Aromatic n-propylbenzene C9H12 0.132
Naphtene n-cyclohexane C9H18 0.101

surrogate C9.7396H20.0542 1.000

Table 4.10: Composition of the surrogate model for kerosene.

The Luche skeletal scheme, composed by 91 species and 694 reactions, was
obtained through reduction of the complex detailed mechanism (225 species and
1800 reactions) including NO and PAH formation processes (El Bakali et al.
1999). The reduced model, validated on a wide range of operating conditions
in terms of initial pressures, temperatures and equivalence ratios constitutes an
excellent reference kinetic scheme for the high pressure application targeted.

4.4.2 Derivation of reduced virtual optimized schemes

The global procedure summarized in Fig. 3.8 is used to derive virtual optimized
schemes dedicated to the description of kerosene/air combustion in the condi-
tion of the HERON experiment. First, the main virtual mechanism targeted
towards the capture of the flame/flow field interaction is presented. Then, a
virtual satellite scheme devoted to CO formation description is discussed.

4.4.2.1 Main virtual scheme

Virtual species properties optimization
The first step consists in identifying the thermodynamic properties and molec-
ular weights of the virtual product species so as to reproduce the physical
properties of the real mixture at equilibrium. The set of four virtual optimized
products identified in Chapter 3 is used in the following.

Kinetic rate parameters optimization
The physical properties of the species being identified, the characterization of
the reaction rates is now required. Following the conclusions of section 4.2,
the two-step virtual mechanism, allowing a better description of temperature
profiles, is retained. Its expression is given by

αvmK K + αvmO2
O2 + αvmN2

N2 → αvmI I + αvmN2
N2 (Kero-R1)

I →
Nvm
P∑

k=1

αvmPk Pk (Kero-R2)
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In the context of virtual optimized chemistry, the surrogate kerosene is viewed
as a unique chemical species noted K whose properties are defined as mixture-
averaged properties of the three components model fuel.

The set of kinetic parameters and associated correction functions allowing the
best description of laminar flame speed and temperature profiles is identified
using evolutionary optimization. The cost function Emain

kinetic that discriminates
fittest virtual schemes from other is written as

Emain
kinetic (Ar, Ea,r, Fk,r, fr) =





P if auto-ignition
Nc∑
i=1

wSLESL,i + wTET,i else
(4.9)

where:

• P is an arbitrary high penalty value applied if auto-ignition is detected.
As initial temperature is high, auto-ignition events are likely to occur
during the optimization procedure. To overcome this problem, a simple
criteria comparing the temperature between two points in the fresh gases
is used to identify mixture auto-ignition and reject the corresponding set
of kinetic parameters.

• ESL and ET are respectively the relative error on the laminar flame speed
and the L2 relative error norm on the temperature profile.

• wSL and wT are the weights associated to each objective.

First, capabilities of the virtual scheme to predict global flame properties are
investigated. Figure 4.20 compares the dimensionless laminar flame speed S+

L

and thermal thickness δL0+ predicted by the two-step virtual scheme and the
reference Luche skeletal mechanism. For the whole flammability range, a very
good agreement is obtained between the detailed solution and the reduced vir-
tual mechanism.
Capabilities of the virtual two-step mechanism to capture local flame proper-
ties are assessed in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22. As noticed for methane-air combustion,
the one-layer flame structure typical of lean conditions and the two-layer flame
regime observed in moderately rich injection condition are well recovered by
the two-step scheme. The endothermic behavior experienced in very rich flame
condition is also well captured. The characteristic time to reach the equilibrium
temperature is nonetheless overestimated. Heat release rate profiles predicted
by the global virtual scheme are in fair agreement with the skeletal complex
mechanism. Especially, the profiles thickness as well as amplitudes and posi-
tions of the heat release peaks are correctly reproduced. Slight discrepancies
may be noticed near the lean and rich flammability limits.
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Figure 4.20: Dimensionless laminar flame speed S+

L = SL/S
d
L|st and thermal thick-

ness δL0+ = δ0L/δL
0d|st versus equivalence ratio for premixed kerosene/air flames at

fresh gas temperature Tf = THERON
3 and pressure P = PHERON

3 . Legends: ( )
Reference, ( ) Two-step main virtual scheme.
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Figure 4.21: Spatial evolution of the dimensionless temperature T+ = (T −
Tf )/(max (T d)− Tf ) for premixed kerosene/air flames at fresh gas temperature Tf =
THERON
3 and pressure P = PHERON

3 . Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Two-step main
virtual scheme.
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Figure 4.22: Spatial evolution of the dimensionless heat release rate HR+ =
HR/max (HRd) for premixed kerosene/air flames at fresh gas temperature Tf =
THERON
3 and pressure P = PHERON

3 . Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Two-step
main virtual scheme.

Satellite sub-scheme for CO prediction

In conjunction with the main mechanism, a satellite sub-mechanism dedicated
to the capture of CO formation processes is used. The three-step scheme struc-
ture proposed for methane/air combustion is also considered for kerosene/air
combustion

αvKK + αvO2
O2 + αvN2

N2 → αvCO + (1− αv)V1 + αvN2
N2 (Kero-R3)

K + V1 → K + CO (Kero-R4)
CO ↔ V2 (Kero-R5)

Pre-exponential factors, activation energy and reaction orders closing the rates
of reactions of the CO mechanism are identified through genetic optimization.

Dimensionless equilibrium CO mass fractions predicted by the virtual mech-
anism are compared with reference equilibrium computations performed with
the set of 91 species included in the Luche skeletal scheme (Fig. 4.23). For the
whole flammability range, a good agreement is obtained between the virtual
optimized model and the reference equilibrium calculations.
Figure 4.24 shows the CO mass fractions profiles predicted by the virtual satel-
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lite scheme and the skeletal mechanism. For the four equivalence ratio investi-
gated, a good agreement is obtained between the reduced virtual scheme and
the detailed one.

Figure 4.23: Dimensionless equilibrium CO mass fraction YCO
eq+ = Y eq

CO/YCO
eqd|st

versus equivalence ratio for a kerosene/air mixture at fresh gas temperature Tf =
THERON
3 and pressure P = PHERON

3 . Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Two-step main
virtual scheme.
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Figure 4.24: Spatial evolution of the dimensionless CO mass fraction Y +
CO =

YCO/max (Y d
CO) for a premixed kerosene/air flame at fresh gas temperature Tf =

THERON
3 and pressure P = PHERON

3 . Legends: ( ) Reference, ( ) Two-step
main virtual scheme.
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4.5 Summary

A new reduced chemical model based on virtual optimized mechanisms has
been developed for the prediction of heat release and CO formation. This
methodology relies on the use of virtual reactions and virtual species optimized
in order to reproduce a reference flamelet database calculated with detailed
chemistry. Using genetic algorithm two sub-mechanisms are optimized, one
dedicated to the prediction of heat release and the other to the capture of CO
emission. The resulting virtual schemes are compared to different chemistry
description strategies on 1-D laminar premixed and non-premixed flames. For
both targeted quantities and flame archetypes analyzed, virtual chemistry is in
good agreement with detailed chemistry, and shows good predictive capabilities
in comparison with classical chemistry reduction approaches.
The influence of the reference database used to design the virtual mechanism
has been studied. It has been shown that contrarily to heat release prediction,
CO emissions modeling is importantly impacted by the choice of the reference
database used to optimize the virtual kinetic scheme. When both premixed
and non-premixed flame elements are included in the reference flamelet library
the predictive capabilities of the virtual sub-mechanism are greatly improved.

The first application of the virtual optimized chemistry in a multi-dimensional
context was performed. Comparison between the reference flame solution and
the virtual optimized calculation validates the predictive capabilities of the ap-
proach to capture temperature, heat release rate and CO formation in a laminar
stratified flame. Coupled effects between preferential diffusion and flame cur-
vature are however not well captured leading a slight underestimation of the
flame length.

Eventually, the strategy developed for methane/air flame was applied for the
derivation of a reduced virtual scheme devoted to the prediction of kerosene ox-
idation in representative conditions. Interestingly, the virtual optimized archi-
tecture developed for methane, involving a two-step mechanism for temperature
prediction and a three-step scheme for CO, reproduces very well the reference
solutions calculated with the skeletal mechanism. Unlike classical "chemistry
driven" reduction approaches, the size of the virtual optimized mechanism does
not depend on the size of the complex kinetic scheme used to generate the ref-
erence library.
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This chapter introduces the main challenges associated with the mod-
eling of turbulent reacting flows. After a presentation of the different
computational approaches used to describe turbulent combustion pro-
cesses, a focus is made on the Large-Eddy Simulation formalism. This
simulation technique, based on an explicit representation of the largest
structures and on modeling of the smallest one, makes use of dedicated
closures to account for the interaction between unresolved turbulent mo-
tions and the flame front. These models of critical importance to prop-
erly describe the flame dynamics and pollutant formation are summarily
introduced. Eventually, the coupling between virtual optimized mecha-
nisms and turbulence through the TFLES model is discussed.
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5.1 Computational methods for turbulent reacting
flows

As briefly discussed in the introduction, turbulent flows encountered in indus-
trial combustion chambers are characterized by a wide range of spatial scales
ranging from the largest eddies at the integral length scale lt ≈ 0.1 m, to the
smallest dissipative eddies at the Kolmogorov scale ηk ≈ 10µm. The explicit
resolution of all these turbulent length scales through Direct Numerical Simu-
lations (DNS) is out of reach for the configurations of interest. It would indeed
require to use mesh resolution ∆x of the order of the Kolmogorov scale ηk
(Pope 2000) leading to a prohibitive number of computational cells and ex-
tremely high computational costs. To allow the simulations of turbulent flows
at a reduced computational cost, two alternatives were proposed. The first
one, called Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach, relies on the
separation of the flow variables into temporally-averaged and fluctuating com-
ponents. In this method the turbulent eddies are not solved, but their impacts
on the resolved mean quantities is accounted for through turbulence models.
The second modeling technique, named Large Eddy Simulation (LES), consists
in explicitly solving the large structures of the flow field, whereas the effect
of the smallest ones is modeled. Differences between RANS, LES and DNS
methods are illustrated in both physical and spectral spaces in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Simulation techniques for an idealized isotropic non reacting turbulent
flow (Mercier 2015). ∆ denotes the LES filter size expressed in terms of cut-off wave
number in spectral space. Differences between DNS, LES and RANS are depicted both
in the physical space (left) and spectral space (right). All turbulent eddies are resolved
in DNS, whereas in RANS only mean flow fields are resolved and no turbulent motion is
explicitly captured. In LES turbulent structures larger than the filter size are resolved,
while the effects of the smallest motions is modeled.
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RANS and LES were first proposed to describe non reacting flows but were
rapidly extended to account for unresolved chemical reactions. Although LES
is more expensive than RANS simulation, the use of LES in the turbulent
combustion framework has considerably grown during the last years. This may
be explained by the following reasons:

• Larger-scale motions generally contain most of the energy allowing LES
to capture most of the kinetic energy of the flow (Pope 2000).

• Large turbulent structures are strongly dependent on the configuration
geometry. As a result, LES formalism based on an explicit representation
of large eddies is expected to provide higher predictive capabilities than
RANS simulations relying on models of limited validity (Pope 2000). On
the contrary, small-scales turbulent motions feature quasi-universal and
isotropic properties. LES therefore appears as an efficient strategy to
provide a reliable and comprehensive description of the small structures.

• Unlike RANS approach, Large-Eddy Simulations may use the knowledge
of the resolved scales to model the effects of the smaller one. Based on
the assumption of similarity between large and small scales, this concept
allows the derivation of local turbulent model valid in both space and
time.

• As LES provides an unsteady representation of the most energetic struc-
tures it allows a better description of turbulent mixing processes (Pitsch
2006) and turbulence/combustion interactions (Poinsot and Veynante
2012).

• Contrarily to RANS computations, grid refinement of a Large-Eddy Sim-
ulation allows to increase the resolved energy spectrum and relaxes the
impact of sub-grid scale models. Theoretically when the LES mesh size
tends to the Kolmogorov scale, resolution of a Large-Eddy Simulation
degenerates towards DNS.

5.2 Large-Eddy Simulation formalism

As mentioned hereinbefore, the LES strategy consists in explicitly solving the
large structures of the flow field, whereas the effects of the smallest ones are
modeled. The separation between calculated and modeled scales is performed
by filtering the exact equations. With G the LES filter associated with the
cut-off scale ∆, the filtered quantity ψ is defined as :

ψ (x, t) =

∫
ψ
(
x′, t

)
G∆

(
x− x′

)
dx′. (5.1)

In reacting mixtures, a mass weighted Favre filtering operator is introduced:

ψ̃ (x, t) =
ρψ

ρ
(5.2)
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Any quantity ψ is defined as the sum of a resolved filtered part ψ̃ and an
unresolved sub-filter contribution ψ′′ = ψ − ψ̃ associated with unresolved flow
motions. In practice, the separation between resolved and unresolved scales is
implicitly performed through the mesh. Typically, turbulent eddies larger than
twice the mesh size ∆x are resolved while the effect of the smaller structures is
accounted for through models.
The filtered conservation equations resolved in LES context are obtained by
filtering the instantaneous balance system of equations (1.11):

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρũi) = 0 (5.3)

∂ρũj
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρũiũj) =− ∂P

∂xj
+

∂

∂xi
(τ ij − ρ (ũiuj − ũiũj)) (5.4)

∂ρỸk
∂t

+
∂

∂xi

(
ρũiỸk

)
=

∂

∂xi

(
ρVk,iYk − ρ

(
ũiYk − ũiỸk

))
+ ω̇k (5.5)

∂ρẽt
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρũiẽt) =

∂

∂xi


λ ∂T

∂xi
− ρ

Ns∑

k=1

YkVkhk




+
∂

∂xi
(σijuj − ρ (ũiet − ũiẽt))

(5.6)

Due to the non-linear nature of the governing equations, spatial filtering yields
a system of equations featuring unclosed terms that need to be modeled. These
different unknown contributions may be classified as follow (Poinsot and Vey-
nante 2012):

• The unresolved Reynolds stress tensor τ sgsij = −ρ(ũiuj− ũiũj) rep-
resents the effects of sub-grid scale motions on the resolved momentum.
This unknown term is commonly closed using the Boussinesq assump-
tion stating that the effect of the sub-grid scale field on the resolved flow
motion is purely diffusive. This model, valid within the cascade theory
framework, expresses the turbulent fluxes as a function of the resolved
rate of stress tensor S̃ij :

τ sgsij = 2ρνsgs
(
S̃ij −

1

3
δijS̃kk

)
(5.7)

τ sgsij = ρνsgs
[(

∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj
∂xi

)
− 2

3
δij
∂ũk
∂xk

]
(5.8)

where νsgs is the sub-grid scale kinematic viscosity. The sub-filter diffu-
sive viscosity can be closed by a variety of turbulence models (Smagorin-
sky 1963; Germano et al. 1991; Nicoud and Ducros 1999; Nicoud et al.
2011).
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• The unresolved species fluxes J
sgs
i,k = ρ(ũiYk − ũiỸk) and energy

fluxes qsgsi = ρ(ũiet− ũiẽt) are usually closed using a gradient assump-
tion:

J
sgs
i,k = ρ

(
νsgs

Scsgsk

Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xi
− ỸkṼ c,sgs

i

)
(5.9)

qsgsi = −µ
sgscp(T , Y k)

Prsgs
∂T̃

∂xi
+

Ns∑

k=1

J
sgs
i,k h̃k (5.10)

where Scsgsk and Prsgs are respectively the turbulent Schmidt number
of species k and the turbulent Prandtl number of the mixture. These
numbers are either set to a constant value over the entire domain, or are
dynamically evaluated (Moin et al. 1991). Constant turbulent Schmidt
and Prandtl numbers equal to 0.6 (Sagaut 2006) are considered in this
thesis.

• The laminar filtered diffusion fluxes for momentum τ ij , for species

J i,k = ρVk,iYk and for energy qi = λ
∂T

∂xi
− ρ

Ns∑
k=1

YkVkhk are closed with

a gradient assumption:

τ ij = ρν

[(
∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj
∂xi

)
− 2

3
δij
∂ũk
∂xk

]
(5.11)

J i,k = ρ

(
−Dk

Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xi
+ ỸkṼ

c
i

)
(5.12)

qi = −λ ∂T̃
∂xi

+

Ns∑

k=1

Ji,kh̃sk (5.13)

The filtered transport coefficients ν, Dk and λ are computed neglect-
ing correlations between density, species and temperature. With this
assumption, transport coefficients may be evaluated directly from the
resolved field.
When dealing with highly turbulent flows, the laminar diffusion fluxes
are negligible compared to unresolved turbulent fluxes τ sgsij , Jsgsi,k and
qsgsi .

• The filtered chemical reaction rate ω̇k may be considered as the
main challenging term to model in turbulent combustion. As such,
most turbulent combustion models aim at providing a closure for these
filtered quantities. A brief presentation of the main combustion models
is provided in section 5.3.
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5.3 Turbulence/chemistry interaction closures

Within the Large-Eddy Simulation context, turbulent combustion models aims
at coupling combustion chemistry and turbulent flows motions. More partic-
ularly, the objective is to model the interactions between the sub-filter scale
turbulent eddies and the flame front. In practice turbulence/chemistry inter-
action closures should also face two modeling difficulties (Fiorina et al. 2015).
First, as instantaneous chemical source terms feature characteristic length scales
smaller that the typical LES filter size (δr,k ≈ 0.05 mm < ∆x ≈ 0.5 mm), mod-
els should be able to account for combustion at the sub-grid scale. Secondly,
turbulent combustion models must properly degenerate when sub-grid scale
wrinkling of the flame is fully resolved.
In the following, main turbulent combustion modeling approaches are briefly
introduced.

5.3.1 Three formalisms to model turbulent combustion

Detailed reviews on turbulent combustion modeling (Veynante and Vervisch
2002; Poinsot and Veynante 2012; Fiorina et al. 2015) identify three different
physical formalisms to achieve coupling between turbulence and combustion:

• The first strategy, called Turbulent Mixing, assumes that chemical
time scales are shorter than turbulent time scales and that the chemical
reaction rates are mainly limited by turbulent mixing processes. Several
turbulent combustion models based on this concept have been derived
such as the Eddy Dissipation Model (Magnussen and Hjertager 1977) or
the Linear-Eddy Model (Menon and Calhoon Jr 1996). However, their
use in LES is limited.

• The second approach is based on a statistical representation of the tur-
bulent flame front. Unresolved sub-filter fluctuations of the thermochem-
ical variables ψ lost by the filtering procedure are accounted for through
Probability Density Functions (PDF). With this formalism, any filtered
source term ω̇k may be directly estimated from the flow field thermo-
chemical quantities Φ = (Y1, ..., YNs , T, P ) as:

ω̇k =

∫

Φ
ω̇k (Φ∗)P (Φ∗) dΦ∗ (5.14)

where P (Φ∗) is the joint filtered probability function (FDF), and ω̇k (Φ∗)
is the species source terms given by the chemistry description approach.
The joint FDF may be either evaluated by the resolution of a dedicated
transport equation (Gao and O’Brien 1993) or presumed from the first
moments of the resolved quantities (Galpin et al. 2008). This last strat-
egy is well adapted for methods involving a small number of control vari-
ables such as tabulated chemistry approaches. As long as transported
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chemistry is considered, the shape of the statistical distribution is dif-
ficult to presume, and methods based on the transport of FDF balance
equation are generally preferred. However, due to its high dimensionality,
the exact balance equation for the joint FDF cannot be solved. Instead,
Lagrangian Monte Carlo (Pope 1994) or Eulerian stochastic field (Valiño
1998) methods are used. Providing a correct closure for the micro-mixing
term, transported PDF methods coupled with a reliable chemical model
can handle complex flame structures where premixed and non-premixed
flames are encountered. However, both Lagrangian and Eulerian strategy
impose high computational costs, complex implementation, and impor-
tant modeling efforts.

• Finally, geometrical strategies consider the flame front as a propa-
gating interface in the turbulent field. Based on this physical approach
a wide range of turbulent combustion models were proposed. Among
them we can mention the G-equation model (Kerstein et al. 1988), the
flame surface density approach (Boger et al. 1998), the Thickened Flame
model for LES (Colin et al. 2000) and the Filtered-Tabulated Chemistry
for LES approach (Fiorina et al. 2010). The TFLES model, compatible
with transported chemistry strategies, is considered in this thesis for its
easy implementation and robustness. Detailed description of this model
is provided in the next section.

5.3.2 Thickened flame model for LES (TFLES)

To ensure a proper description of chemical source terms on typical LES grids,
the TFLES model artificially thickens the reaction zone so that a sufficient
resolution of the flame front is obtained. This combustion model, initially
proposed by Butler and O’Rourke (1977) in the RANS context, consists in
modifying the diffusion and source terms in the species balance equation so as to
ensure flame thickening and conservation of the consumption speed. Following
simple theories of laminar premixed flame (Williams 1985) the laminar flame
speed S0

L and thermal flame thickness δ0
L may be expressed as:

S0
L =

√
Dω̇ (5.15)

δ0
L =

D

S0
L

(5.16)

where D and ω̇ respectively represent the thermal diffusivity and mean reac-
tion rate. If the diffusion terms are multiplied by a thickening factor F , and
the species source terms are divided by F , the flame thickness is multiplied by
F , while the laminar flame speed is unaltered. For sufficiently high thickening
factor, the TFLES model therefore allows to propagate a thickened flame front
at the desired flame speed.
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In turbulent flow configurations, the thickening of the flame affects the chem-
istry/turbulence interactions by reducing the flame wrinkling and the local
turbulent consumption speed ST . Typically, turbulent eddies smaller than Fδ0

L

that would theoretically wrinkle the flame front do not interact with it anymore.
Additionally, if turbulent structures larger than Fδ0

L still affect the flame front
their impact on flame wrinkling is decreased (Angelberger et al. 1998). To ac-
count for the flame sensitivity reduction to turbulent flow motions Colin et al.
(2000) introduced a model for the sub-grid scale wrinkling factor Ξ∆ = ST /SL.
The balance equation for Favre-filtered species mass fraction Ỹk is therefore
given by:

∂ρỸk
∂t

+
∂

∂xi

(
ρũiỸk

)
=

∂

∂xi

[
ρ

(
FΞ∆Dk

Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xi
− ỸkṼ c

i

)]

+
Ξ∆

F
ω̇k

(5.17)

Numerous formulations of the sub-grid wrinkling factor Ξ∆ have been proposed
in the literature. Most simple models are based on analytic expressions assum-
ing equilibrium between flame wrinkling and turbulence (Colin et al. 2000;
Charlette et al. 2002a; Pitsch and Duchamp De Lageneste 2002; Fureby 2005).
Unfortunately, these expressions may fail especially when transition from lam-
inar to highly wrinkle flames occurs (Richard et al. 2007). To overcome this
problem, dynamic formulations making use of the knowledge of the resolved
scales have then been proposed (Charlette et al. 2002b; Knudsen and Pitsch
2008; Veynante and Moureau 2015).

To avoid an increase of the diffusive fluxes in mixing controlled regions, a dy-
namic formulation of the TFLES model, referred as DTFLES was proposed by
Legier et al. (2000). In this model, the thickening is only applied in the flame
reactive layer detected by the flame sensor S, which equals 1 in the flame front,
and 0 elsewhere. With this new formulation, the species balance equation 5.17
is rewritten as:

∂ρỸk
∂t

+
∂

∂xi

(
ρũiỸk

)
=

∂

∂xi

[
ρ

(
FΞ∆Dk + (1− S)

νsgs
Scsgsk

)

Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xi
−ρỸk

(
Ṽ c
i + Ṽ c,sgs

i

)]
+

Ξ∆

F
ω̇k

(5.18)

where the local thickening factor reads:

F = 1 + S (Fmax − 1) . (5.19)

The maximum value of the thickening factor Fmax is defined locally so as to
ensure the resolution of the thermal flame thickness δ0

L on n grid points of the
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LES grid:

Fmax =
n∆x

δ0
L

(5.20)

where ∆x denotes the local cell size. To guarantee a proper description of the
flame speed typical value of n = 5 are used.
Equation (5.18) applies the TFLES model in the reactive zone, while outside
of the flame front only unresolved species fluxes Jsgsi,k closed with a classical
gradient assumption (Eq. (5.9)) are accounted for.

As very simple to implement and robust, the Thickened Flame model for LES
has been successfully used in a number of turbulent premixed (De and Acharya
2009; Kuenne et al. 2011), stratified (Franzelli et al. 2012; Proch and Kempf
2014) and partially-premixed (Jaravel 2016) flame configurations.

5.4 Coupling between virtual schemes and the TFLES
model

In this section, a novel formulation of the flame sensor and associated thickening
factor adapted to virtual chemistry is introduced. Theoretically, the TFLES
model can be coupled with any size of chemical mechanism going from global
to detailed mechanisms. However, the difficulty to set-up the turbulent com-
bustion model increases importantly with the number of chemical species and
reactions involved in the kinetic mechanism.
Various definitions of flame sensor were proposed depending on the model
used to describe chemistry. With irreversible one-step mechanism Legier et al.
(2000) first suggested to use an Arrhenius-like expression based on the reac-
tants concentration and temperature. In multi-step chemistry, an alternative
formulation based on the net production rate of an intermediate species was
introduced by Franzelli (2011). The recent work of Jaravel (2016) showed that
efficient coupling between TFLES and an analytically-reduced mechanism was
obtained by defining the flame sensor on the source term of the fuel.
All these definitions are limited to the description of a unique chemical time
scale and length scale. However, in practice the flame features a complex struc-
ture covering a wide range of time scales. Typically, the fuel oxidation occurs
rapidly in a thin reaction layer, while the CO oxidation into CO2 is a slow
process. In this work, a new expression of the flame sensor is proposed to en-
able an efficient thickening when species feature different time scales. For that
purpose, species flame sensors Sk are first introduced as:

Sk = min

(∣∣∣∣∣
ω̇k

pkω̇
max
k

∣∣∣∣∣, 1
)

(5.21)
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where ω̇k is the net production rate of species k evaluated from filtered quanti-
ties, ω̇max

k stands for the maximum value of the species source term evaluated
from a laminar 1-D premixed computation in representative conditions. The
parameter pk refers to a threshold percentage enabling the control of the species
sensor thickness. Typical values of pk varies between 5% and 20%.
Each flame sensor Sk captures the thickness of production and/or consumption
zones of its associated species. A thickening factor per species Fk is then defined
as:

Fk = max (1 + (Fmax
k − 1)Sk, 1) (5.22)

where Fmax
k is the maximum value of the species thickening factor evaluated

from the local mesh resolution:

Fmax
k =

n∆x

δrk
(5.23)

where δrk is the reactive thickness of the species k defined as the full width at
half maximum of the kth creation and/or destruction species source term. n is
the number of grid points needed in the reaction rate thickness δrk to ensure
its proper resolution.
Eventually, the global flame sensor S and the thickening factor F applied in the
transport equations for filtered species mass fractions (Eq. (5.18)) are written
as the envelops of their Ns components:

S = max (0,Sk) for k ∈ [1, Ns] (5.24)
F = max (1, Fk) for k ∈ [1, Ns] (5.25)

To avoid spurious oscillations in the pre-heat zone due to a too narrow thickened
zone, multiple filtering operations are applied to both the global flame sensor S
and global thickening factor F , as suggested by (Franzelli 2011; Jaravel 2016).

The proposed formalism is tested on a 1-D laminar premixed flame at an equiv-
alence ratio φ = 0.85. The unstretched laminar flame is simulated with the
methane/air virtual mechanisms presented in Chapter 4 on a grid of constant
cell size ∆x = 0.5 mm.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the thickened reaction rates ω̇k and associated flame sen-
sors Sk for a selection of species (CH4, P2, CO, V2). For each species, the
species sensors Sk encompass the highly reactive zone with maximum reaction
rate, allowing a subsequent thickening in the region where it is numerically
required. In the post-flame region, however, the species sensors rapidly tend
towards zero to avoid unnecessary and unphysical thickening of sufficiently re-
solved flame regions. This behavior is controlled by adjusting the values of the
threshold percentages pk characterizing the thicknesses of the sensors.
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Figure 5.2: Thickened Flame model applied to a 1-D premixed methane/air flame at
an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.85 and for a mesh size ∆x = 0.5 mm . Thickened species
reaction rates ω̇k (full line) and their associated flame sensors Sk (symbols). Legend:
( ) CH4; ( ) P2; ( ) CO; ( ) V1.

Figure 5.3 (left) presents the location of the flame sensors associated to each
species. The effective flame sensor is the envelop of all species flame sensors
and corresponds to the full line. Figure 5.3 (right) shows the different values
of species thickening factor Fk. The value of thickening needed to resolve one
species reaction rate on n grid points strongly differs depending on their char-
acteristic thickness. In particular, the largest thickening FCO = 5.8 is required
for CO source term while FV2 = 2.5 is sufficient to resolve the production layer
of the V2 virtual species in the post flame zone on the ∆x = 0.5 mm mesh grid.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the spatial evolution of temperature and CO mass fraction
resulting from the thickening factor F built from each species thickening Fk
as detailed previously. These profiles can be compared with the thickened
temperature and CO profile in dashed line resulting from a constant thickening.
To ensure a proper comparison between the new formulation and the constant
thickening simulation, the value of the constant thickening factor is chosen so
that the smallest reactive thickness is equal in both cases (Auzillon et al. 2011).
As regards with temperature, the main difference between the two approaches
lies in the high temperature layer where the constant thickening generates a very
large post flame zone which is not the case for the new strategy. The thermal
flame thickness obtained with the constant thickening approach δF=cst

L = 3 mm,
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while a smaller thermal flame front of δF=f(Fk)
L = 2.6 mm is observed with the

proposed flame sensor. For CO mass fraction profiles, similar observations are
made. The CO mass fraction profile evaluated with the new formulation is
thinner than the CO profile resulting from constant thickening.
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Figure 5.3: Thickened Flame model applied to a 1-D premixed methane/air flame
at an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.85 and for a mesh size ∆x = 0.5 mm. Left: Species
sensors Sk (symbols) and global flame sensor S (full line). For clarity, species flames
sensors are divided by arbitrary values N(k). Right: Species thickening factors Fk

(symbols), global thickening factor (full line) and constant thickening factor (dashed
line). Details about the symbols are indicated in Fig. 5.2
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Figure 5.4: Thickened flame model applied to a 1-D premixed methane/air flames
at an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.85 and for a mesh size ∆x = 0.5 mm. Temperature
profiles for different thickening methodologies: No thickening (dotted line); constant
thickening (dashed line); species associated thickening (full line). Details about the
symbols are indicated in Fig. 5.2
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Stratified and partially-premixed combustion
This flame sensor formulation is valid in perfectly premixed combustion regime.
When stratified or partially premixed combustion modes are encountered, a
dependency to the local equivalence ratio is added to composition dependent
parameters. Typically, the species flame sensor and maximum value thickening
factor are modified as:

Sk = min

(∣∣∣∣∣
ω̇k

pkω̇
max
k (φ)

∣∣∣∣∣, 1
)

(5.26)

Fmax
k =

n∆x

δrk (φ)
(5.27)
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The aim of this Chapter is to assess the predictive capabilities of the
virtual optimized chemistry approach on a turbulent context. The virtual
kinetic schemes derived in Chapter 4 are combined with the Thickened
Flame model for LES (TFLES) presented in Chapter 5. This modeling
strategy is tested on two laboratory-scale turbulent burners. First, the
premixed swirled burner PRECCINSTA, widely used for turbulent com-
bustion model validation, is investigated. The stratified non-swirling
Cambridge flame is then simulated with the virtual optimized chemistry
approach. Capabilities of the virtual kinetic schemes to predict the flame
position and to capture the CO formation in a turbulent environment
are assessed.
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6.1 Introduction

Predictive capabilities of the virtual optimized chemistry description approach
have been successfully validated in laminar 1-D and 2-D flame configurations.
The objective of this Chapter is to assess the performances of the newly pro-
posed reduced schemes in a turbulent context.
Two gaseous flame configurations are considered in this work. First the lean
premixed swirled burner PRECCINSTA, experimentally investigated at DLR
(Weigand et al. 2005; Weigand et al. 2007; Meier et al. 2007) within the
Prediction and Control of Combustion Instabilities in Industrial Gas Turbines
(PRECCINSTA) project, is selected. This model combustor, equipped with an
aeronautical injector, is representative of an industrial gas turbine combustion
chamber. Moreover, the PRECCINSTA burner is particularly well suited for
model validation as an important database of experimental measurements is
available. The second investigated turbulent test case is the Cambridge non-
swirling stratified burner (SwB). This jet flame, widely studied experimentally
(Sweeney et al. 2011; Sweeney et al. 2011; Barlow et al. 2012; Sweeney et al.
2013; Zhou et al. 2013) and numerically (Nambully et al. 2014a; Proch and
Kempf 2014; Mercier et al. 2015; Proch et al. 2017), constitutes a relevant and
complementary test case for virtual optimized chemistry validation.
Large-Eddy Simulations of the premixed swirled burner and of the stratified
jet flame SwB are presented in sections 6.2 and 6.3. In the following sections,
a particular attention is given to the evaluation of :

• the main virtual mechanism capabilities to capture the flame flow/field
interactions (temperature and velocity fields),

• the virtual satellite scheme capacity to describe CO formation processes.

6.2 LES of the premixed PRECCINSTA burner

This section focuses on the validation of the virtual optimized chemistry strat-
egy in the lean-premixed combustion chamber PRECCINSTA. After a brief
state of the art of previous numerical studies a presentation of the experimen-
tal set-up is provided. Then, adiabatic simulations using the virtual optimized
mechanisms derived in Chapter 4 are compared with experimental measure-
ments. Eventually, capabilities of the virtual optimized approach to capture
heat losses effects are validated on non-adiabatic LES of the PRECCINSTA
configuration.

6.2.1 State of the art of previous numerical studies

The PRECCINSTA burner specifically designed to study combustion instabil-
ities and turbulence/chemistry interaction phenomena has been widely numer-
ically investigated. First, Roux et al. (2005) assessed Large-Eddy Simulation
and acoustic analysis potential to capture thermo-acoustic instabilities in cold
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flow and reacting cases. The premixed swirled burner was then numerically
studied to validate chemistry modeling approaches and turbulent combustion
models. Table 6.1 summarizing the numerical works dealing with model vali-
dation on the PRECCINSTA test rig, suggests that a wide variety of chemistry
description strategies and turbulent combustion models have been tested. The
ghost-fluid method, representing the flame front as an interface of finite thick-
ness, was first tested on the PRECCINSTA burner (Moureau et al. 2007).
Comparison between velocity measurements and the numerical solution shows
excellent agreement, demonstrating the ability of the approach to capture the
flame/flow field interactions. Premixed tabulated strategies associated with
presumed probability density functions (top-hat and clipped Gaussian) have
also been used (Galpin et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2014). In both studies, an
overall good agreement was obtained for temperature and main species. It may
however be mentioned that numerical simulations tend to underestimate the
flame length, while CO mass fraction profiles present important discrepancies
in comparison with experimental measurements. Similar results were obtained
in numerical simulations using semi-global (Franzelli et al. 2012; Volpiani et al.
2017) or analytic (Franzelli 2011) schemes coupled with the TFLES model. Im-
provement of flame length description was obtained in numerical works based
on filtered-tabulated chemistry approaches (Fiorina et al. 2010; Mercier et al.
2015)

Numerical Chemistry Turbulent
work model combustion model

(Moureau et al. 2007) / Ghost fluid method
(Galpin et al. 2008) Premixed tabulated Presumed FDF
(Fiorina et al. 2010) Premixed tabulated F-TACLES

(Franzelli 2011) Analytic scheme TFLES
(Franzelli et al. 2012) Semi-global scheme TFLES
(Wang et al. 2014) Tabulated (REDIM) Presumed FDF
(Mercier et al. 2015) Premixed tabulated F2-TACLES
(Volpiani et al. 2017) Semi-global scheme TFLES

Table 6.1: Large-Eddy Simulations of the PRECCINSTA burner for turbulent com-
bustion model validation.

Quasi Direct Numerical Simulation of the premixed swirled combustor was
performed by Moureau et al. (2011b) to evaluate the validity of turbulent
combustion models based on presumed probability density function.

6.2.2 Experimental set-up

The PRECCINSTA burner is derived from a low emissions industrial gas tur-
bine injector designed by Safran Helicopter Engine. A schematic of the nozzle
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mounted on the combustion chamber is presented in Fig. 6.1. The labora-
tory scale combustor is composed by three main parts, namely; a plenum, a
swirled aeronautical injector and a squared combustion chamber provided with
large optical access. In the original design, plenum is fed with dry air at ambi-
ent temperature, while pure gaseous fuel is tangentially injected in the swirler
through twelve small holes of 1 mm diameter. The intense mixing between fuel
and air in the swirler forms an assumed perfectly premixed fuel/air mixture at
the combustion chamber entrance. At the nozzle tip, a turbulent flame with
the typical characteristics of a swirled flame stabilizes. Finally, burnt gases are
released in the atmosphere through a central exhaust pipe connected to the
chamber through a convergent nozzle.

Figure 6.1: Sketch of the PRECCINSTA burner and Mean OH-LIF image. Adapted
from (Meier et al. 2007).

Two reacting operating points have been studied experimentally varying the
fuel mass flow rate. The richer flame with a global equivalence of φg = 0.83 ex-
hibits a stable and quite behavior. Conversely, the leaner case featuring a global
equivalence ratio of φg = 0.75 presents a strong self-excited thermo-acoustic in-
stability. In the following, the stable flame configuration is considered.

Laser-based diagnostics were performed to characterize the model-burner. Ra-
man scattering measurements are used to evaluate flame temperature and main
species mass fractions (CH4, O2, CO2, H2O, CO and H2). Planar-Laser-
Induced-Fluorescence and chemiluminescence measurements of OH∗ were per-
formed to identify the instantaneous flame structure. As regards with aero-
dynamic, the three velocity components were evaluated with Laser-Doppler
Velocimetry measurements.
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6.2.3 Adiabatic Large-Eddy Simulations

6.2.3.1 Numerical set-up

A global view of the computational domain is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Though
fuel and air are injected separately, experimental scatter plots of temperature
versus mixture fraction show that at the nozzle tip stratification levels are low
and most reacting points burn at the global equivalence ratio φg = 0.83 (Meier
et al. 2007). From this observation, most numerical studies were performed
assuming the injection of a perfectly premixed mixture (Roux et al. 2005;
Moureau et al. 2007; Galpin et al. 2008; Mercier et al. 2015). Impact of
this simplification was shown to be reduced for the stable flame configuration
(Franzelli et al. 2012). As a consequence, to alleviate the computational efforts
associated with the resolution of the fuel/air mixing occurring in the swirler,
a fully premixed hypothesis is retained. The atmosphere inlet is fed with a
low velocity co-flow (Uco = 0.5 m.s−1) of inert N2 to avoid any recombination
reaction with burnt gases. Regarding wall boundary conditions, adiabatic no-
slip boundary conditions are considered for this first numerical study.

Figure 6.2: PRECCINSTA computational domain for the adiabatic LES performed
with AVBP.

Figure 6.3 (bottom) presents a view of the mesh in the region of interest. To
ensure a sufficient description of the flow in the small canals a typical cell size
of ∆x = 0.2 mm is used. In the swirler and flame region, the mesh features a
characteristic cell size of ∆x = 0.5 mm. The tetrahedral mesh is composed by
about 22.5 M cells and 4.0 M nodes.
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Figure 6.3: View of the mesh colored by instantaneous fuel source term.

Adiabatic Large-Eddy Simulations of the PRECCINSTA burner were performed
with the compressible solver AVBP (Schönfeld and Rudgyard 1999) developed
at CERFACS and IFPEN. In the present computations, solution variables (den-
sity, momentum, species mass fraction and energy) are numerically integrated
with the finite element Two-step Taylor-Galerkin C (TTGC) scheme (Colin and
Rudgyard 2000), which is third-order in space and time. The sub-grid stress
tensor τ sgsij is closed using a Boussinesq assumption, with the turbulent viscos-
ity given by the Wall Adapting Linear Eddy model WALE (Nicoud and Ducros
1999).
Regarding turbulent combustion modeling, the virtual optimized mechanisms
validated on laminar configurations in Chapter 4 are coupled with the DTFLES
model (Colin et al. 2000) and flame sensor introduced in Chapter 5. With
a characteristic cell size of ∆x = 0.5 mm in the flame front region a global
thickening factor F of 5 is required to resolve fuel and CO source terms. Impact
of the sub-grid flame wrinkling is modeled with the algebraic formulation of the
efficiency function proposed by (Charlette et al. 2002a) and later modified by
Wang et al. (2011). The model parameter β is set to its classical constant value
of 0.5.
For comparison purposes, results obtained with the two-step global scheme
BFER are also provided. Under-resolution of chemical sources is also accounted
for with the DTLES model, and turbulence/chemistry interactions are modeled
through the same efficiency function (Wang et al. 2011). The local flame
thickening is evaluated from the flame sensor based on the envelop of species
flame sensors introduced in Chapter 5.
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6.2.3.2 Simulations results analysis

Flame structure and CO formation

Figure 6.4 compares instantaneous fields of resolved temperature evaluated by
the main virtual mechanism and the semi-global model BFER. No major dif-
ference in terms of flame shape, stabilization and position is noticeable. The
two reduced mechanism capture a typical V-shape flame with an inner reaction
zone and an outer flame front near the outer recirculation zone. Both kinetic
schemes predict anchoring of the inner flame front on the nozzle tip, while the
second flame front is attached to the combustion chamber wall. Regarding tem-
perature levels, slight differences may be observed on post-flame zones. The
LES based on virtual optimized schemes predicts large post-flame regions char-
acterized by intermediate temperature levels of about 1800 K. On the contrary,
with the BFER semi-global mechanism temperature directly reach its adiabatic
value (T≈ 2040 K), and post-flame thickness is almost zero. These observations
can be correlated with premixed comparisons performed in Chapter 4.

(a) Virtual optimized chemistry (b) BFER semi-global chemistry

Figure 6.4: Instantaneous fields of resolved temperature predicted by the virtual op-
timized chemistry approach and the semi-global kinetic scheme BFER are compared.

Instantaneous field of CO mass fraction predicted by the two reduced kinetic
mechanisms are compared in Fig. 6.5. The virtual optimized scheme captures
a strong peak of CO mass fraction in the flame front that rapidly decreases
towards its quasi-null equilibrium value. In agreement with results presented
in Chapter 4, the BFER mechanism predicts very low concentrations of CO
in the flame front that are almost ten times lower that what observed in the
virtual scheme simulation.
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(a) Virtual optimized chemistry (b) BFER global chemistry

Figure 6.5: Instantaneous fields of resolved CO mass fraction predicted by the virtual
optimized chemistry approach and the semi-global kinetic scheme BFER are compared.
Attention must be paid to legend scalings that are different between the two figures.

Quantitative comparisons between experiments and numerical simulations in
terms of statistics are now presented.

Temperature statistics

Figure 6.6 shows the mean and RMS temperature profiles in eight axial lo-
cations from the burner exit plane. Main observations from the comparison
between experimental measurements and numerical results obtained with the
virtual mechanism may be summarized as follow:

• For the first section investigated (Z = 6 mm), and near the centerline
(r < 15 mm), comparison between virtual chemistry solution and Raman
scattering measurements shows that the main virtual scheme retrieves
well the temperature profile, demonstrating a proper description of the
first reactive branch. However, in the near wall region the virtual kinetic
model overestimates temperature levels by about 400 K. This important
discrepancy already reported in previous numerical simulations (Galpin
et al. 2008; Volpiani et al. 2017) may be attributed to the use of adiabatic
wall boundary conditions. Experimentally, combustion chamber walls are
cool down by air or water circulation to maintain acceptable temperature
levels in the quartz. Subsequently, in the corner region the enthalpy of
the burnt gases is decreased, leading to local temperature reduction.

• For Z = 10 mm, similar observations may be put forward: the overall
agreement between virtual chemistry and measurement is good in the
inner flame front region, but temperature is importantly overestimated in
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the near wall zone.
• Further downstream, Z = 15, 20 and 30 mm, the main virtual scheme

tends to overestimate temperature levels for all radial positions r > 20 mm.
Differences between numerical solution and experimental measurements
may be accounted for the treatment of wall boundary condition. Re-
cently, Bénard et al. (2019) performed a parametric study aiming at
identifying the impact of non-adiabatic effects and mesh resolution on
the flame structure. One of the main conclusions of this numerical study
is that when thermal losses are taken into account the flame structure
evolves from an M-shape to a V-shape flame. Simulations using adia-
batic walls therefore predict a non-physical second flame front consuming
prematurely fresh gases and leading to a too short flame.

• Near the combustion chamber exit plane, for Z = 40, 60 and 80 mm, vir-
tual chemistry approach retrieves well the equilibrium temperature levels.

Comparisons between the semi-global scheme and experimental measurements
show that BFER underestimates the mean flame brush thickness. This observa-
tion is to relate with the results obtained in laminar premixed flames (Chapitre
4) demonstrating that the BFER scheme predicts a too rapid reach of the equi-
librium associated with laminar flame thickness under-prediction. Additionally,
mean temperature radial profiles evaluated at Z = 30 and 40 mm suggest that
the two-step global mechanism predicts a shorter flame than the main virtual
scheme.
As regards with resolved RMS temperature, both chemistry description ap-
proach are in good agreement with Raman measurements in the flame front
region. However, temperature fluctuations are under-estimated in the inner
and outer recirculation zones due to adiabatic wall boundary conditions.

Reactant species statistics

Figure 6.7 and 6.8 compare the time-averaged fuel and oxidizer mass fraction
profiles measured experimentally and obtained with reduced schemes. Global
and virtual schemes provide very similar mean solutions which match well with
experimental measurements. Small discrepancies observed on the peak of CH4

mass fraction profile are due to the simplified injection boundary conditions. As
numerical solutions are obtained assuming a perfect mixing between fuel and
air, fuel stratification due to imperfect mixing are not captured. Regarding the
description of reactants RMS profiles both chemical descriptions are in good
agreement with the experiments.
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Figure 6.6: Mean and RMS temperature profiles for different distance from the burner
exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to a standard deviation
(−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations: ( ) Virtual
optimized mechanisms, ( ) BFER semi-global scheme.
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Figure 6.7: Mean and RMS CH4 mass fraction profiles for different distance from
the burner exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to a standard
deviation (−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations: ( )
Virtual optimized mechanisms, ( ) BFER semi-global scheme.
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Figure 6.8: Mean and RMS O2 mass fraction profiles for different distance from the
burner exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to a standard
deviation (−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations: ( )
Virtual optimized mechanisms, ( ) BFER semi-global scheme.
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CO concentration statistics

Figure 6.9 compares Reynolds mean and RMS of CO mass fraction profiles.
Though experimental measurements exhibit high level of uncertainties, none
of the considered kinetic model provides a satisfactory description of measured
mean CO mass fraction profiles. As observed in laminar freely propagating
flames, the BFER mechanism underestimates the CO mass fraction, in the
flame fronts region, for mean and fluctuations components. On the contrary,
the virtual sub-mechanism dedicated to CO formation description strongly over-
estimates the species production processes. Similar discrepancies between nu-
merical results and experimental data were already reported in the literature
with different chemical models going from global kinetic schemes (Volpiani
et al. 2017) to premixed-based tabulated approach (Galpin et al. 2008), or
analytically-reduced mechanisms (Franzelli 2011). Differences between Raman
scattering measurements and virtual optimized chemistry solution may be ac-
counted for the following reasons:

• As already discussed, the outer recirculation zone is submitted to im-
portant thermal losses due to wall cooling. In this region, the mixture
enthalpy decrease produces both CO-CO2 equilibrium shifts leading to
CO conversion into CO2, and local flame extinction. As thermal losses
are not accounted for, the virtual chemistry simulation is not able to
describe these two contributions.
• In the first flame front zone, the overestimation of CO mass fraction

is assumed to be associated with the use of the TFLES model. The
model based on flame thickening intrinsically tends to over-predict the
concentration of intermediates species such as CO. This possible expla-
nation has been recently supported by numerous authors (Mehl 2018;
Maio et al. 2019; Bénard et al. 2019), and is discussed in more details
in section 6.3.

As non-adiabatic effects are of primarily importance in this configuration, non-
adiabatic simulations are performed with virtual optimized schemes designed to
capture the effects of heat losses on the flame structure. Next section presents
the results of this complementary numerical study.
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Figure 6.9: Mean and RMS CO mass fraction profiles for different distance from
the burner exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to a standard
deviation (−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations: ( )
Virtual optimized mechanisms, ( ) BFER semi-global scheme.
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6.2.4 Accounting for heat losses with the virtual chemistry
strategy.

Extension of virtual optimized chemistry approach to non-adiabatic flame con-
figurations was performed in the PhD. Thesis of Giampaolo Maio (Maio et al.
2019). Influence of thermal losses is accounted for by adding burner stabilized
flamelets in the training database, while keeping the kinetic scheme architecture
presented in Chapter 3. Modification of equilibrium thermodynamic state due
to non-adiabaticity is obtained by changing the repartition of virtual species
products in the composition space. Impact of enthalpy defect on the flame
structure is taken into account by expressing correction functions introduced in
Chapter 3 as dependent on the enthalpy defect ∆h = had − h. This approach
was successfully validated on 1-D laminar burner stabilized flames and freely
propagating flames submitted to radiative heat losses. The application of non-
adiabatic virtual chemistry to the PRECCINSTA configuration is shown in this
section. Simulations have been conducted with the YALES2 solver at CORIA
laboratory (Moureau et al. 2011a).

The chemical flame structure predicted by both adiabatic and non-adiabatic
simulations is illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Instantaneous fields of resolved heat
release rate suggest a strong impact of the heat losses in the outer recirculation
zone. In the non-adiabatic calculation, local flame extinctions are observed near
the wall corners due to heat losses and enthalpy decrease. On the contrary, a
thick outer flame front characterized by high heat release rates is observed in
the adiabatic simulation.

(a) Adiabatic simulation (b) Non-adiabatic simulation

Figure 6.10: Instantaneous fields of resolved heat release rate predicted by the adia-
batic and non-adiabatic Large-Eddy Simulations.
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Figure 6.11 displays mean and resolved RMS temperature profiles predicted
by the non-adiabatic main virtual mechanism using both adiabatic and non-
adiabatic walls. Results obtained with the LU17 skeletal scheme Sankaran et al.
(2007) for lean premixed methane/air combustion are also presented (Bénard
et al. 2019) for comparison purposes. The main virtual mechanism modi-
fied for the description of non-adiabatic combustion retrieves well the mean
temperature profiles in the outer recirculation zone. Temperature fluctuations
associated with local flame extinction are also well captured. Interestingly, a
very good agreement may be observed between virtual and skeletal schemes.
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Figure 6.11: Mean and RMS temperature profiles for different distance from the
burner exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to a standard
deviation (−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations: ( )
Virtual optimized schemes adiabatic conditions, ( ) Virtual optimized schemes non-
adiabatic conditions, ( ) Skeletal LU17 scheme adiabatic conditions and ( ), Skele-
tal LU17 scheme non adiabatic conditions (Bénard et al. 2019).

Figure 6.12 presenting mean and RMS of CO mass fraction profiles, demon-
strates the impact of the heat losses on the CO production in the outer recir-
culation zone. The non-adiabatic simulation shows an important reduction of
the amplitude of the second peak of CO. It means that the shift of CO-CO2

equilibrium due to temperature reduction is well captured by the new virtual
optimized chemistry mechanism. Further improvement on the prediction of CO
concentration level is expected by refining the mesh so as to reduce the impact
of the TFLES model.
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Figure 6.12: Mean (left) and RMS (right) CO mass fraction profiles for different dis-
tance from the burner exit. Error bars associated with experimental data correspond to
a standard deviation (−σ;σ). Symbols: Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simu-
lations: ( ) Virtual optimized schemes adiabatic conditions, ( ) Virtual optimized
schemes non-adiabatic conditions, ( ) Skeletal LU17 scheme adiabatic conditions
and ( ), Skeletal LU17 scheme non adiabatic conditions (Bénard et al. 2019).

6.2.5 Summary

In this section the first validation of the virtual chemistry concept in a tur-
bulent swirled premixed burner was performed. In adiabatic conditions, the
main virtual optimized mechanism shows capabilities to account for flame dy-
namics and mean flame position. The flame shape and CO concentration levels
were however mispredicted due to the use of adiabatic wall conditions. Ad-
ditional non-adiabatic Large-Eddy Simulation, using a virtual scheme tailored
to account for non-adiabatic effects, finally demonstrates the ability of virtual
optimized chemistry to account for the correct flame shape, and CO emissions
in the outer recirculation zone.

Validation of the virtual optimized chemistry approach in a gaseous turbu-
lent context is complemented with the Large-Eddy Simulation of the stratified
jet flame Cambridge.
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6.3 LES of the stratified jet flame Cambridge

The objective of this section is to evaluate the virtual optimized chemistry
approach in a stratified context. The Cambridge burner experimented both
at Cambridge University (Sweeney et al. 2011; Sweeney et al. 2012a; Zhou
et al. 2013; Euler et al. 2014) and at Sandia National Laboratories (Barlow
et al. 2012) is considered here. This configuration is especially challenging
since recent numerical simulations using unstretched premixed flame tabulation
models (Nambully et al. 2014b; Proch and Kempf 2014; Mercier et al. 2015)
failed to capture the CO formation.
The experimental set-up and available experimental measurements are first
described. Capabilities of the virtual schemes to capture flame stabilization
and CO concentration are assessed by comparing numerical simulation against
experimental measurements
This work was performed in strong collaboration with Dr. R. Mercier in the
context of the "Grand Challenge" on the Cobalt machine. Results of this nu-
merical study were presented at the AIAA SciTech Forum 2017, and published
in the conference proceedings (Cailler et al. 2017).

6.3.1 Experimental set-up

The geometry and dimensions of the stratified Cambridge burner are illustrated
in Fig. 6.13. This laboratory-scale configuration is composed of two concentric
tubes surrounding a central bluff-body ensuring flame stabilization. Both inner
(i) and outer (o) tubes are fed with premixed methane-air streams whose equiv-
alence ratio φ and bulk velocity U are controlled independently. A surrounding
air co-flow isolates the flame from ambient perturbations.
A wide range of operating conditions have been experimentally investigated
by varying the levels of fuel/air stratification and swirl of the outer stream.
The numerical work focuses here on the non-swirling and stratified case SwB5
featuring a Stratification Ratio SR of 2.0. Table 6.2 summarizes the inflow con-
ditions in terms of equivalence ratio, bulk velocities and corresponding Reynolds
numbers. All streams are injected at the ambient temperature T0 = 298.0 K.

Stream φ U Re
[-] [m/s] [-]

inner 1.0 8.31 5960
outer 0.5 18.7 11540
co-flow 0.0 0.4 0

Table 6.2: Inlet boundary conditions for the SwB5 flame configuration.

Available experimental data include velocity (Zhou et al. 2013) and thermo-
chemical quantities (Sweeney et al. 2011; Sweeney et al. 2013; Sweeney et al.
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2012a; Sweeney et al. 2012b) such as temperature, equivalence ratio and species
mass fraction profiles (CH4, CO2, CO, H2O, O2).

Figure 2: Plan view schematic of the exit geometry in the stratified swirl burner
(SwB), showing a plan view and a cross section through the burner axis. The
curved vectors in the plan view show the direction of swirling flows in the outer
annulus, while the out of page vectors show the axial flow in the inner annulus.
All dimensions are to scale and in mm. NB: This is for the online version of
the paper
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Figure 2: Plan view schematic of the exit geometry in the stratified swirl burner
(SwB), showing a plan view and a cross section through the burner axis. The
curved vectors in the plan view show the direction of swirling flows in the outer
annulus, while the out of page vectors show the axial flow in the inner annulus.
All dimensions are to scale and in mm. NB: This is for the online version of
the paper
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Figure 6.13: Longitudinal cut of the SwB burner. The white area indicates the
computational domain. Dimensions are in mm. SwB5 inlet equivalence ratio: φi =
1.0; φo = 0.5; φcf = 0.0. SwB5 inlet bulk velocities: Ui = 8.31 m.s−1 ; Uo = 18.7
m.s−1 ; Ucf = 0.4 m.s−1.

6.3.2 Numerical set-up

Computational domain definition, boundary conditions and cold flow analysis
are based on the numerical study performed by Mercier et al. (2015). Fig-
ure 6.13 shows the computational domain delineated by the grey area. For
both inner and outer tubes, Homogeneous and Isotropic Turbulence is injected.
Burner walls are considered as adiabatic and are treated with classical log-law.
LES are performed using the YALES2 low-Mach number, unstructured finite
volume flow solver (Moureau et al. 2011a). Fourth-order schemes are used for
both spatial discretization and time integration (Kraushaar 2011). The impact
of sub-grid scale turbulent motions on the resolved momentum is described by
the σ-model (Nicoud et al. 2011) as suggested by (Proch et al. 2013).

Case Turbulent Chemical Mesh size maxF
# combustion model model ∆x [mm] [-]

bfer-c TFLES Semi-global 0.5 7.2
virtual-c TFLES Optimized virtual 0.5 6.3
virtual-f TFLES Optimized virtual 0.25 3.2

Table 6.3: Simulated cases

Two different chemical models are considered to simulate the SwB configura-
tion as shown in Tab. 6.3. Case 1 is based on the semi-global mechanism BFER
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(Franzelli et al. 2012) while cases 2 and 3 use the virtual optimized mechanisms
derived in Chapter 4. Semi-global and virtual schemes are coupled with the
DTFLES model (Legier 2001) and sub-grid scale turbulence/chemistry inter-
actions are accounted for with the Charlette model (Charlette et al. 2002a).
For virtual optimized mechanisms, the flame sensor is based on the envelop of
species flame sensors as introduced in Chapter 5.
Impact of the mesh resolution on the target flame properties is investigated with
two different computational grids. The first and coarser mesh is composed of 30
millions of tetrahedral elements with a characteristic cell size of ∆x = 0.5 mm
in the flame region. The finer mesh, obtained via homogeneous grid refinement
is made of 240 million elements with ∆x = 0.25 mm in the flame region. The
maximum value of the thickening factor for each simulation are provided in
Tab. 6.3.

6.3.3 Simulations results analysis

This section presents the comparison between simulation results and experi-
mental data. The capabilities of the reduced mechanisms to capture the flame
stabilization are first discussed. Then, virtual and global mechanisms are com-
pared against experimental measurements in terms of CO prediction. Finally,
the impact of differential diffusion in the CO prediction previously observed
experimentally (Barlow et al. 2012) and numerically (Nambully et al. 2014a)
is discussed.

6.3.3.1 Instantaneous flame shape

Flame structure is illustrated in Fig. 6.14 showing an instantaneous iso-surface
of the resolved heat release rate colored by the filtered nitrogen mass fraction.
As described in (Mercier 2015), the SwB5 flame structure exhibits three differ-
ent parts. Near the burner exit, as the inner tube is fed with a low Reynolds
number flow, a very low flame wrinkling is observed. Moreover, as the incom-
ing flow only comes from tube i, the low-wrinkled flame front is fully premixed.
When the flame front crosses the turbulent shear layer holding between tubes i
and o, the the reactive region starts to wrinkle and high levels of stratification
occur. Further downstream, when the injected stream i and o mix with the air
co-flow, the flame wrinkling and stratification increase. This jet flame configu-
ration exhibits a well identified fully premixed zone near the burner exit and a
highly stratified zone further downstream.
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Figure 6.14: Instantaneous iso-surface of the resolved heat release rate H̃R colored
by the resolved nitrogen mass fraction ỸN2

for the LES of the SwB5 flame with virtual
optimized chemistry on the fine grid.

6.3.3.2 Flame stabilization and temperature field

Mean and RMS of axial velocity profiles are compared to Laser Doppler Anemo-
metry (LDA) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements in Fig. 6.15.
A very good agreement is found for the first profiles, which validates the ve-
locity boundary conditions prescribed at the inlet. The mean axial velocity
is however mispredicted by all the simulations in the inner recirculation zone
(IRZ) located behind the bluff-body (Z < 10 mm and r < 5 mm). This dis-
crepancy already investigated in (Mercier et al. 2015) is due to the sub-grid
scale wrinkling modeling (Charlette et al. 2002a) which assumes equilibrium
between turbulence and flame wrinkling. This assumption is not verified at the
flame basis located near the recirculation zone where low levels of turbulence
and flame wrinkling are encountered. A slight underestimation of mean axial
velocity is also observed for r < 10 mm and Z > 30 mm for all simulated cases.
This error, also visible on mean temperature and CH4 mass fraction at Z = 50
mm (see Figs. 6.16 and 6.17), is due to a misprediction of the mean flame
opening angle.
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Figure 6.15: Mean and RMS axial velocity profiles for different distances from the
burner exit. Symbols: Experimental data ( ) PIV measurements, ( ) LDA mea-
surements. Lines: Numerical simulations ( ) case bfer-c, ( ) case virtual-c, ( )
case virtual-f

Axial velocity RMS plotted in Fig.6.15 (bottom), less sensitive to the chem-
istry modeling, are well predicted by both simulations bfer-c and virtual-c.
As expected, an increase in RMS level is obtained when the mesh is refined
(simulation virtual-f). Small scale turbulence is not fully resolved within the
injection tubes which explains the defect of fluctuations at the injection tube
exits (Z = 2 mm). However, large scales turbulence generated in shear layers
between i) the recirculation zone and the inner injection; ii) the inner and outer
injections and iii) the outer injection and the co-flow are well reproduced.
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Figure 6.16 displays radial profiles of mean and RMS of temperature at dif-
ferent axial positions from the burner exit plane. Main observations from the
comparison between numerical results and Rayleigh scattering measurements
may be summarized as follow:

• For all axial positions, both reduced kinetic models over-predict the tem-
perature in the IRZ. This behavior was expected since the burner is con-
sidered as adiabatic. As a consequence, heat losses at the bluff-body wall
surface are not taken into account and the flow enthalpy is overestimated.

• The recirculating burnt gases temperature predicted by the two kinetic
schemes differs by about 30 K. The BFER global scheme, which involves 6
species with real thermodynamic properties, overestimates the adiabatic
flame temperature in stoichiometric conditions. On the contrary, the
virtual mechanism made up of virtual species with optimized properties
predicts accurately the adiabatic temperature.

• At the flame basis, where the flame is fully premixed, both global and
virtual mechanisms predict the flame brush position. It can be however
noticed that the temperature profile predicted by case virtual-c deviates
from experimental data in the high temperature zone of the mean flame
brush (for instance at r = 5 mm and Z = 10 mm). On the coarse mesh,
the flame thickening strongly affects the burnout zone as seen in Fig. 5.4
(right). On the fine grid, the application of a reduced thickening fac-
tor leads to a finer post-flame region and better capture of temperature
profile. Since the BFER scheme under-predicts the post-flame zone thick-
ness (see Fig. 4.4) the impact of flame thickening is not observed on the
burnout zone.

• For high axial positions (Z = 50 mm), departure is observed between
numerical results and experimental data. The mean flame position pre-
dicted by virtual and global schemes is shifted towards the burner axis.
Previous investigation (Proch and Kempf 2014) suggests that a damp-
ing of the flame dynamics due to thickening of the flame front causes a
misprediction of the mean flame angle at high axial positions. This ex-
planation agrees with the fact the finer mesh simulation allows a better
capture of flame opening.

For both reduced mechanisms (simulations bfer-c and virtual-c), the temper-
ature fluctuations are underestimated on the coarse mesh. As expected, the
mesh refinement (simulation virtual-f) increases the level of resolved flame-
turbulence interactions and therefore the level of temperature RMS within the
mean flame brush. However, the fine mesh resolution is not sufficiently fine to
capture all the flame wrinkling scales.
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Figure 6.16: Mean and RMS temperature profiles for different distances from the
burner exit. Symbols: ( ) Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations ( )
case bfer-c, ( ) case virtual-c, ( ) case virtual-f

Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show radial profiles of mean and RMS of CH4 and O2

mass fraction profiles, respectively. A very good agreement is found on the mean
profiles of fuel and oxidizer evaluated by both global and virtual chemistry. A
misprediction of the mean flame brush position at Z = 50 mm is also noted and
corroborates the analysis proposed for the mean temperature profiles at Z = 50
mm (see Fig. 6.16). As expected, the levels of RMS are importantly under-
predicted for both chemical models, especially at the interface between the
inner stream and the IRZ. As previously pointed out, the fine mesh simulation
allows a net improvement of fluctuations prediction.
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Figure 6.17: Mean and RMS profiles of CH4 mass fraction for different distances
from the burner exit. Symbols: ( ) Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations
( ) case bfer-c, ( ) case virtual-c, ( ) case virtual-f
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Figure 6.18: Mean and RMS profiles of O2 mass fraction for different distances from
the burner exit. Symbols: ( ) Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations (
) case bfer-c, ( ) case virtual-c, ( ) case virtual-f

6.3.3.3 CO prediction

Capability of the virtual mechanism to provide a correct prediction of CO
formation is evaluated by comparing mean and RMS CO profiles against ex-
perimental data in Fig. 6.19. The standard deviation associated to the CO
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) measurements, indicated by error bars, is
estimated to σ = 5.9% (Sweeney et al. 2013).
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Figure 6.19: Mean and RMS profiles of CO mass fraction for different distances from
the burner exit. Symbols: ( ) Experimental data. Lines: Numerical simulations (
) case bfer-c, ( ) case virtual-c, ( ) case virtual-f

Overall agreement between the virtual sub-mechanism and LIF measurements is
reasonable in comparison with the global scheme predictive capabilities. For all
axial positions, the BFER mechanism predicts a quasi-constant CO mass frac-
tion profile, underestimating largely the CO concentration in the flame front.
This behavior is consistent with results presented by Franzelli (2011). Simula-
tions using the virtual chemistry approach present however an overestimation
of the peak of CO production within the mean reaction zone. This undesirable
behavior, attenuated when the mesh is refined, is explained by the artificial
thickening of the flame front. As the width of CO mass fraction profiles is in-
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creased by a factor F, the total mass of CO contained in the flame front is also
increased in the same extent (Mehl 2018; Maio et al. 2019). As an example,
Fig. 6.20 shows the impact of the flame thickening on the CO mass fraction
profile in a 1-D laminar premixed flame. A reference laminar well resolved so-
lution is artificially thickened using the TFLES model. The total quantity of
CO initially presents within the reference laminar flame front reads:

m0
CO =

∫ +∞

−∞
ρYCOdxn (6.1)

where xn is the direction normal to the flame front, ρ and YCO are the density
and the CO mass fraction of the laminar flame front, respectively. Figure
6.20 shows that the TFLES model conserves the CO peak and consequently
increases artificially the mass of CO contained within the flame layer. A simple
integration shows that mTFLES

CO = Fm0
CO. The TFLES approach therefore

contributes to the overestimation of the CO peak within the mean flame brush
by a factor F and this phenomenon decreases linearly when the mesh is refined.
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Figure 6.20: Spatial evolution of CO mass fraction for a 1-D methane/air premixed
flame at an equivalence ratio φ = 1.0. Legend: : DNS calculation, : Thickened
model with F=5

Figure 6.19 also exhibits discrepancies between numerical and experimental
data in the burnt gases located within the bluff-body recirculation zone (r < 6
mm). The experimental study proposed by (Barlow et al. 2012) shows that
atom balances are not conserved across the flame brush leading to an increase
by about 10% of the mean equivalence ratio. These phenomena results from
complex preferential diffusive transport in the direction tangential to the flame
front and are not captured by the virtual mechanism proposed in the present
thesis.
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6.3.4 Summary

Virtual optimized chemistry has been validated on a turbulent stratified flame.
The Cambridge SwB5 case has been computed using global and virtual mech-
anisms both coupled with the TFLES turbulent combustion model. The mean
flame position and its dynamic are well represented by both chemical models
which give very similar results. The main virtual mechanism improves the tem-
perature level in the recirculation zone and the capture of the flame temperature
profile in the burnout zone. A particular attention was paid to the prediction
of the mean and RMS of CO mass fraction. Virtual mechanisms better capture
the CO equilibrium value in burnt gases. However, differential diffusion effects,
neglected in this study, are found to control the local equivalence ratio within
the central recirculation zone leading to an increase in CO mass fraction at this
location (Barlow et al. 2012; Nambully et al. 2014a; Mercier et al. 2015).

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter the virtual optimized chemistry approach coupled to the TFLES
model was applied on two turbulent flame configurations.
First adiabatic Large-Eddy Simulations were performed on the swirled pre-
mixed burner PRECCINSTA. Results obtained with virtual optimized schemes
are in good agreement with previous numerical studies, but show some dis-
crepancies with experimental data due to simplification of the thermal wall
conditions. Complementary non-adiabatic simulations with dedicated virtual
kinetic schemes provide very good agreement with Raman temperature and
species measurements. The use of a turbulent combustion model based on
thickening of the flame front however leads to a slight overestimation of CO
concentration in the reaction zone. Alternative formulations based on Filtered
Wrinkled Flame models (Mehl 2018; Mercier et al. 2019) would probably results
in improvement of CO formation capture.
Then, virtual optimized kinetic schemes were tested on the stratified jet-flame
Cambridge. An overall good agreement between virtual kinetic solution and ex-
periments is obtained regarding the prediction of flame position and dynamics.
However as preferential diffusion effects are not taken into account modifica-
tion of the composition are not captured and CO concentrations are underes-
timated. Further developments will consist in extending the virtual optimized
mechanisms to account for differential diffusion effects.
Virtual optimized chemistry has been successfully used in gaseous turbulent
flames. Next part aims at assessing the predictive capabilities of the newly
developed approach in an aeronautical two-phase flow burner.
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In this chapter, the modeling approach used to describe the disperse
phase for the HERON configuration is presented. First the Lagrangian
point particle method and the equations describing particles evolution
are introduced. Then, the models used to close the external forces as
well as mass and heat transfer due to evaporation process are described.
Finally, the coupling of virtual chemistry with the evaporation model
is investigated, focusing on the transport properties of the evaporated
species.
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7.1 Spray modeling challenges

As discussed in the introduction, aeronautical combustion chambers inject liq-
uid fuel that atomizes to form a spray of droplets. The break-up mechanism
converting the liquid continuous core into ligaments and droplets is the re-
sult of a competition between surface tension and aerodynamic forces leading
to interface instabilities (see Fig. 7.1). The numerical resolution of such a
phenomenon requires the use of highly resolved meshes, with typical cell sizes
smaller than the minimum droplet diameter, which is unreachable for the sim-
ulation of industrial combustion chamber. For reacting calculations, Direct
Numerical Simulation of liquid jet atomization is therefore not possible. In-
stead, a liquid spray is directly injected in the combustion chamber using an
injector model. The latter aims at representing targeted droplet diameter and
velocity distributions given by empirical relationships or experimental data.
Once the liquid spray is injected, major challenges raised by spray modeling
concerns i) the accurate description of the interactions between the droplets and
the turbulence and ii) the proper prediction of the disperse phase evaporation.
As these two strongly linked processes directly influence the local mixture com-
position, the flame structure and pollutant emissions, the simulation strategy
and the choices of the associated physical models constitute essential modeling
parameters.

In this chapter, the focus is made on the approaches used to describe the spray
and on the modeling of the interactions between the liquid and gaseous phases.

Figure 7.1: Atomization process of a liquid jet in cross flow. Instantaneous snapshot
of the liquid jet is reproduced from (Leparoux et al. 2018)
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7.2 Simulation approach: Eulerian vs Lagrangian

In the LES context, two main numerical approaches can be used to describe
the liquid spray:

• Euler-Euler approaches consider the spray as a continuous medium
whose properties correspond to the mean statistical properties of the
droplets (Fevrier et al. 2005). As the Euler-Euler method uses the same
Eulerian reference framework for both the gas and the liquid phases, the
computational procedure for the coupling between disperse and carrier
is highly facilitated. Also, the Eulerian representation of the spray fea-
tures intrinsic capabilities for parallel computing. A third advantage of
Eulerian approach is that the statistical convergence of spray properties
is inherently obtained. However, the treatment of sprays with droplets
of different sizes or velocities at the same location is not straightforward.
Dedicated Eulerian models based on discretization of the phase space
(Laurent and Massot 2001) or on the transport of high order moments
(Vié et al. 2013) must be used to account for spray polydispersity and
polykineticity1. Moreover, dedicated numerical techniques are required
to handle stiff gradients and vacuum regions (Dombard 2011).

• In the Euler-Lagrange formalism, the gaseous flow description is based
on continuum mechanics with an Eulerian point view, while the disperse
phase is modeled by a set of particles tracked in a Lagrangian frame-
work. To account for the exchanges between the gas and the liquid,
the Lagrangian approach requires i) an interpolation step to calculate
the gaseous phase properties at the droplets location and ii) a projec-
tion step to evaluate the feedback of the spray on the carrier phase.
These operations must be sufficiently precise to avoid numerical errors
and therefore impose a non-negligible overcost. More importantly, effi-
cient parallelization of Lagrangian calculation requires the use of efficient
double-constraint dynamic load balancing (Enjalbert 2011). If the La-
grangian method raises more computational difficulties than Euler-Euler
method for massively parallel computing, it however allows to treat poly-
disperse and polykinetic sprays without modeling efforts. Additionally,
the transport of the Lagrangian particles is relatively simple from a nu-
merical point of view. Contrarily to Eulerian-based methods no numerical
artifact is required.

In this work, the Lagrangian point particle method is considered to describe
the liquid spray. This choice was motivated by both modeling and numerical
reasons. First, as the droplet size distribution is a parameter of primary im-
portance, the ability of the Lagrangian formalism to handle polydisperse flows
without modeling effort was greatly favored. Then, the numerical robustness of

1i.e. droplets of different velocities at the same location
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the Lagrangian approach constitutes a non-negligible advantage over Eulerian
methods.

7.2.1 Deterministic Lagrangian model framework

In the Lagrangian framework, liquid droplets are modeled by a set of discrete
particles or material points whose evolution in the gaseous flow environment is
ruled by laws of point mechanics. The impact of the particles on the carrier
phase is approximated with the point source approach. Mass, momentum and
energy source terms from the liquid particles are interpolated on the Eulerian
mesh and applied to the conservation equations describing the gaseous phase.
This formalism relies on the following assumptions:

• The droplet size is considered negligible compared to all resolved scales
of the flow (Maxey and Riley 1983)

• The liquid volume fraction αl is assumed small (αl < 10−4). In these
conditions the spray, qualified as diluted, is viewed as a set of isolated
and not colliding particles.

• The droplets diameter dp is supposed sufficiently small so that the surface
tension forces are strongest than deformation forces. The deformations
effects are therefore neglected leading to perfectly spherical particles.

• The droplet diameter is smaller than the LES mesh size (dp/∆x << 1)
to allow the interpolation of particle properties on the Eulerian mesh.
Moreover, models describing the two-way coupling between the liquid and
gaseous phases require the evaluation of non-perturbed gas properties in
the vicinity of the droplet. The distance between particles and nodes of
the cell containing the droplet must therefore be sufficiently high.

These hypotheses are generally valid except at the exit of the injection system
where high concentration of liquid ligaments and non spherical droplets may
be encountered.

The approach is qualified as deterministic, in opposition with stochastic or
probabilistic approach, since each physical droplet is modeled by one mate-
rial particle individually followed in the flow. The set of transported particles
therefore corresponds to a unique realization of the spray. For the case sim-
ulated here, this strategy does not lead to prohibitive numerical cost because
the droplets are rapidly evaporated by the flame stabilized closed to injection
system.

7.2.2 Lagrangian particles equations

Each particle p, characterized by its position Xp, velocity up, massmp and tem-
perature Tp (or equivalently sensible enthalpy hs,p), is tracked in a Lagrangian
framework. The evolution of its trajectory and properties is governed by the
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following system of equations:

dXp

dt
= up (7.1)

d

dt
(mpup) = Fp (7.2)

dmp

dt
= ṁp (7.3)

d

dt
(mphs,p) =

d

dt
(mpcp,lTp) = Qp (7.4)

where in Eq. (7.2) Fp refers to the external forces applied to the particle p.
The source term ṁp in Eq. (7.3) denotes the evaporation rate of the particle
p. Finally, cp,l is the heat capacity at constant pressure of the liquid phase and
Qp represents the rate of heat exchange from the gaseous phase. The liquid
heat capacity cp,l is assumed constant.
The source terms of equations (7.2)–(7.4) are unclosed contributions that need
to be modeled. Section 7.3 presents the modeling assumptions used in this
thesis.

7.2.3 Coupling with the gaseous phase

The effects of the liquid droplets on the carrier phase are accounted for through
coupling terms Sp→g = {Sp→gm , Sp→gqdm , S

p→g
Fuel, S

p→g
E } respectively applied to the

filtered conservation equations (5.3)–(5.6) for mass, momentum, fuel mass frac-
tion and energy. These different local coupling terms are evaluated by projec-
tion of the mass ṁp, momentum Fp and energy Qp fluxes of each particle on
the Eulerian grid:

Sp→gm (x) = − 1

∆V

NV
p∑

n=1

Ψ
(
xnp
)
ṁn
p (7.5)

Sp→gqdm (x) = − 1

∆V

NV
p∑

n=1

Ψ
(
xnp
) (

Fn
p + ṁn

pu
n
p

)
(7.6)

Sp→gFuel (x) = − 1

∆V

NV
p∑

n=1

Ψ
(
xnp
)
ṁn
p (7.7)

Sp→gE (x) = − 1

∆V

NV
p∑

n=1

Ψ
(
xnp
)(

Qnp + Fn
pu

n
p +

1

2
mn
p‖up‖2

)
(7.8)

where ∆V is the control volume at the location x, NV
p the number of particles

contained in ∆V , and the superscript n identifies the nth particle. The function
Ψ
(
xnp
)
is an interpolation function depending on the mesh type.
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7.3 Closing models

The spray dynamics and evaporation are modeled using the isolated droplet
canonical problem. In the following sections, the source terms Fp, ṁp and Qp
are closed.

7.3.1 External forces Fp

In this thesis, only the drag force from the surrounding gas flow and the effects
of gravity are accounted for. The density of the liquid phase being substantially
larger than the gaseous one (ρl/ρ ∝ O(3)), the added mass term and the Basset
force can be neglected (Apte et al. 2003). Also, buoyancy and lift forces are
not considered. With these hypotheses, the external forces Fp applied on the
particle p reads:

Fp =
mp

τp
(u− up) +mpg (7.9)

where u is the resolved gas velocity vector interpolated at the particle position
xp and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. The particle relaxation time
τp is given by:

τp =
4

3CDRep

ρl
ρ

d2
p

ν
(7.10)

where CD is the drag coefficient whose value depends on the flow regime de-
scribed by the particle Reynolds number Rep = dp|up − u|/ν. The correlation
proposed by Schiller and Nauman (1935) valid for the flow conditions encoun-
tered in aeronautical combustion chamber (Rep ∈ [5; 800]) is used:

CD =
24

Rep

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

p

)
(7.11)

It must be emphasized that the direct effect of sub-grid scale fluctuations of the
flow properties on the particles motion is neglected. According to Apte et al.
(2003) this hypothesis is valid only if the energy content of the sub-filter scale
is low in comparison with the resolved scale energy and if the relaxation time
of the particle is higher than the sub-grid scale fluctuations time scales.

7.3.2 Evaporation and heat exchange rate

A wide range of models of varying complexities have been proposed to de-
scribe the mass and heat transfer between the liquid and the gaseous phases
(Spalding 1953; Yao et al. 2003; Sirignano 2010; Sazhin 2014). In this work,
the Abramzon Sirignano model (Abramzon and Sirignano 1989) derived from
the Spalding formulation (Spalding 1953) is used. This model is based on the
reference problem of an isolated droplet depicted in Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of an isolated droplet evaporating in a gaseous flow environ-
ment at temperature T = T∞ and fuel mass fraction YF,∞. Qualitative evolution of
the temperature and the gaseous fuel mass fraction are illustrated.

The Spalding and Abramzon Sirignano models, characterized as infinite liquid
conduction models, rely on the following hypotheses:

• The thermal conductivity of the liquid λl is infinitely high, leading to
uniform droplet temperature. The resolution of the droplet internal flow
is then not required, thermal budget at the droplet’s surface is sufficient.

• The liquid thermal diffusivity being lower than the gas one (Dth,l/D < 1),
the thermal response of the gaseous phase is quasi steady.

• The liquid/gas interface is in a thermodynamic equilibrium state. The
Clausius-Clapeyron law may therefore be used to compute the saturating
fuel molar fraction at the droplet’s surface XF,ξ.

• The properties of the gas surrounding the droplet are constant from the
droplet surface (ξ) to the far-field (∞). Hubbard et al. (1975) proposed to
evaluate the surrounding gas properties at a reference point characterized
by a temperature Tr and a composition Yk,r defined by:

Tr =
2

3
Tξ +

1

3
T∞ (7.12)

Yk,r =
2

3
Yk,ξ +

1

3
Yk,∞ (7.13)

This is the so-called "two-third/one-third" rule.

The mass transfer and heat exchange between phases are evaluated by inte-
grating the mass and energy conservation equations of the droplet system.
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7.3.2.1 Mass transfer

The integration of the mass conservation equation describing the isolated droplet
gives the following evaporation rate:

ṁp = −πdp [ρDF ]r Sh ln (1 +BM ) (7.14)

where BM stands for the Spalding mass number and Sh is the Sherwood number
characterizing the ratio of the total rate of mass transfer to the rate of diffusive
mass transport. [ρDF ]r is the product between the gas density and the diffusion
coefficient of the fuel evaluated at the reference thermodynamic state r. This
term is generally evaluated using the gas mixture viscosity and fuel Schmidt
number:

[ρDF ]r =
[µ]r
ScF

(7.15)

Impact of the modeling of this quantity in the context of virtual and global
chemistry is discussed in section 7.4.1.
In a quiescent atmosphere the Sherwood number Sh equals two. However, in
most applications, the relative velocity between liquid and gas phase is non-
zero. To account for the enhancement effect of convection on the evaporation
process, the Ranz-Marshall correlation (Ranz and Marshall 1952) is commonly
used:

Sh = 2 + 0.55Re1/2
p Sc

1/3
F (7.16)

The Spalding mass number BM is defined as:

BM =
YF,ξ − YF,∞

1− YF,ξ
(7.17)

with the fuel mass fraction at the droplet interface YF,ξ given by:

YF,ξ =
XF,ξWF

Wξ
=

XF,ξWF

XF,ξWF + (1−XF,ξ)W 6=F,ξ
(7.18)

where the subscript 6= F refers to the mixture composed of all species ex-
cept fuel. Considering that the surrounding gas properties are constant from
the droplet’s surface to the far field, the mean molecular weight W 6=F,ξ of the
pseudo-mixture composed of all species except fuel reads:

W 6=F,ξ = W 6=F,∞ =
(1− YF,∞)W∞

1− YF,∞
W∞
WF

(7.19)

The molar fraction of saturated fuel at the droplet interface XF,ξ is evaluated
with the Clausius-Clapeyron law:

XF,ξ =
Pc
P

exp

(
WFLv (Tcc)

R

(
1

Tcc
− 1

Tξ

))
(7.20)
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where the subscript cc denotes a reference point on the saturation curve. Lv is
the latent heat of vaporization defined as the enthalpy difference between the
gas and the liquid state. The temperature Tξ refers to the interface temperature
equals to the droplet temperature Tp.

7.3.2.2 Heat transfer

The Lagrangian equation describing the droplet temperature evolution is ob-
tained by integrating the energy conservation of the system represented in Fig.
7.2:

dTp
dt

= − 1

τh

(
Tp −

(
T∞ −

Lv (Tp)BT
[cp]r

))
, (7.21)

where τh is a characteristic heating time and BT is the thermal Spalding num-
ber. The heating characteristic time τh is defined as:

τh =
ρld

2
p

6

[cp]r
cp,l

ln (1 +BM )

BT

[µ]r
ScF

Sh (7.22)

This implies that the larger the droplet is the slower the heating process will
be. The Spalding thermal number BT is related to the Spalding mass transfer
number BM through the relation:

BT = (1 +BM )

PrSh

ScFNu − 1 (7.23)

with Nu the Nusselt number comparing the convective and conductive heat
transfer. As the Sherwood number, its value is corrected with Ranz-Marshall
correlation (Ranz and Marshall 1952) to account for the relative gas motion:

Nu = 2 + 0.55Re1/2
p Pr

1/3
F (7.24)

7.3.2.3 Abramzon-Sirignano model

Abramzon and Sirignano (1989) extended the formalism previously introduced
to better describe the convective effects due to the presence of a vapor film
around the droplet. The finite thickness of the diffusive and thermal boundary
layers is taken into account through the correction of the Sherwood and Nusselt
numbers:

Sh∗ = 2 +
(Sh0 − 2)

FM
(7.25)

Nu∗ = 2 +
(Nu0 − 2)

FT
(7.26)

where Sh0 and Nu0 are the reference Sherwood and Nusselt numbers given by
the Ranz-Marshall correlation described in equations (7.16) and (7.24). The
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correction functions FM and FT were fitted from a vaporizing edge problem.
The following correlations were proposed:

Fl = (1 +Bl)
0.7 ln (1 +Bl)

Bl
for l = M,T (7.27)

The thermal Spalding number BT is also corrected to account for the finite
thickness of the thermal boundary layer:

BT = (1 +BM )β − 1 (7.28)

with

β =

[
cp,F
cp

]

r

PrSh∗

ScFNu∗
(7.29)

Due to the interdependence between BT and Nu∗, the heat transfer at the
droplet’s surface is evaluated through an iterative procedure.

7.4 Coupling virtual chemistry with evaporation model

As discussed by numerous authors, the evaporation rate ṁp and heat exchange
Qp strongly depend on the thermodynamic and transport properties of the va-
por film (Sanjosé 2009; Shashank and Pitsch 2011; Sierra 2012). In the context
of virtual optimized chemistry, the thermodynamic properties of the virtual
species are optimized so as to retrieve the mixture-averaged properties of the
reference real mixture. However, in this thesis the transport properties of the
virtual species are closed with simplified models that are not fitted to reproduce
evaporation fluxes. The impact of this modeling assumption is discussed in the
following.

7.4.1 Impact of simplified transport properties on evaporation
fluxes

Global and virtual chemistry approaches, based on optimization of reaction
rate parameters, use simplified models to describe the transport properties of
the gaseous phase. As discussed in Chapter 1, with simplified transport models
the transport properties of the gaseous flow are expressed as follows:

• The mixture viscosity µ is evaluated from a temperature dependent func-
tion (power or Sutherland law) whose parameters are fitted from complex
calculations

• The thermal conductivity λ is computed from the viscosity, heat capacity
and a constant Prandtl number : λ = (µcp)/Pr

• The molecular diffusion coefficients are computed considering unity Lewis
numbers for all species leading to Dk = λ/(cpρ) = µ/(ρPr)
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Sanjosé (2009) and Sierra (2012) showed that these simplified transport models
greatly impact the prediction of the evaporation mass and heat fluxes. Contrar-
ily to small hydrocarbons such as methane, liquid fuels feature Lewis number
that are well above unity, generally LeF ≈ 2 − 3. When unity Lewis number
are considered for liquid heavy hydrocarbons, the fuel vapor tends to diffuse
too rapidly, and evaporation processes are subsequently accelerated.
To better account for the impact of complex transport properties on the evap-
oration rate, Sierra (2012) proposed to correct the original simplified transport
model. While keeping constant the transport properties used for kinetic mod-
eling, modified mixture viscosity as well as Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are
introduced in the expression of the heat source Qp and mass exchange term ṁp.
The modified Prandtl and fuel Schmidt numbers, called Prevap and ScevapF , are
fitted from evaporation calculations using complex mixture-averaged transport
properties (Hirschfelder et al. 1954). The mixture viscosity of the gas is eval-
uated from the mixture-averaged Wilke formula where the individual species
viscosities µevapk are closed with a temperature dependent power law fitted on
a complex transport database:

µevapk = µref,k

(
T

Tref,k

)βk
(7.30)

To illustrate the effect of this new formulation, evaporation calculations per-
formed with i) the simplified transport model, ii) the corrected simplified trans-
port model and iii) complex mixture-averaged transport coefficients, are com-
pared (Sierra 2012). Figure 7.3 (left) shows the temporal evolution of the
droplet surface predicted by these three different transport models. The influ-
ence of the transport modeling strategies on the liquid temperature evolution
is also displayed in Fig. 7.3 (right). Detailed information on the transport
coefficients used for these simulations are presented in Table 7.1.

Transport Prevap ScevapF µevapModel

Mixture-averaged Variable Variable Wilke formula

Simplified w/o correction 0.71 2.10 Power law

Simplified w/ correction 0.82 1.48 Wilke formula

Table 7.1: Details about transport models used for evaporation calculation.

The evaporation calculation performed with the simplified transport model
shows important discrepancies with the reference mixture-averaged computa-
tion. The evaporation time predicted by the simplified model is 40 % lower
than the one evaluated with complex binary transport coefficients. Also, the
wet bulb temperature, corresponding to the equilibrium droplet temperature in
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a gaseous environment, is strongly overestimated with the simplified transport
formulation. The corrected version of the simplified transport model allows
a very good agreement with complex transport calculations for both droplet
surface and temperature evolutions.
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Figure 7.3: Temporal evolution of the dimensionless droplet surface (left) and tem-
perature (right). N-heptane evaporating droplet in a quiescent N2 atmosphere at
T = 623K. Numerical simulations performed with the Abramzon Sirignano formal-
ism and with different transport models: Mixture-averaged ( ), Simplified without
correction ( ), Simplified with correction ( ). Reproduced from (Sierra 2012).

7.4.2 Transport properties for virtual species

The previous section has shown that the effects of complex transport properties
on evaporation fluxes can be described, at a low computational cost, by consid-
ering i) the local composition of the mixture for the evaluation of the mixture
viscosity and ii) by using dedicated Prandtl and fuel Schmidt numbers. As
far as virtual chemistry is concerned, the first modification related to viscos-
ity evaluation through the Wilke formula is not applied. As mixture-averaged
formulation of the viscosity requires the knowledge of each individual species
viscosities, optimization of the viscosities of virtual products and intermediate
species would be required. Optimization of virtual species transport properties
has not been performed in this thesis and is left for future work. As a result,
evaporation calculations involving a set of virtual species are performed with
modified Prandtl and fuel Schmidt numbers, but viscosity is evaluated with a
classical power law.

The effect of such models is assessed by studying an evaporating kerosene
droplet in the cold conditions of the HERON configuration (THERON3 , PHERON3 ).
Figure 7.4 shows the droplet surface and temperature temporal evolution ob-
tained with the three transport closures described in Table 7.2.
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Transport Prevap ScevapF µevapModel

Simplified w/o correction 0.69 0.69 Power law

Simplified w correction virtual 0.70 2.29 Power law

Simplified w/ correction 0.70 2.29 Wilke formula

Table 7.2: Details about transport models used for evaporation calculation performed
with virtual species.
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Figure 7.4: Temporal evolution of the dimensionless droplet surface (left) and
temperature (right). Kerosene evaporating droplet in a quiescent air atmosphere at
T = THERON

3 . Numerical simulations performed with the Abramzon Sirignano for-
malism and with different transport models: Simplified without correction ( ), Sim-
plified with correction ( ◦), Simplified with correction virtual ( )

As previously observed for the n-heptane evaporating droplet, the simplified
model without correction underestimates the evaporation time and under-predicts
the wet bulb temperature. The formulation adapted for virtual chemistry re-
produces well the diameter reduction at the beginning of the evaporation pro-
cess. However, as evaporation continues the slope of the curve predicted by the
adapted model is overestimated leading to an underestimation of the evapora-
tion time by 20 %. Concerning the droplet temperature, the wet bulb temper-
ature is well captured by the model adapted for virtual chemistry.

As a conclusion, the correction of the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers allows
to improve the description of the droplet temperature along the whole evap-
oration process, and slightly enhance the evaluation of the evaporation time.
It means that, in the cold flow conditions of the Heron configuration, the liq-
uid phase is expected to evaporate 20 % too rapidly when virtual optimized
chemistry is used. The impact of this error will be evaluated by comparing the
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characteristic evaporation time to the convective time in the injection system so
as to identify if the evaporation process is complete before flame stabilization.
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The objective of this chapter is to test the virtual chemistry approach
on an industrial two-phase injector. The high pressure HERON (High
prEssuRe facility for aerO-eNgines) test bench, experimented at CORIA
laboratory is selected. This two-phase burner equipped with a Lean-
Premixed aero-engine injection system, and operated at high pressure
and temperature is a challenging test case for virtual chemistry. The
virtual optimized mechanism designed to capture the flame/flow field
interaction in gaseous kerosene/air flames is combined with the Dy-
namic Thickened Flame model for LES (DTFLES) and the so-called
efficiency function. A particular attention is given to the capabilities of
this modeling strategy to predict the flame shape and stabilization.
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8.1 Objectives

Spray flames encountered in aeronautical combustion chambers feature highly
complex structures resulting from tight interactions between fuel atomization,
spray evaporation, turbulent flow motions and combustion kinetics effects (Holl-
mann and Gutheil 1996; Reveillon and Vervisch 2005; Luo et al. 2011). Even
if liquid break-up is complete, spray dispersion and evaporation may strongly
affect the mixture homogeneity leading to partially-premixed combustion mode
where both premixed and non-premixed regimes are encountered. In these con-
ditions, the fine description of flame stabilization and pollutant formation re-
quests a reliable representation of complex chemistry processes (Franzelli et al.
2017).
Virtual optimized chemistry approach has already been challenged on gaseous
laminar flames (Chapter 4) and gaseous turbulent flame configurations (Chap-
ter 6). The objective of the current Chapter is to test the virtual kinetic models
on a representative two-phase burner. A Lean-Premixed (LP) aero-engine in-
jection system designed by the French engine manufacturer Safran Helicopter
Engines is considered in this work. This low-NOx injector was experimentally
investigated at CORIA laboratory on a mono-sector high pressure combustion
chamber called HERON (High prEssuRe facility for aerO-eNgines). Laser-based
experimental diagnostics specifically developed for elevated pressure conditions
(Salaün et al. 2016; Malbois et al. 2017a) were used to study the flame struc-
ture and pollutant formation on a wide range of relevant aero-engines operating
conditions. Measurement campaigns performed on this configuration allowed to
build an extensive and high-quality experimental database essential to i) gain
a better understanding on the flame structure and to ii) validate two-phase
turbulent combustion models.
Malbois et al. (2017b) recently published an analysis of the impact of Fuel Air
Ratio (FAR), pre-heated air temperature and initial pressure on the flame shape
and pollutant emissions. Interestingly, it was shown that depending on the
operating pressure and FAR, two types of flames can be stabilized. As shown
in Fig. 8.1, depicting OH concentration images, in nearly all cases a straight
and confined tulip-shape flame is observed. For low pressures a transition from
tulip-shape to V-shape flame occurs near Lean Blow-out (LBO) conditions.
As regards with exhaust pollutant emissions, in accordance with the literature
it was found that NOx concentration increases with the FAR and operating
pressure while opposite trend was observed for CO.
Large-Eddy-Simulation of the LP injector was conducted by Domingo Alvarez
(2019) using a premixed-based tabulated chemistry strategy (FPI) coupled with
a Presumed-Conditional Moments (PCM) approach to model turbulent chem-
istry interactions. In this work, two droplet size distributions were tested to
study the impact of the spray distribution on the flame shape and stabiliza-
tion. It appeared that the flame shape and stabilization processes are strongly
affected by droplet size distribution. With the polydisperse spray characterized
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by a small mean droplet diameter of D32 ≈ 12µm a confined V-shape flame is
obtained, while a M-shape flame is observed when larger droplets are injected
(D32 ≈ 32µm) (Domingo Alvarez et al. 2018).

Figure 8.1: Mean and standard deviation of OH-PLIF images for various initial
pressure and fresh gases Fuel/Air ratio. Reproduced from (Malbois et al. 2017b)

In this Chapter, the virtual optimized kinetic scheme dedicated to kerosene/air
combustion description (Chapter 4) is coupled with the TFLES model (Chap-
ter 5) and two-phase flow models (Chapter 7) to be tested on the HERON
test bench. Details on the experimental and numerical set-up are provided in
sections 8.2 and 8.3 respectively. Eventually, numerical results obtained with
the virtual optimized chemistry approach are analyzed and compared against
experimental measurements in Section 8.4.

8.2 Experimental set-up

8.2.1 The HERON test bench

A global view of the HERON combustion chamber, experimented at CORIA
laboratory, is presented in Fig. 8.2. The facility is composed by four main
parts, namely: a plenum, a LP injection system, a squared section combus-
tion chamber and a sonic throttle. The swirled injection system is fed with
liquid kerosene (Jet A1) through the fuel supply line enclosed in a water-cooled
cylinder. Pre-heated air is provided in the plenum through a large diameter
air-intake. A fixed 41 % of the total air mass flow rate passes through the four
thin lateral films mounted between the plenum and the combustion chamber.
The fresh air layers formed along the walls of the combustor allow the pro-
tection of the optical access used for flame visualization. The remaining 59 %
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of the supplied air flows through the LP injection system and mixes with the
fuel. Combustion process is initiated on the pre-vaporizer duct and is pursued
in the combustion chamber. Hot gases issued from the combustion process
are accelerated through a convergent. The exit of the combustion chamber is
equipped with a supersonic nozzle whose section can be partially obstructed
by a needle to control the pressure inside the combustion chamber. Before the
sonic throttle, air at atmospheric condition is injected through eight tubes to
both protect the nozzle from mechanic deformations and to quench the burnt
gases.

Figure 8.2: Sketch of the HERON combustion chamber.

Experimentally, a wide range of operating conditions have been analyzed in
terms of operating pressure, Fuel Air Ratio (FAR) and preheated air temper-
ature. In this work, Large Eddy Simulations are performed for one unique
operating point. Characteristics of the simulated operating point are provided
in Table 8.1.

Pressure FAR / FARP=1.38MPa
BO Mass flow rates Temperature

[MPa] [ − ] [g.s−1] [K]

Main air stream
0.83 1.35

108.0 [500, 670]
Secondary air stream 20.0 ≈ 300
Liquid fuel [0, 10] ≈ 300

Table 8.1: Characteristics of the simulated operating point. For confidentiality rea-
sons, exact operating conditions are not disclosed.
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8.2.2 The Lean-Premixed injection system

A 2-D schematic of the LP injection system geometry provided by Safran Heli-
copter Engine is presented in Fig. 8.3. The device is composed by two swirled
stages:

• A first radial swirler redirects the pre-heated air flowing from the plenum
through a converging axial canal. Because of the inclined position of
the guide vanes the air exiting from the radial swirler features a swirling
motion.

• Further downstream, a second axial swirler discharges swirled air in the
pre-vaporizer duct.

Fuel is injected in the pre-vaporizer duct through 9 small holes, of diameter dj ,
located at the tip of the conical injector. The high velocity swirling air-stream
coming from the two swirlers imposes high aerodynamic forces on the surface
of the slow-moving fuel leading to efficient atomization of the liquid core.

Figure 8.3: 2-D cut view of the LP injection system geometry

8.2.3 Experimental measurements

Advanced and innovative laser-based experimental diagnostics were developed
at CORIA laboratory to analyze and understand the combustion dynamics in
the HERON test rig (Malbois et al. 2017a; Malbois et al. 2017b). Planar Laser-
Induced-Fluorescence (PLIF) measurements of OH gradients is used to visualize
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the flame front location and structure, while the distribution of kerosene vapor
is accessed through kerosene-PLIF measurements. Simultaneous measurements
of OH and kerosene fluorescence have also been performed to correlate the in-
stantaneous position of the reactive layer and the distribution of equivalence
ratio. In combination with these two diagnostics, CH∗ chemiluminescence is
measured to identify the reaction zone position and flame length. Instanta-
neous 2-D distribution of Nitrogen Oxides concentration are also available. In
terms of flow dynamics, velocity was characterized through Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) measurements. Finally, global information on the composition
of the quenched combustion products (NO, CO, CO2, O2 and HC ) at the exit
of the combustion chamber are evaluated using exhaust gas analyzers.

Complementary measurements were performed in the context of the TLC (To-
wards Lean Combustion) project at DLR. The objective of this measurement
campaign was to characterize the atomization, evaporation and fuel/air mixing
processes in the injection system. Particularly, droplets sizes distribution and
liquid phase velocity were measured via Phase-Doppler Anemometry (PDA).
Unfortunately, these essential quantities were acquired at different operating
conditions and in a different combustor rig (Koopman et al. 2005). Therefore,
these results cannot be used directly as boundary conditions for numerical sim-
ulations.

8.3 Numerical set-up

Large Eddy Simulations of the HERON test-bench were performed with the
compressible, massively-parallel solver AVBP (Schönfeld and Rudgyard 1999).
Temporal integration of convective terms is explicitly performed with the Finite
Element Two-step Taylor-Galerkin Colin (TTGC) scheme (Colin and Rudgyard
2000). Diffusion terms are integrated using a second order Finite Element 2-∆
scheme. The sub-grid stress tensor is closed using a Boussinesq assumption,
with the turbulent viscosity given by the sigma model (Nicoud et al. 2011).

8.3.1 Computational domain, boundary conditions and mesh

The computational domain illustrated in Fig. 8.4 is derived from the real test
rig geometry depicted in Fig. 8.2. Two main geometric simplifications were
however performed to alleviate numerical difficulties and reduce the number of
computational grid points:

• Film cooling removal: The prediction of the correct mass flow repar-
tition between the injection system and the cooling films is of paramount
importance to reproduce the targeted global fuel/air ratio FARglobal.
Unfortunately, numerical resolution of the flow in the thin lateral films
(about 1 mm thickness) imposes both high mesh resolution and numeri-
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cal challenges associated with corner walls treatment. For the operating
point investigated, experimental measurements show that the flame is
straight and confined. The effects of cooling films on flame stabilization
are then assumed negligible. To ensure a correct repartition of mass flow
rates and reduce the computational efforts, films are not simulated but
are modeled by an inlet film boundary condition. Contrarily to classical
inlet boundary condition, fluxes are not imposed on the nodes but on
faces.

• Secondary air tubes reduction The secondary air tubes mounted up-
stream of the sonic throttle are truncated to reduce the number of com-
putational cells. Established turbulent flow with an arbitrary power law
profile is assumed at the inlet of the eight pipes.

Figure 8.4: HERON computational domain.

Inlet and outlet boundary conditions are prescribed using the non-reflective
Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) approach to en-
sure a proper treatment of acoustic waves. Moreover, to limit the interaction
between the outlet of the convergent and the combustion chamber, the compu-
tational domain has been extended far downstream in the axial direction. All
burner walls are modeled with adiabatic and non-slipping boundary conditions.
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The computational domain is discretized with 65.2 M tetrahedral elements and
11.4 M nodes. Figure 8.5 presents a view of the grid size distribution in the
region of interest. A characteristic grid size of ∆0

x = 0.2 mm is used in the
swirlers, in the pre-vaporizer duct, and at the exit of the cooling films. The
mesh is then coarsened in the axial and radial direction. A typical cell size of
∆x = 2∆0

x is obtained at 40 mm of the pre-chamber exit plane.

Figure 8.5: Representation of the mesh and repartition of the points on the combus-
tion chamber middle plane.

8.3.2 Spray modeling

8.3.2.1 Liquid fuel injection modeling

As previously discussed in Chapter 7 the coupled simulation of fuel atomiza-
tion, liquid spray evaporation and combustion imposes prohibitive computa-
tional costs and important numerical difficulties. Reactive two-phase flow cal-
culations do not resolve break-up processes but directly inject a liquid spray
with presumed granulometry and velocity profile. Major difficulties are then
associated with the choice of the fuel droplets size and velocity.
Figure 8.6 presents simplified views of two possible scenarios regarding liquid
spray behavior in the studied atomizer. In the first possible situation, the fuel
droplets issued from the eight side holes do not interact with the walls and are
simply transported in the pre-chamber (Fig. 8.6.a). The second scenario, de-
picted in Fig. 8.6.b, assumes that the fog of droplets hits the atomizer wall and
feed a liquid film formed along the solid walls. At the tip of the injector walls,
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the accumulated liquid fuel is disintegrated into ligaments and fine droplets
under the effects of high shearing forces. As the spray injection models associ-
ated with each configuration are very different it is important to discriminate
between the two situations. To evaluate the probability that the liquid jet in-
teract with the injector walls, correlations issued from experimental studies of
kerosene jet in cross flow configurations (Becker and Hassa 2002; Ragucci et al.
2007; Freitag and Hassa 2008) are used. These different studies provide analytic
expressions of the liquid jet penetration and jet breakdown point location as
a function of nozzle geometry dimensions and two dimensionless aerodynamic
parameters: the aerodynamic Weber number Weaero and the momentum flux
ratio q. Unfortunately, for the present configuration and operating point the
small momentum flux ratio (q ≈ 0.3) does not match the validity domain of
published experimental correlations.

a)

b)

Figure 8.6: Schematic of two possible scenarios regarding liquid spray behavior. A
first possible situation assumes no interaction between the fuel droplets and atomizer
walls (top). While in a second potential scenario, the cloud of droplets form a liquid
film along the wall injector that is further atomized at the edge (bottom).
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Considering the highly uncertain spray behavior a simple spray injection model
based on Safran Helicopter Engine design practice is considered. In this work,
the spray droplet size distribution is assumed to follow a Weitbull probabil-
ity distribution. This probability function, proposed by Yoon et al. (2004),
parametrizes the liquid droplet diameter distribution by two moments of the
spray statistics, namely the Sauter-mean diameter D32 and a spread coefficient
γ:

f (D) =
γDγ−1

Xγ
exp

(
−
(
D

X

)γ)
(8.1)

where X is a characteristic droplet size linked with the Sauter-mean diameter
through the following relation:
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2
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As no experimental measurements are provided to evaluate these parameters,
estimates based on experimental correlations are used. In view of the atomizer
geometry and main flow field features, the LP injector can be compared to an
airblast atomizer. With this assumption, the Sauter-mean diameter is evaluated
with the Lefebvre and Rizk equation for the mean drop size (Lefebvre 1989):

D32 = Dσ
32 +Dµ

32 (8.3)

D32 = C1dj

[
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ρU2
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]0.4
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(
µ2
l

σρldj

)0.5

(1 + FAR) (8.4)

where σ is the surface tension and Ur is the relative velocity between the gaseous
and liquid phase. The constant parameters C1 and C2 are respectively equal
to 0.48 and 0.15. The second parameter γ, characterizing the dispersion of
the diameter distribution, is deduced from PDA measurements performed at
higher pressures in the context of the TLC project (Koopman et al. 2005). As
the shape of the diameter distribution is assumed unchanged when varying the
operating conditions and geometry of the combustor, the spread parameter γ
equal to 3.1 determined experimentally is used in this study.

Droplets are injected with the same constant velocity evaluated from the fuel
mass flow rate. As regards with spray/solid wall interactions a classic elastic
rebound model is used.

8.3.3 Turbulent combustion modeling

The under-resolution of chemical reaction rates on the LES grid is accounted for
the TFLES model. The species flame sensors introduced in Chapter 5 are used
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to evaluate the global flame sensor and thickening factor. Impact of the sub-
grid flame wrinkling on the resolved flame surface is modeled with the efficiency
function proposed by (Charlette et al. 2002a) with a constant β parameter set
to 0.5.
In this complex flow environment, a strong stratification of the reactive mixture
is likely to be encountered. The flame parameters characterizing the thickening
factor and efficiency function are therefore expressed as a function of the local
mixture composition:

Sk = f
(
δr,k (φ)

)
for k ∈ [1, Ns] (8.5)

Fk = f
(
δr,k (φ) ,max (ω̇k) (φ)

)
for k ∈ [1, Ns] (8.6)

Ξ = f
(
δL (φ) , SL (φ)

)
(8.7)

In practice, the parameters dependent on the equivalence ratio are evaluated
from 1-D laminar premixed flames calculations and are tabulated as a function
of the nitrogen mass fraction, that may be seen as a passive scalar.
Estimate of the global thickening factor variation with the equivalence ratio
is provided in Fig. 8.7. To allow the resolution of the kerosene source term,
on at least three points, on a grid of characteristic cell size of ∆x = 0.2 mm,
thickening factors varying from 6 to 32 are required.
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Figure 8.7: Evolution of the kerosene thickening factor Fkero with the equivalence
ratio for a grid size of ∆x = 0.2 mm.

8.4 Results analysis

In a first part, the LES results obtained with the numerical set-up presented in
section 8.3 are analyzed. A special attention is given to the flow structure, the
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spray behavior and the flame structure. Numerical results are then compared
to experimental data to evaluate the capabilities of the numerical strategy to
predict the flame shape and stabilization.

8.4.1 Flow, spray and flame topology

Aerodynamic fields, spray characteristics and flame topology and structure are
first investigated.

8.4.1.1 Aerodynamic fields

Figure 8.8 illustrates the mean resolved velocity fields extracted on the com-
bustion chamber center plane.

(a) Mean axial velocity field (b) Mean tangential velocity field

Figure 8.8: Mean fields of resolved axial and tangential velocity components. The
black lines identify the zero axial (left) and tangential (right) velocity iso-surfaces.

Typical characteristics of a swirled flow are identified from both axial and tan-
gential velocity fields:

• The rapid change of tangential velocity sign observed near the combustion
chamber centerline suggests the rotating motion of the flow.

• Due to the intense swirling flow motion one may observe an Inner-Recircu-
lation Zone (IRZ) on the injection system centerline. The IRZ is char-
acterized by negative axial velocities and is surrounded by a conically
shaped-jet featuring high axial velocity.

• On the whole circumference of the high velocity jet, near the combus-
tion chamber walls, small Outer-Recirculation Zones (ORZ) are noticed.
These negative axial velocity regions are surrounded by moderate velocity
jets issued from the film cooling systems.
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8.4.1.2 Spray dynamics and evaporation

To illustrate the liquid spray behavior instantaneous views of the complete set
of Lagrangian particles colored by their radius and temperature are shown in
Fig. 8.9.

(a) t=t0 (b) t=t0+∆t (c) t=t0+2∆t

min max
Rp[µm]

(d) t=t0 (e) t=t0+∆t (f) t=t0+2∆t

min max
Tp[K]

Figure 8.9: Instantaneous view of the particles colored by their radius (top) and
temperature (bottom) at equidistant times ∆t = 0.1 ms.

The cold and large droplets issuing from the injection system holes are pro-
gressively heated up by the hot gaseous mixture and rapidly evaporate leading
to their size reduction. As regards with spray dynamics, Fig. 8.9 suggests a
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swirling motion of the cloud of droplets due to an important coupling between
the spray and the gaseous flow motions. The particles feature small Stokes
numbers (Stp ≈ 0.1) with respect to the convective1 and the swirling2 times
of the LP system, and therefore rapidly reach an equilibrium state with the
gaseous phase. As a result of the coupling between the disperse and carrier
phases, the spray strongly interacts with the injection system walls. Periodi-
cally, the liquid droplets hit the pre-chamber duct walls and the splitting wall
between the first and second swirler. As a simple rebound type boundary con-
dition is used to model the interaction between the spray and the combustion
chamber walls, splashing, filming or sticking phenomena are not accounted for.

Figure 8.10 presents three instantaneous fields of resolved mixture fraction.

(a) t=t0 (b) t=t0+∆t (c) t=t0+2∆t

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Z/Zst [− ]

Figure 8.10: Instantaneous fields of resolved mixture fraction at equidistant times
∆t = 80µs.

In the pre-vaporizer duct, the liquid spray evaporates and creates a stratified
gaseous kerosene-air mixture. The mixture fraction fields present a character-
istic pattern with high concentration fuel regions preferentially located along
an helical shape whose position temporally alternates. This typical behavior
is due to the interaction between the liquid spray and an hydrodynamics in-
stability called Precessing Vortex Core (PVC) (Syred 2006). This instability,
revealed in Fig. 8.11 with low pressure iso-surface (red), imposes its helicoidal
motion to the liquid spray and consequently to the evaporated fuel. This is
particularly visible in Fig. 8.11 depicting the iso-surface of lean kerosene mass
fraction (blue). It may be also noted that the hydrodynamic instability and

1τ c = L/Uz with L the pre-chamber length and Uz the characteristic axial gaseous velocity
2τs = 2π/ω with ω the characteristic orthoradial gaseous velocity
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the resulting preferential helicoidal evaporation are phase-shifted because of the
drag relaxation and evaporation time of the liquid droplets.

(a) t=t0 (b) t=t0+∆t (c) t=t0+2∆t

Figure 8.11: Instantaneous iso-surfaces of low pressure (blue) and lean fuel mass
fraction (red) at equidistant times ∆t = 80µs.

The PVC and its interaction with the spray are analyzed in Fig. 8.12 showing
the pressure and kerosene mass fraction signals as well as the associated Power
Spectral Density (PSD). The spectral analysis of the pressure signal correlated
to the pressure iso-surface temporal evolution allows to identify the character-
istic frequency of the PVC fPVC to 6.5 kHz. The PSD of the kerosene mass
fraction signal also shows a predominant peak at 6.5 kHz demonstrating the
strong interaction between the PVC and the liquid phase. The first modes
identified in the PSD of the pressure signal are suspected to be acoustic modes.
Rough estimates of the first longitudinal and transverse modes frequencies may
be given by fL1/4 = c/(4L) and fT1/2 = c/(2l), where c is the sound of speed, while
L and l are the longitudinal and transverse characteristic lengths of the com-
bustion chamber. With fL1/4 ≈ 800 Hz and fT1/2 ≈ 4800 Hz the first two peaks
may be attributed to half (fL1/2 ≈ 1600 Hz) and three quarter (fL3/4 ≈ 2400 Hz)
wave longitudinal modes, while the third mode could be related to the half wave
transverse mode. The last peak of low Power Spectral Density at f = 13.5 kHz
≈ 2fPV C is presumed to be associated with the intermittent presence of a dou-
ble PVC structure (Syred 2006). This specific instability characterized by two
PVC branches is illustrated in Fig. 8.13.
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(a) Pressure signal

(b) Kerosene mass fraction signal

Figure 8.12: Pressure and kerosene mass fraction signals measured in the pre-
vaporizer chamber and associated PSD. The pressure signal is measured by a probe
located at x∗ = 0.21 while the kerosene probe is located at x∗ = 0.33. Normalized
coordinates x∗ = x/L are used, where x denotes the distance to the injector exit and
L stands for an arbitrary length.

Figure 8.13: Instantaneous iso-surface of low pressure identifying a double PVC.
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8.4.1.3 Flame shape and structure

Flame shape and stabilization

The flame stabilization and shape are presented in Figs. 8.14 and 8.15 showing
the instantaneous and mean fields of temperature and heat release rate. These
figures suggest that the flame stabilizes in the combustion chamber, far from the
injection system. The flame features the typical characteristics of an M-shape
flame with a large opening angle and two reaction regions. On the combustion
chamber axis a first inner flame front stabilizes along the inner recirculation
zone. Hot gases issued from the the inner reactive region are transported by
the reverse flow towards the injection system ensuring flame stabilization. On
the exit plane of the pre-vaporizer chamber a second outer reaction zone at-
tached to the walls consumes the fresh kerosene/air mixture formed in the outer
region of the pre-chamber.

(a) Instantaneous temperature field (b) Instantaneous heat release rate field

Figure 8.14: Instantaneous fields of resolved temperature and heat release rate. The
white line in Fig. 8.14.b identifies the zero axial velocity.

The dimensionless field of temperature presented in Fig. 8.14.a demonstrates
that the gaseous temperature is affected by evaporation processes occurring
near the tip nozzle. As the cold liquid fuel droplets evaporate in the pre-heated
environment an important part of the gaseous sensible energy is used to heat-up
droplets leading to carrier phase temperature reduction of about 200 K.
Figure 8.14.b, depicting the instantaneous field of heat release rate, shows vari-
ations of the chemical activity along the flame front. This observation may be
accounted for by the important mixture stratification discussed in sub-section
8.4.1.2. Also, the mean field of heat release shows intense chemical activity in
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the two external reacting branches, while low values of reaction rates are ob-
served on the combustor axis. These behavior suggest that the outer reaction
zone is anchored to the combustion chamber walls where the fresh gases meet
the ORZ burnt gases. On the contrary on the combustion chamber center, the
thin flame front position fluctuates importantly leading to lower mean heat re-
lease rate. Detailed discussions on this topic are provided in sub-section 8.4.2.2.

(a) Mean temperature field (b) Mean heat release rate field

Figure 8.15: Mean fields of resolved temperature and heat release rate. The black
line in Fig. 8.15.a identifies the zero axial velocity, while the four white to red lines
represent iso-surface of heat release rate.

Flame structure

The flame structure is analyzed by plotting the chemical trajectories in the
Z-phase space. Fig. 8.17 shows the repartition of resolved temperature as a
function of mixture fraction for different axial planes whose position are de-
picted in Fig. 8.16. To discriminate mixing-dominated regions from reactive-
controlled zones the temperature scatter plots are colored by the local heat
release rate.
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Figure 8.16: Post-treatment planes positions and instantaneous resolved mixture
fraction field. In red colors the iso-volume of resolved heat release rate identifies the
reaction zone. Normalized coordinates x∗ = x/L are used, where x denotes the distance
to the injector exit and L stands for an arbitrary length.

In the pre-vaporizer duct at x∗ = 0.30, mixing occurs between fresh air and
kerosene issued from the liquid spray evaporation. In this zone, the mixture and
aerodynamic conditions do not allow flame stabilization. Further downstream,
at x∗ = 0.63 where the central foot of the flame stabilizes, a weakly-stratified
lean reaction zone characterized by high release rate is observed. Moreover,
two mixing lines describing the mixing processes between i) fresh air and evap-
orated fuel and ii) fresh air and burnt gases are noticed. Along the third and
fourth planes, the reacting points identify a lean premixed flame with small
stratification level.
To sum-up the inhomogeneous lean mixture, issued from the coupling between
efficient evaporation and the PVC, feeds an M-shaped flame that mainly burns
under premixed/weakly stratified combustion mode.
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(a) x∗ = 0.30
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(b) x∗ = 0.63
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(c) x∗ = 0.81
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(d) x∗ = 1.00

Figure 8.17: Scatter plots of resolved temperature colored by heat release rate as a
function of mixture fraction for different axial positions indicated in Fig. 8.16.

8.4.2 Comparison with experimental measurements

8.4.2.1 Flame shape and aerodynamic fields

Capabilities of the numerical approach to predict the flame shape, stabilization
and structure are assessed by comparing simulation results against OH-PLIF
and PIV measurements.

Figure 8.18 compares the mean field of heat release rate predicted by the virtual
chemistry calculation to the average of both OH-PLIF images and OH-PLIF
gradient images. Important differences in terms of flame shape and stabilization
are observed. The mean of OH-PLIF gradient images (Fig. 8.18.a (bottom))
demonstrates that the flame features a typical tulip-shape where burnt gases,
represented by OH species, are confined in the middle region of the combus-
tor. Additionally, the presence of OH species at the exit plane of the injection
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system indicates that part of the kerosene is burnt in the pre-chamber region
and that flame stabilizes upstream of the combustion chamber. As discussed
previously, Large-Eddy Simulation performed with the virtual chemistry ap-
proach predicts an M-shape flame with two anchoring points located on the
combustion chamber walls and on the burner axis.

(a) Mean OH-PLIF and OH-PLIF gradients (b) Mean heat release rate LES

Figure 8.18: Qualitative flame shape and stabilization comparison. Mean OH-PLIF
images (top) and mean OH-PLIF gradients images (bottom) are compared to the heat
release rate predicted numerically.

Qualitative comparison between the mean aerodynamic fields measured by Par-
ticle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and obtained through numerical simulation is
provided in Fig. 8.19. The mean axial velocity fields show a misprediction of the
mean flow opening angle, along with an important overestimation of the inner-
recirculation zone width, and an under-prediction of the outer-recirculation
zones size. These discrepancies are due to the different flame stabilizations.
Numerically, the flame is importantly lifted and allows the formation of a large
inner recirculation zone. On the contrary, experimental measurements show
that the flame stabilizes in the narrow pre-chamber leading to a confined inner
recirculation zone and small opening of the flow angle. Mean radial velocity
fields illustrated in Fig.8.19 (bottom) indicates an overestimation of the radial
velocity component. Again this misprediction may be attributed to the differ-
ent flame shapes between experiment and LES.

Qualitative comparison between numerical simulation and experimental mea-
surements shows that the numerical simulation does not capture the proper
flame stabilization and shape. Possible reasons accounting for the discrepan-
cies between experiments and numerical results are numerous and of different
nature. A plausible cause related to aerodynamic modeling and interaction
between the flame and flow field is discussed in the next subsection.
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(a) Mean axial velocity PIV measure-
ments

(b) Mean resolved axial velocity LES

(c) Mean radial velocity PIV measure-
ments

(d) Mean resolved radial velocity LES

Figure 8.19: Mean fields of axial and radial velocity. The white lines identify the
zero axial velocity, while the black lines represent pseudo-streamlines.
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8.4.2.2 Flame/flow interactions dynamics and stabilization scenario

The dynamic behavior of the flame and its interaction with the inner recircula-
tion zone is analyzed in Fig. 8.20 showing four instantaneous snapshots of heat
release rate and iso-surfaces of zero axial velocity.

Figure 8.20: Instantaneous fields of resolved heat release rate at equidistant times
∆t = 80µs. The white lines identify iso-surface of zero axial velocity, while the white
arrows schematically represent the movement of the flame front.

As classically observed in swirled combustion chamber, the flame stabilizes
along the iso-surfaces of zero axial velocity. However the snapshots of Fig. 8.20
reveal that the IRZ shape varies significantly from one instant to the other.
In the first cut view, a continuous highly fragmented IRZ is observed in the
pre-vaporizer chamber. As both thermodynamic (local mixture and temper-
ature) and kinematic (reverse flow) conditions are favorables the flame front
propagates towards the fresh gases. As the flame moves to the nozzle tip, the
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IRZ is intensely perturbed and starts to break up. As shown in the second in-
stantaneous view, at t = t0 + ∆t, the IRZ is cut into two pieces preventing the
flame front to pursue its propagation in the reverse direction. The same process
repeats for the third and fourth snapshots. This series of four instantaneous
fields therefore demonstrates that the fragmentation of the IRZ prevents the
flame to stabilize in the pre-vaporizer duct leading to a highly unstable position
of the inner flame front anchoring point. In such perturbed flow environment,
the tulip-shape-like anchoring of the flame observed in experiments does not
seem possible.

To complete this explanation, the temporal evolution of the central flame an-
choring position is studied. Figure 8.21 illustrates the axial movement of the
lowest point of the iso-surface of heat release rate. In accordance with the mean
heat release field, Fig. 8.21 shows that in average the inner flame front stabi-
lizes few millimeters downstream of the combustion chamber inlet. This simple
analysis also evidences that the position of the inner flame front stabilization
point importantly fluctuates with time. Within the time investigated, the flame
front position is shown to vary by 8 mm between the lowest and highest point.
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Figure 8.21: Temporal evolution of the axial coordinate of the lowest point of the
iso-surface of heat release. z = 0 corresponds to the axial position of the combustion
chamber wall.

The flame stabilization and shape seem tightly influenced by the dynamic be-
havior of the IRZ. If the physical reasons accounting for the IRZ destabilization
are not explicitly identified, the analysis of the aerodynamic fields in cold flow
conditions brings interesting elements of response. Fig. 8.22 depicting four
instantaneous axial velocity fields shows that the fragmentation of the IRZ is
also obtained in non-reacting conditions. This observation therefore suggests
that the dynamic behavior of the IRZ is not necessarily due to complex inter-
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actions between the flame front and the flow motions, but is mainly governed
by the aerodynamics of the injection system. A possible source of error is the
misprediction of the mass flow splitting between the two stages of the injector.
In this situation, one of the two swirl stage could discharge a too important
mass flow rate that would affect the IRZ and provoke its fragmentation.

Figure 8.22: Instantaneous fields of resolved axial velocity at equidistant times ∆t =
80µs in non-reacting conditions. The white lines identify iso-surface of zero axial
velocity.
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8.5 Summary and perspectives

In this chapter, the virtual optimized chemistry approach has been first used
in the LES of a two-phase Lean Premixed injection system. Qualitative com-
parisons between numerical results and experiments show that the flame shape
and stabilization are not well reproduced. Experimental measurements ev-
idence that a narrow tulip-shape flame stabilizes in the pre-vaporizer duct,
while numerically an M-shape flame with a wide opening angle stabilizes in
the combustion chamber. A possible reason accounting for the different flame
shapes is explored by analyzing the interaction between the flame and the inner
recirculation zone. It appeared that the inner recirculation zone is irregularly
fragmented preventing the flame to propagate with the reverse flow and to
stabilize in the pre-vaporizer chamber. The dynamic behavior of the inner
recirculation zone also observed in cold flow conditions is assumed to be as-
sociated with a misprediction of the flow motions in the injection system. To
confirm this hypothesis additional calculations with finer mesh in the near wall
region of the injector would be of great interest.

From these results it is unfortunately difficult to conclude on the predictive
capability of the chemical model. To gain a better understanding on the dom-
inant physical processes, a parametric study investigating the impact of each
physical sub-model should be performed. First, the virtual optimized chem-
istry approach should be challenged in two-phase flow canonical problems. If
required, the virtual kinetic schemes will be trained to capture spray flames
complex chemical structure. Regarding spray modeling, high uncertainty lies
in the choice of the injected droplet size distribution. As this spray property
strongly impacts the evaporation and the subsequent mixture conditions, it is
highly necessary to better characterize the droplet diameter distribution either
through experimental measurement or through primary atomization calcula-
tion. Moreover, as the numerical simulation shows that the spray strongly
interacts with the injection system walls, complementary calculations using re-
fined spray/wall interaction models must be performed. Eventually, impact
of the heat losses at the combustion chamber walls must be evaluated with
non-adiabatic calculations.



Conclusion
The thesis main intent was to develop a reliable flame chemistry model ap-
plicable in Large-Eddy Simulations of industrial combustion chambers. An
original and reduced-cost chemical modeling strategy, called virtual optimized
chemistry, has been proposed. This approach relies on building-up virtual op-
timized schemes that are composed of virtual species and reactions. Contrarily
to conventional kinetic mechanisms, virtual species do not model real chemical
compounds but constitute degrees of freedom of the model. Similarly, virtual
reactions ruling the production and destruction of virtual species do not rep-
resent real chemical paths but compose a mathematical architecture. In this
framework, virtual species properties and reaction rate parameters are opti-
mized to retrieve quantities of interest such as flame temperature and pollutant
species, on a range of selected flame configurations. An automated procedure,
based on genetic algorithm, allows to identify i) the physical properties of vir-
tual species that best describe mixture-averaged properties of a real reference
mixture, ii) the set of kinetic rate coefficients allowing a proper capture of a
reference database composed by a collection of laminar flamelets. Flame/flow
field interactions and pollutant species formation processes are originally mod-
eled by different sub-mechanisms.

The virtual optimized chemistry approach has been first applied for the deriva-
tion of methane/air virtual schemes capable of addressing combustion chemistry
on mixed flame regimes. A main virtual mechanism dedicated to the prediction
of flame heat release and a satellite scheme devoted to the description of CO
were developed and tested in 1-D laminar flames. Comparisons of the reduced
schemes with the reference complex kinetic model show that virtual optimized
chemistry captures well the targeted flame properties in both premixed and
non-premixed flame configurations. Analysis of the impact of the reference
database demonstrated that the description of CO formation in both premixed
and non-premixed is achieved when both flame archetypes are included in the
targeted flame library.
The new chemical model has also been used for the generation of virtual schemes
devoted to the description of kerosene/air combustion in high pressure and high
temperature conditions. While keeping the same mechanism architecture than
for methane, the CO concentrations and heat release rate are well captured,
suggesting that the size of the reduced virtual scheme does not depend on the
number of reactions and species involved in the reference mechanism.

Virtual optimized schemes for methane oxidation are combined with the Thick-
ened Flame model for LES and are subsequently tested on two gaseous turbu-
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lent configurations. Simulations performed on the lean-premixed swirled burner
PRECCINSTA show that the virtual mechanism captures well the flame dy-
namics and mean flame position. As non-adiabatic effects play an important
role in this burner, the original adiabatic virtual model is not able to cap-
ture the flame shape and the CO recombination processes due to enthalpy
decrease. However, virtual schemes tailored to account for non-adiabatic ef-
fects are in very good agreement with experimental data. Virtual optimized
kinetic schemes were then tested on a stratified jet-flame. As noticed in the
first test case, flame position and dynamics are well reproduced by the reduced
virtual model. However, CO concentrations are mispredicted both in the flame
front and in the burnt gases region. These discrepancies are the results of i)
preferential diffusion effects that are not accounted for and ii) the use of a tur-
bulent combustion model based on thickening of the flame front.

Eventually, the virtual mechanism for kerosene/air combustion is tested on
a representative two-phase injection system. Comparison between numerical
simulation and experimental measurements shows that the LES does not cap-
ture the proper flame stabilization and shape. Due to important uncertainties
on the spray characteristics it is difficult to identify the reasons accounting for
these differences and to therefore conclude on the predictive capabilities of the
virtual chemistry approach.

Perspectives

The various points investigated during this thesis, as well as limitations of the
virtual model, offer numerous and varied perspectives:

Virtual optimized mechanisms generation

• Though efficient evolutionary algorithm is used for the evaluation of both
virtual species properties and reaction rate parameters, the virtual opti-
mized schemes architectures are identified through an iterative procedure
based on multiple tests. To improve the efficiency of the mechanism gen-
eration and the optimality of the resulting schemes an automated method
should be developed. Particularly, nature (consecutive, competing, equi-
librium) and number of the virtual chemical reactions must be identified
without a priori knowledge of the complex underlying chemical processes.

• Genetic optimization procedures are particularly adapted to handle min-
imization problems based on complex fitness functions featuring highly
structured landscapes (multiple valleys), noise and insufficient informa-
tion. Due to the inherent randomness of the method Genetic Algorithm
(GA) are able to depart from local optima and identify the global opti-
mum. However, if the computational resources allocated for optimization
are not sufficient GA may fail to explore the valley and efficiently eval-
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uate the fittest set of parameters. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 4
where the cost-function decreases importantly during the last iterations
of the procedure. To overcome this difficulty, GA could be coupled with
a deterministic optimization method such as gradient based algorithms,
that is known to converge rapidly towards local optimum when the initial
guess is close to optimum.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the cost function E as a function of the number of generations.
At the end of the optimization procedure sudden improvement of the fitness function
occurs demonstrating the potential difficulty of GA to locally explore a valley.

Virtual optimized mechanisms validity domain

• In the present work, the transport properties of the virtual species are
closed with simplified models that do not account for preferential diffusion
effects. Results obtained on the 2-D burner and on the stratified jet flame
Cambridge clearly evidenced the need to account for these phenomena.
A first step would be to include the virtual species molecular diffusion
coefficients in the set of parameters to optimize. Then, in order to cap-
ture the complex interactions between flame curvature, strain rate and
differential diffusion effects, the reference database used to build the main
virtual mechanism should be complemented with laminar non-premixed
and strained premixed flames.

• The concept of satellite mechanisms dedicated to the prediction of a pol-
lutant species has been successfully applied for the derivation of virtual
schemes aiming at describing CO. The new strategy should be challenged
on other pollutant species of interest for industrial applications such as
nitrogen oxides or soot precursors. Though the methodology can the-
oretically be transposed to any chemical species, difficulties associated
with the capture of chemical processes evolving with different time scales
should be addressed. For instance, NOx formation proceeds through two
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chemical paths occurring both in the thin flame front region and in the
post-flame zone on very large length and time scales. A strategy aiming
at describing the complex formation of NOx using the virtual chemistry
approach is currently under development within the PhD Thesis of Maio
(2019). As illustrated in Fig. 5, this approach consists in first optimizing
reactions accounting for prompt NOx production in the flame front zone,
and second optimizing chemical reactions describing thermal NOx formed
in the post-flame zone.

Figure 5: Spatial evolution of the NOx mass fraction for a stoichiometric premixed
methane/air flame.

• Virtual optimized schemes dedicated to the prediction of gaseous kerosene-
air combustion have been used for the Large-Eddy-Simulation of the
two-phase flow industrial burner HERON. To improve the reliability of
the approach in an aeronautical context, extension of the current virtual
chemistry approach in a two-phase flow environment would be of great
interest. Capabilities of the virtual optimized concept to properly ac-
count for evaporation processes in both fresh gases and hot combustion
products should be improved. Moreover, complex interactions between
liquid droplets and turbulent flame fronts should be investigated.

• To ensure representativity of the virtual optimized chemistry in aeronau-
tical combustion chambers, virtual mechanisms were optimized to repro-
duce mixed combustion regimes were both premixed and non-premixed
flame archetypes are encountered. The domain of application of the newly
developed chemical description approach could be enlarged to other ap-
plications such as Diesel Internal Combustion engines, SCRAMJET com-
bustors, or diluted combustion systems. To achieve this goal, the virtual
optimized concept should be tested and extended to a wider range of
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canonical flame problems including homogeneous auto-ignition or cold
flames configurations for example.

Flame-turbulence interaction modeling

• The Thickened-Flame model for LES has been first considered to en-
sure the coupling between turbulence and virtual optimized mechanisms.
Unfortunately, as observed on the stratified Cambridge jet flame, this ro-
bust and simple turbulent combustion model is not able to describe the
concentration of intermediate species, such as CO, when flame wrinkling
occurs. An alternative strategy aiming at modeling for the effect of sub-
grid scale wrinkling on pollutants has been recently proposed in the thesis
of Mehl (2018). This turbulent combustion model, called Filtered Opti-
mized Chemistry (FOC) model, consists in optimizing virtual reaction
mechanisms to capture a collection of Filtered Wrinkled Flamelets that
accounts for the impact of flame wrinkling on the flame structure. The
Filtered Optimized Chemistry model has been used for the simulation of
the Cambridge swirled burner showing important improvement over the
TFLES model regarding the prediction of CO. This promising approach
developed for premixed flame archetype should be extended to operate
in stratified and pure diffusion regimes so as to be applied in industrial
combustion chambers.
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Genetic algorithm

This appendix gives details on the optimization tool MelOptim. Initial-
ization, selection procedure, genetic operators and reduction technique
used in the optimization code are discussed.

Population initialization
Pseudorandom numbers, used for population initialization, are generated through
a classical Mersenne Twister algorithm.

Selection operation
The selection operator is based on a k-tournament algorithm. The main
steps of this stochastic procedure may be summarized as follow:

• Random selection of k members from the previous generation

• Ranking the potential solutions according to the cost function

• Generation of a random number R between 0 and 1

• If R < PT the fittest indidvidual among the pool of k individual is se-
lected, otherwise, the second ranking individual is selected with a proba-
bility PT (1− PT )

These steps are repeated until an individual is selected, or until the lowest
ranking is reached.
In this work, the classical binary tournament involving k=2 individuals is used.
This simple and low CPU demanding algorithm enables an easy control of
the selective pressure and population diversity by adjusting the value of the
tournament probability pT . In this work, the intermediate value pT = 0.7 was
found to adequately balance between strong selective pressure promoted with
pT = 1.0 (determinist selection) and weak selective pressure promoted with
pT = 0.5 (random selection).

Crossover or recombination
In real coded evolutionary algorithms, a wide range of crossover operators were
proposed (Wright 1991; Goldberg 1990; Eshelman and Schaffer 1993). The
Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) introduced by Deb and Agrawal (1995) is
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considered in this study. The general procedure to create two children from
SBX operator are:

• Generation of a random number R between 0 and 1

• Calculation of the spread factor β characterizing the ratio of the absolute
difference in children values to that of the parent values:

β =





2R
1

1+η if R ≤ 0.5
(

1

2 (1−R)

) 1
1+η

otherwise
(A.1)

• Evaluation of the children C1 and C2 from the parents P1 and P2:

C1,k = 0.5 [(1 + β)P1,k + (1− β)P2,k] (A.2)
C2,k = 0.5 [(1− β)P1,k + (1 + β)P2,k] (A.3)

where k is the gene index (unknown thermochemical or kinetic parame-
ter).

Main advantage of this recombination operation is to avoid bias towards any
parent solution. Moreover, as the spread factor is built so that children solutions
has a spread which is proportional to that of the parent solutions, solution
dispersion reduces as generations evolve to ease convergence. Application of
the SBX crossover is performed with a probability Pc equal to 0.7 to ensure a
satisfactory exploitation of the evaluation step.

Mutation
The non-uniform mutation operator proposed by Michalewicz (2013) is used
in this work. This dynamic mutation operator is designed to allow a fine local
tuning of the population diversity with time. If the kth gene gk of parent P is
selected for mutation the gene k g′k of the associated children C reads:

g
′
k =

{
gk + ∆ (n, gmax

k − gk) if R = 0
gk −∆

(
n, gk − gmin

k

)
if R = 1

(A.4)

where n is the number of generations performed, and the superscripts min
and max denote the minimum and maximum bounds for the kth parameter to
optimize. The function ∆ (n, y) returns a value in the range [0, y] such that the
probability of ∆ (n, y) to be close to 0 increases when n increases. The function
used by Martin Martin (2005) is considered:

∆ (n, y) = yR
(

1− n

Ngen

)b
(A.5)

where Ngen is the maximal generation number allowed, R is a random number
in the interval [0, 1] and b is a system parameter determining the degree of
non-uniformity.
Each solution has a probability Pm = 0.1 to mute. This value was found to
allow a good balance between space exploitation and exploration.
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Reduction operation
After children population evaluation, a reduction or filtering operation rely-
ing on k-tournament selection is applied. To ensure population diversity the
reduction operation prevents an individual to be selected twice in the new gen-
eration.





Appendix B

Optimization of product species
thermodynamic properties

This appendix describes the optimization procedure used for the opti-
mization of the thermodynamic properties of the virtual products.

The in-house genetic algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is used to minimize the
cost function defined in Eq. 3.24 and expressed as:

Emain
thermo (X )

(
Nvm
p , αvmPk (φi) , a

vm
lPk

)
=

Nc∑

i=1

NT∑

l=1

[
avmlP |

eq (φi)− σl (φi)
]

(B.1)

where σl (φi) is given by:

σl (φi) = adl |eq (φi)− avmlA |
eq (φi) (B.2)

The function avmlA |
eq (φi) is entirely defined by real species properties and equi-

librium concentration of reactants, while adl |eq (φi) is obtained through equi-
librium calculations with detailed chemistry. Therefore, σl (φi) is known and
constitutes the target coefficient of the optimization procedure. Figure B.1
shows the evolution of the 6 coefficients σl versus the equivalence ratio.
The term avmlP |

eq (φi) is unknown and needs to be optimized in order to minimize
the cost function Emain

thermo defined by Eq. (B.1):

avmlP |
eq (φi) =

Nvm
p∑

k=1

avmlPkα
vm
Pk
Y vm
P |

eq (φi) for l ∈ [1, NT ] (B.3)

The optimization calculation requires the evaluation of NT × Nvmp thermody-
namic coefficients avmlPk , and

(
Nvm
p − 1

)
×Nc stoichiometric coefficients αvmPk . For

only two products and Nc = 31 equivalence ratio conditions, 43 variables have
to be determined.
To ease the optimization procedure, the problem is divided into two parts.
We first consider that for each of Nvmp products, a subset of m thermodynamic
coefficients avmlPk is known and ensure a perfect reproduction of the corresponding
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Figure B.1: Evolution of the target coefficients σl versus the equivalence ratio. Three
distinctive families of curves may be identified: F1 = {σ1, σ3, σ5} , F2 = {σ2, σ4} and
F3 = {σ6}.

target coefficients over the whole flammability range. This hypothesis can be
expressed through the following system expressed in its general form for the
equivalence ratio φi:





Nvm
p∑
k=1

avm1Pkα
vm
Pk
Y vm
P |eq (φi) = σ1 (φi)

...
Nvm
p∑
k=1

avmmPkα
vm
Pk
Y vm
P |eq (φi) = σm (φi)

(B.4)

With the arbitrary constraint
Nvm
p∑
k=1

αvmPk = 1, Eq. B.4 can be rewritten:





Nvm
p −1∑
k=1

[
avml1kα

vm
Pk

(φi)
]

+ avml1Np

(
1−

Nvm
p −1∑
k=1

αvmPk (φi)

)
=

σl1
Y vm
P |eq

(φi)

...
Nvm
p −1∑
k=1

[
avmlmkα

vm
Pk

(φi)
]

+ avmlm,Np

(
1−

Nvm
p −1∑
k=1

αvmPk (φi)

)
=

σlm
Y vm
P |eq

(φi)

(B.5)
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Ifm = Nvm
p −1, the system Eq. (B.5) exhibits Nv

p−1 equations and Nvm
p −1 un-

known functions αvmPk (φ). The stoichiometric coefficients αvmPk (φi) can be evalu-
ated by inverting the Nc systems of Eq. (B.5). Thus for any set of m = Nvm

p −1
thermodynamic coefficients, the evolution of the product stoichiometric coeffi-
cients in the composition space can be calculated. However, the physical consis-
tency (bounded behavior) of the resulting αvmPk (φ) coefficients is not necessarily
obtained. Then the identification of the best subset of Nvm

p −1 thermodynamic
coefficients and associated αvmPk (φ) is done through genetic optimization with
the objective to respect the physical constraint: 0 < αvmPk (φi) < 1. Practically,
the physical behavior of the stoichiometric coefficients is ensured by minimizing
the cost function Emain

thermo 1:

Emain
thermo 1 =

Nvm
p∑

k=1

δPk (B.6)

where δPk is defined as:

δPk =

{
0 if αvmPk (φi) ∈ ]0; 1[

1 else
(B.7)

The second part of the optimization procedure aims at evaluating the m′ =
NT − m residual thermodynamic coefficients. The optimization algorithm is
again used to minimize the fitness function Emain

thermo 2:

Emain
thermo 2 =

Nc∑

i=1

NT∑

l=m

[avlP |eq (φi)− σl (φi)] (B.8)

In practice, the choice of the m thermodynamic coefficients optimized during
the first stage of the procedure is important. Figure B.1 shows that three
families of coefficients can be identified considering their evolution in the com-
position space. The coefficients σ1, σ3 and σ5, belonging to the family called
F1, feature a constant behavior for lean mixtures and the same increasing trend
in the rich zone. The second family of coefficients F2, including the terms σ2

and σ4, is constant for lean injection conditions and shows a decrease with the
equivalence ratio for rich mixtures. Finally the coefficient σ6 presents a distinct
behavior with a discontinuity near the stoichiometry. To summarize, if m = 3
thermodynamic coefficients are used to identify the evolution of Nvm

p = 4 vir-
tual product stoichiometric coefficients αvmPk (φi), given the self-similar behavior
of σl profiles, optimization of the m′ = 3 remaining coefficients is therefore
easier. If the m chosen coefficients are for instance the first, second and last
one, one can expect a rapid and efficient convergence of the optimization algo-
rithm. As a conclusion, this a priori study shows a minimum number of four
virtual products is required to describe the equilibrium state thermodynamic
properties (cp and h) of the mixture on the whole flammability range.





Appendix C

Virtual chemistry approach for fu-
els of varying complexity

Validation of the virtual chemistry concept is complemented by the
derivation of three virtual optimized schemes for : ethylene, propane
and n-heptane oxidation. Capabilities of the virtual optimized mecha-
nisms to capture the equilibrium flame temperature and laminar flame
speed are assessed.

The virtual optimized chemistry strategy, presented in Chapter 3 and applied to
methane/air and kerosene/air combustion, is used for the derivation of reduced
virtual schemes dedicated to the prediction of the oxidation of hydrocarbons
fuels ranging from ethylene to n-heptane. Following the global procedure pre-
sented in Fig. 3.8, the three detailed chemical mechanisms indicated in Table
C.1 are used as reference to build-up the corresponding virtual optimized mech-
anisms. Despite the various sizes of the reference complex schemes (the number
of species ranges from 106 to 297 and the number of elementary reactions varies
from 784 to 16797), all corresponding reduced virtual schemes are composed by
the same number of virtual species and virtual reactions. For both the main
virtual scheme and the sub-mechanism for CO prediction a total of 11 virtual
species interacting through 5 virtual reactions are considered.

Hydrocarbons Detailed Ref. Virtual
mechanisms mechanisms

Ethylene (C2H4)
297 species (Saggese et al. 2015) Main scheme:

16797 reactions 8 species /

Propane (C3H8)
111 species (Wang et al. 2007) 2 reactions
784 reactions Sub-scheme for CO:

N-heptane (C7H16)
106 species (Stagni et al. 2013) 3 species /

1738 reactions 3 reactions

Table C.1: Hydrocarbons and associated reference kinetic schemes

Figure C.1 presents the adiabatic flame temperatures obtained with mixtures
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composed of real properties reactant species (F, O2, N2) as well as four virtual
products with optimized thermodynamic properties. Reference equilibrium cal-
culations performed with the full set of species included in the detailed scheme
of Table C.1 are shown as reference in Fig. C.1. For each fuel investigated,
a very good agreement is obtained between virtual and complex equilibrium
computations on the whole range of fresh gases composition. Even for heavy
hydrocarbons such as n-heptane, only four virtual products are required to de-
scribe the equilibrium state.
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Figure C.1: Adiabatic flame temperature versus fuel mole fraction for
air/hydrocarbon mixtures at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm.
Equilibrium calculations including four virtual products (black lines) are compared to
reference equilibrium computations (symbols).

Capabilities of the two-step virtual scheme to capture the laminar flame speed
is investigated in Fig. C.2 comparing the laminar flame speed predicted by both
the virtual mechanisms and the reference mechanisms. For all hydrocarbons
considered, the two-step virtual schemes associated with equivalence ratio de-
pendent correction function captures very well the laminar flame consumption
speed over the whole flamability range.
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Figure C.2: Evolution of the laminar flame speed SL with the fuel mole fraction
for fuels of varying complexity at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K and pressure
P = 1 atm. Detailed kinetic schemes (symbols) and main virtual optimized schemes
(lines) are compared.
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Résumé détaillé en français

La nature conflictuelle des contraintes de performances, d’opérabilité et de re-
spect des normes environnementales conduit les motoristes à optimiser finement
la géométrie de la chambre de combustion afin d’identifier le meilleur design.
La Simulation aux Grande Echelles (SGE) est aujourd’hui un outil performant
et est déployé de manière courante dans les Bureaux d’Etudes pour la pré-
diction des propriétés macroscopiques des écoulements réactifs. Toutefois, la
description des phénomènes influencés par les effets de chimie complexe, tels
que la stabilisation, l’extinction de flamme et la formation des polluants, reste
un problème crucial. En effet, la prédiction des effets de chimie complexe néces-
site l’utilisation de modèles cinétiques détaillés imposant des coûts de calculs
prohibitifs, des problèmes de raideur numérique et des difficultés de couplage
avec les échelles non résolues turbulentes.
Afin d’inclure une description des processus chimiques dans les simulations
numériques de chambres de combustion industrielles de nombreuses approches
ont été proposées dans la littérature. Les schémas cinétiques semi-globaux,
conçus pour reproduire les propriétés globales de flamme à l’aide de 5 à 8
espèces majoritaires (Westbrook and Dryer 1981; Jones and Lindstedt 1988;
Franzelli et al. 2010), sont largement utilisés pour leurs faibles coûts de calcul
et leur couplage relativement facile avec la turbulence. Cependant, ces mé-
canismes ne sont pas en mesure de capturer les processus de formation des
espèces polluantes, et ne parviennent pas à décrire la structure chimique com-
plexe des flammes rencontrées dans les chambres de combustion. Les méthodes
de chimie tabulée, basée sur la paramétrisation de la structure de flamme en
fonction d’un faible nombre de paramètres de contrôle (Peters 1984; Gicquel
et al. 2000; Van Oijen et al. 2001; Pierce and Moin 2004), constituent une
alternative attractive pour la description des effets de chimie complexe à très
faible coûts CPU. Cette approche soulève toutefois de nombreux problèmes
de modélisation (choix de l’archétype de flamme et des variables de contrôle,
fermeture des équations de transport) et des difficultés pratiques lorsqu’elle
est utilisée dans des configurations réelles. Enfin, si les schémas analytiques
fournissent une description précise de la structure de la flamme et des espèces
intermédiaires dans une large gamme de conditions (Luche 2003; Lu and Law
2008), ils impliquent également des coûts de calculs élevés dans le cas de car-
burants lourds et peuvent conduire à des problèmes de raideurs numériques.
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Dans cette thèse, une nouvelle approche de modélisation, appelée chimie virtuelle
optimisée, a été développée pour répondre aux principales limitations mention-
nées ci-dessus. L’approche de chimie virtuelle repose sur la construction de
schémas virtuels optimisés, composés d’espèces et de réactions virtuelles. Con-
trairement aux mécanismes cinétiques classiques, les espèces virtuelles ne mod-
élisent pas des composés chimiques réels mais constituent des degrés de liberté
du modèle. De même, les réactions virtuelles qui régissent la production et la
destruction d’espèces virtuelles ne représentent pas des voies chimiques réelles
mais constituent une architecture mathématique. Dans ce cadre, les propriétés
des espèces virtuelles et les paramètres cinétiques fermant les vitesses de réac-
tion sont calibrés pour reproduire des quantités d’intérêt telles que la tempéra-
ture de la flamme et les espèces polluantes, sur une gamme de configurations
de flamme sélectionnées. Une procédure automatisée, basée sur un algorithme
génétique, permet d’identifier i) les propriétés physiques des espèces virtuelles
qui décrivent le mieux les propriétés moyennes du mélange réel de référence,
ii) l’ensemble des paramètres cinétiques permettant de prédire précisément une
base de données de référence composée d’une collection de flammes 1-D lami-
naires. Le couplage entre la flamme et l’écoulement et les processus de formation
des espèces polluantes sont modélisés par différents sous-mécanismes.
L’approche de chimie virtuelle optimisée a d’abord été appliquée à la dériva-
tion de schémas dédiés à la combustion du mélange méthane/air en condition
atmosphérique. Un mécanisme virtuel principal consacré à la prédiction du
dégagement de chaleur et un schéma satellite dédié à la description du CO ont
été développés et testés sur des configurations de flammes 1-D laminaires. La
comparaison des schémas réduits au modèle cinétique complexe de référence
montre que la chimie virtuelle optimisée capture bien les propriétés de flamme
ciblées à la fois dans le cas de flammes pré-mélangées et non pré-mélangées de
diffusion. Il a été démontré que la description de la formation de CO dans les
flammes pré-mélanges et non pré-mélanges est obtenue lorsque les deux arché-
types de flamme sont inclus dans la base de données utilisée pour la calibration
du schéma virtuel. Le nouveau modèle chimique a également été utilisé pour
la génération de schémas virtuels consacrés à la description de l’oxydation du
kérosène à haute pression et à haute température. En conservant la même
structure de mécanisme que pour le méthane, les concentrations de CO et le
taux de dégagement de chaleur sont bien capturés par les mécanismes virtuels.
Ceci suggère que la taille du schéma virtuel réduit ne dépend pas de la com-
plexité du carburant.
Les schémas virtuels optimisés pour décrire l’oxydation du méthane sont com-
binés avec le modèle TFLES et sont ensuite testés sur deux configurations
turbulentes gazeuses. Les simulations réalisées sur le brûleur PRECCINSTA
montrent que les mécanismes virtuels capturent bien la dynamique de flamme
et la position moyenne de la flamme. Comme les effets non-adiabatiques jouent
un rôle important dans ce brûleur, le modèle virtuel adiabatique original n’est
pas capable de capturer la forme de la flamme et les processus de recombinai-
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son du CO. Toutefois, les schémas virtuels conçus pour tenir compte des effets
non-adiabatiques sont en très bon accord avec les données expérimentales. Les
schémas cinétiques virtuels optimisés ont ensuite été testés sur une flamme
faiblement stratifiée : la flamme Cambridge. La position et la dynamique de
la flamme sont bien reproduites par le modèle virtuel réduit. Cependant, les
concentrations de CO sont mal prédites tant dans le front de flamme que dans
la région des gaz brûlés. Ces écarts sont le résultat i) d’effets de diffusion
préférentiels non pris en compte dans l’actuelle formulation de l’approche et ii)
de l’utilisation d’un modèle de combustion turbulente basé sur l’épaississement
du front de flamme qui tend à surestimer les niveaux d’espèces intermédiaires.
Enfin, le mécanisme virtuel calibré pour la combustion du kérosène et l’air est
testé sur un système d’injection diphasique industriel monté sur le banc HERON
haute pression. La comparaison entre la simulation numérique et les mesures
expérimentales montre que le calcul ne décrit pas correctement la forme de
la flamme. En raison des incertitudes importantes sur les caractéristiques du
spray, il est difficile d’identifier les raisons qui expliquent ces différences et donc
de tirer des conclusions sur les capacités prédictives de l’approche de chimie
virtuelle.
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Résumé : La nature conflictuelle des contraintes 
de performances, d'opérabilité et de respect des 
normes environnementales conduit les 
motoristes à optimiser finement la géométrie du 
brûleur afin d'identifier le meilleur design. La 
Simulation aux Grande Echelles (SGE) est 
aujourd'hui un outil performant et est déployé de 
manière courante dans les Bureaux d'Etudes pour 
la prédiction des propriétés macroscopiques de 
l'écoulement. Toutefois, de nombreux 
phénomènes influencés par les effets de chimie 
complexe, tels que la stabilisation, l'extinction de 
flamme et la formation des polluants, reste un 
problème crucial. En effet, la description des 
effets de chimie complexe nécessite l'utilisation 
de modèles cinétiques détaillés imposant des 
coûts de calculs prohibitifs, des problèmes de 
raideurs numérique et des difficultés de couplage 
avec les échelles non résolues turbulentes.   

Afin d'inclure une description des processus 
chimiques, dans les simulations numériques de 
chambres de combustion réelles, des modèles 
réduits doivent être proposés. Dans cette thèse, 
une méthode originale, appelée chimie virtuelle 
optimisée, est développée. Cette stratégie a pour 
objectif la description de la structure chimique de 
la flamme et la formation des polluants dans des 
configurations de flamme représentatives. Les 
schémas cinétiques virtuels optimisés, composés 
de réactions virtuelles et d'espèces virtuelles, 
sont construits par optimisation des paramètres 
réactionnels et des propriétés thermochimiques 
des espèces virtuelles afin de capturer les 
propriétés de flamme d'intérêt. 

 

 

Title : Virtual chemical mechanisms optimized to capture pollutant formation in turbulent flames 

Keywords : Chemical flame structure, Pollutant formation, Turbulent combustion, Large-Eddy 
Simulation, Virtual optimized chemistry. 

Abstract : The conflicting nature of 
performance, operability and environmental 
constraints leads engine manufacturers to 
perform a fine optimization of the burner 
geometry to find the best design compromise. 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is an attractive 
tool to achieve this challenging task, and is 
routinely used in design office to capture 
macroscopic flow features. However, the 
prediction of phenomena influenced by complex 
kinetic effects, such as flame stabilization, 
extinction and pollutant formation, is still a 
crucial issue. Indeed, the comprehensive 
description of combustion chemistry effects 
requires the use of detailed models imposing 
prohibitive computational costs, numerical 
stiffness and difficulties related to model the 
coupling with unresolved turbulent scales. 
 

Reduced-cost chemistry description strategies 
must then be proposed to account for kinetic 
effects in LES of real combustion chambers.  In 
this thesis an original modeling approach, called 
virtual optimized chemistry, is developed. This 
strategy aims at describing the chemical flame 
structure and pollutant formation in relevant 
flame configurations, at a low computational 
cost. Virtual optimized kinetic schemes, 
composed by virtual reactions and virtual 
species, are built through optimization of both 
kinetic rate parameters and virtual species 
thermo-chemical properties so as to capture 
reference target flame quantity.  
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